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Vacuum-UV emission spectra were obtained in a 

discharge flow system for reactions of bromine-, chlorine.-

and iodine containing reagents with metastable argon 

atoms (Ar
*
(
3 
 P20)). Halogen atomic lines were observed 

for many of these spectra. Noble gas halide spectra 

were identified for the reactions of the bromine- and 

chlorine- containing reagents (ArBr- and ArC1- spectra). 

HC1 and DC1 spectra were observed for the reactions of 

these reagents. 

The pressure- and temperature- dependence behaviour 

of some of the argon halide spectra as well as their 

structure was studied, and the spectra were analysed by 

simulation calculations. Detailed studies of the effect 

of the various parameters on the calculated spectra 

were carried out for the simulation of the ArBr spectra. 

This showed that important information on the various 

parameters could be derived from the simulation 

calculations. 

Spectral contributions due to three different 

bound-free transitions (B-X, C-A(3/2) and B-A(1/2)) and 

the spectral ranges of these were identified for some 

ArBr spectra. Only the very lowest vibrational levels 

in the excited states were found to emit due to an efficient 

predissociation of high vibrational levels. The 

occurrence of a collision induced crossing between the 

emitting states (B and C) and a vibrational relaxation 
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in these states was observed. Estimates were made of 

relative rates of collisional deactivation processes 

and population distributions in the emitting states 

(B and C) for some of the spectra. Approximate potential 

curves (X, A(3/2), B and C) were obtained and the 

transition moments for the transitions B-X and C-A(3/2) 

were found to vary rapidly with internuclear distance. 

Analyses of some ArC1, MC spectra made it possible 

to estimate the population distribution in the ArC1 

B-state and the occurrence of a rapid vibrational 

relaxation in the B-state was observed. Approximate 

potential curves (X,B) were also obtained. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

1.1 Chemiluminescent reactions of excited noble 

gas atoms. 

The chemistry of atoms and molecules in excited 

states can be very different from that of the ground 

states.' The contrast between the chemical behaviour 

of ground and excited state species is perhaps nowhere 

more marked than in the noble gases. 2'3  While the 

ground state noble gas atoms are virtually inert, the 

first excited states are highly reactive. 

The physical and chemical properties of these 

species show a close similarity to that of the alkali 

atoms. Thus a noble gas atom in its first excited 

states has polarizability,4'5  ionization 

potential 2  and shows reactivity 14  and elastic 

scattering 6,7  similar to the closest alkali atom in 

the periodic table.. 

The quenching of the excited noble gas atoms has 

been observed to occur by a variety of channels 2  

Collisional excitation and deactivation is 

important in pure or mixed noble gases and can be 



represented as 

* 	 F 	 *4 
Ng - Ng —.Ng + Ng 	 (1) 

where Ng and Ng' represent noble gas atoms 

and the asterisks denote electronic excitation. Two - 

and three - body recombination, 

Ng* + Ng - Ng 	 (2) 

and 	Ng + 2Ng - Ng + Ng 	 (3) 

are 	important in pure noble gases. Chemifonization 

of a reagent can occur by different reaction channels 

to form various ionic species. Dissociation reactions 

of a reagent BC can lead to formation of neutral 

species 

Ng+BC—Ng+B+C 	 (4) 

or species in excited states 

Ng" -4- BC - Ng4B+C 	 (5) 

A number of electronic - to - electronic (E - E) 

energy transfer reactions 

Ng + BC - Ng + BC* 	 (6) 

have been identified. 

Chemuluxninescent reactions of the metastable 

excited states, 3P and 3P of the heavy noble gas 

atoms, is the most recently discovered channel, 

Ng * OP 	—   -NgX 
*
+R 	 (7) 

NgX - hv + Ng + X 	 (8) 

which was first identified by Golde and Thrush  in 

1974. They observed the cherniluminescence in vacuum 

- UV due to a transition from abound upper state of 
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ArC1, ArO and KrO to a repulsive lower state when 

metastable Ar- and Kr- atoms reacted with 0- and Cl-

containing reagents. A halogen atomic emission was 

observed in some of these spectra. Excited halogen 

atoms are thought to be formed at least partly due 

to predissociation of the excited noble gas halides 

NgX* - Ng + f 	 (9) 

X*h +X 	 (10) 

Soon after the discovery of the chenilluminescent 

reactions a laser action on the noble gas halide 

transitions was suggested by Setser and his co- 

workers 13,14 

Since then, lasing has been achieved in 

ArP32  (193nm), ArC133  (175nm), KrC134  (222nm),KrF29(248nm), 

XeP30  (352nm), XeC129  (303nm) and XeBr35  (282nxn), with 

electron - beam and discharge techniques to produce 

electronically excited noble gas atoms. Principally 

because of this very rapid development of high power 

pulsed lasers, an intense interest has arisen in these 

noble gas halide systems. 

In the last few years these systems have been 

studied extensively, both experimentally and theoreti-

cally, in order to obtain a better understanding of 

the spectroscopy and the various kinetic processes in 

these systems. Various experimental techniques have 

been utilized for this purpose. 

The initial identification of the chemuluminescent 

channel was made by recording the vacuum - UV emission. 



spectra in a discharge flow system at low pressures  
* 

(typically 0.5 - 10 torr). Such low pressure spectra 

have now been identified and published for a number of 

noble gas halides, such as ArF,9  ArC1,8  ArBr,10  KrP,9  

KrC1,9  KrBr,9  KrI,1°  XeF, 
16  XeC1,14  XeBr,14  and XeI.28  

High pressure emission spectra (P>300 torr) have been 

obtained from high energy electron beam excitation 

of noble gas/halogen mixtures for the xenon-

halides 23,27,28,38-41 and KrF.27  Absorption spectra 

for XeF have been recorded in gas phase in flash 

photolysis experiments.42  Emission and absorption 

spectra for the xenonhalides4346  and KrF43145  have 

also been studied by the matrix isolation technique. ESH 

spectrum of XeC1 in matrices has been recorded.47  

Total quenching rate constants have been measured 

for reactions of the metastable noble gas atoms with 

various halogen containing reagents, and the rate of 

formation of excited noble gas halides has been measured 

for some systems. These kinetic studies have been 

made by Setser and his coworkers in discharge flow 

systems. 2,15,16  Molecular beam studies have been made 

to obtain the excitation function of the reaction of 

metastable Xe (3P0,2) with Br2.48  The radiative life- 

time of a particular excited state of XeF (B - state) 

has been measured by various methods i.e. by utilizing 

electron beam dissociation excitation of XeF 231'49  

1 torr= 133.322 
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and ArF - laser photodissociation of XeF2,50  and most 

recently bythe laser induced fluorescence technique.5' 

Quenching rate coefficients for the excited state of 

XeF and various gases have been determined by use of the 

resonance fluorescence 19 and laser induced fluorescence 

techniques. 50 

Various spectroscopic calculations have been done 

on these systems. Spectral simulation calculations 

have been carried ottointerpret the main features of 

the low pressure spectra and toobtain information on the 

emitting potentials9  or population distribution. 21 

Several high pressure spectra have also been simu-

lated,40  Ab initlo, configuration interaction calcul-

ations have been made for the noble gas 

fluorides 	 (NgP for Ng=Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) 

and xenon halides5556  (heX for X= F, Cl, Br, I). 

These calculations were made in order to obtain the 

various potential curves for these noble gas halide 

molecules as well as transition moments. From these 

calculation results, the various experimentally observed 

radiative transitions were assigned. Krauss has 

derived 	perturbation expressions for potential curves, 

and dipole- and transition moments for KrF.59  Krauss 

and Liu have done theoretical calculations on the ground 

state of XeF,60  The electron gas model 61  has been 

utilized to obtain potential curves for KrF.Sa  A 

self - consistent-field potential energy curve for the 

ground state of ArCl has also been calculated. 



The work which is presented in this thesis 

started In the early days of the studies of the noble 

gas xnonohalides, the year after Goldeas  and Thrush's 

discovery of the cherniluxninescent reactions.8  The 

aim of the project was to learn more about the noble 

gas halide systems in general by studying the 

vacuum - U'! spectra obtained from reactions of 

Ar*(3P0,2) with halogen containing reagents in a flow 

system. 

In the following two sections of this chapter 

other people's results on the noble gas halide systems 

which are most relevant to the work presented in this 

thesis will be reviewed. 
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1.2 Spectroscopy of the noble gas monohalides. 

The first spectroscopic evidence for the noble 

gas monohalides came from ESR - spectra of gamma - 

irradiated crystals of Xe?462  and Kr?263  in 1963 and 

1964. These spectra were assigned to XeF-and Kr? - 

radicals. In 1964 Kuznetsova et a164  announced their 

observation of emission bands in the UV region from 

discharge of Xe?2  vapour, which they assigned to 

Xe? - species. 

In 1971 and 1973, self - consistent - field (3CF) 

calculations concluded that the KrF-5  and XeFQ6  mole-

cules have repulsive ground states which predicts the 

nonexistence of Xe? and Kr? as chemically bound species. 

More recent experimental and theoretical evidence 

however, suggest that the ground state of Xe? is 

bound. The ground state of XeC1 is also found to be 

bound, while for most of the other noble gas halides 

it is found to be repulsive with a slight Van der 

Vaa1s minimum at long range. 

The early recorded Till - spectra - 

were ignored until very recently, or until after the 

discovery of the chemiluminescent reactions  

(reaction (7)). 

Noble gas halide spectra obtained in discharge 

flow systems at low pressures are shown in figures 1.1. 

and 1.2 for XeI and KrBr respectively. The main 

feature of such noble gas halide spectra is the so - 

called "main continuum"(MC) - a continuous spectrum 



- 	I 	 I 

Xe*+C H2  2 

- 	 MC 

Sc 
TO 

I 	I 	 I 	I 	I 
340 	320 	300 	280 	260 	240 	220 	200 

WAVELENGTH (A) ,nm 

* 
Fig. 1.1 Xel spectrum generated by Xe +CH2L). Total pressure : 0.3 torr 

(107Nm 2) (after M.F. Golde.10). 



K+Br 

MC 	C  

4O 
	

200 A,nm 	180 

Fig. 1.2 KrBr spectrum generated by K?-i-Br2  (after 

M.F. Golde). 
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displaced tothe long wavelength side of a spectrum from 

noble gas excimer- and atomic- transitions 

Ng - 2Ng hv 	 (11) 

Ng* 
- Ng 	h 	 (12) 

The MC shows an increase in the iitenfty from a short 

wavelength threshold to a broad peak at long wave-

length. Most spectra show subsidiary peaks to the short 

wavelength of the strongest peak, which together form 

a broad, oscillatory pattern. The positions of the 

strongest peak in the MC are tabulated in table 1.1 for the 

various spectra. 

Table 1.1 

Positior 	(in wavelengths (nm) ) of strongest 

MC peak in low pressure spectra obtained 

in discharge flow systems for the various 

noble gas halides. 

\9 

F Cl 	Br I 

~, 

Ar 193 175 	15.5 - 

Kr 248 222 	206 190 

Xe 352 308 	282 251 

On the long wavelength side of the MC a weaker 

"secondary continuum" (SC) is found. It is more 

irregular in shape, and shows broader structure than 

the MC. 

A weak "third continuum" (TC), to even longer 

wavelength, has been identifiedinanumber of spectra 



(figure 1.1) by M.F. Golde, M.P. Casassa andrnyselfJ0 

(see appendix 1). 

Some of the noble gas halide spectra show a 

separate low intensity continuum in the MC region to 

shorter wavelength than the strongest MC peak, 
16 which 

I will call the "fourth continuum" (PC) (figure 1.2). 

Each of the different spectral contributions, MC, 

SC, TC and PC have been assigned to different electronic 

transitions. 

Three emitting states have been identified. These 

are the ionic states, B(22) and C(2TT 312) 

(or B III (fl=1/2) and C II (cl=3/2) in Hunds case 

which correlate diabatically with Ng(2P312)+ X(1S), 

and D(2fT112) (or D IV (fl=1/2)), which correlates with 

Ng(2P112) and X(1S). Three low lying states have 

been identified, X(2E) (X(fl=l/2)) and A(211 312) 

(AI(2=3/2)), which correlate with the neutral species 

and A(2F1112) (AII(2=1/2)), which 

correlates with Ng(1S) ~X(2P112). A schematic diagram 

of these potentials is shown in figure 1.3. 

These potentials have been calculated by ab initio 

calculations for the various noble gas halides,5256 

The B - and. the C- states are found to be very close in 

energy, while the D-state is higher in energy by 

approximately the magnitude of the spin orbit splitting 

in the positive noble gas ion. 16 The calculations 



AC' 

A( 

Cr 
LiJ 
z 

w  
Ui 
I-
0 
0 x( 

B("' -I- 
- N9 (2R,a)1 X 

N (2P) ~X C 

I NTERNUCLEAR 
	

ANE () 

Pig. 1.3 3chematic potential curves for the noble 

gas halides, NgX. E3o,Ng (cm) :Ar : 1432; 

Kr : 5371; Xe : 10557. E 	(cm ) : Cl : 881; 

Br : 3685; I : 7603. - - - Transitions from B(1/2), 

transitons from C(5/2) 	lcml1.963 J mo1e. 
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predict that the C-state lies slightly higher in 

energy than the B-state and has slightly shorter 

equilibrium internuclear distance (re)  (see tables 

1.2 a andb). Experimental results, however, suggest 

that the B-state lies above the C-state.25  

The calculated ionic potentials closely resemble 

the ground state of the alkalihalides in that they 

have similar bond strength, vibrational frequency 

and equilibrium internuclear distance, as shown in 

table 1.2. A characteristic difference is noticed, 

however, as the vibrational frequency and bond strength 

for the noble gas halide ionic states are slightly less 

than for 	the alkali halides. The equilibrium 

internuclear distance is slightly greater, however 

(see figure 1.4 a). This is understandable since the 

interaction of the negative ion X with Ngwith 

nonclosed shell configuration and unpaired electron 

is expected to be more repulsive than with an alkali ion 

() which has a closed shell configuration.53  

Orbital diagrams for the electronic states of 

+ 	- Ng + X 2 	+ 	2 U ( E and 	) for heavy noble gas atoms and 

ground state M+-+X-  are shown in figure 1.4 b. 

The oscillatory structure of the MC spectra was 

interpreted in terms of transitions from high 

vibrational levels in a strongly bound upper state to 

a flatter region of the ground state. 8,9  A 

semiclassical analysis of these spectra suggests that 

the emitting states have comparable or slightly less 
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Table 1.2 

Spectroscopic constants obtained from theoretical 

calculations for the ionic excited states for the 

noble gas halides (NgX) Cab initio - calculations), 

the B (III 	(1/2))-states(a.), 	and the C 	(II 	0/2))T  

s'tá(b..) 	(see references 52 - 56). 	The constants in- n

c.are c-areobtained from Perturbation theoretical 

calculations for the ground states of the alkalihalides 

(MX) (see reference 140). We is the vibrational 

frequency in cm', D 	is the bond strength of the ionic 

states (correlating with the ionic species) in cm 

and re  is the aufNbriuniinternuc1ear distance in p, 

a. 	B- 	states 	(NgX) 

F 	 Cl \\
we  

X 
DeX1O'-4 	re 	 We 	DX10 4  

Ng 

Ne 541 	5.13 	0.201 

Ar 390 	4.43 	0.239 

Kr 339 	4.28 	0.251 

Xe 303 	4.09 	0.268 	 188 	3.40 	0.322 

Br 	 I 
DeX10  W 	DeX1O'-4 	re 	 we 	 te  h\NNX Xe_[ 133 	3.24 	0.336 	 107 	3.06 	0.362 

b. 	C- 	states 	(NX) \ 	X 	F 	 Cl 
Cie 	DX10•" 	re 	 We 	DeX10"4 	re  

Ng 

Ne 	I539 5.05 	0.200 

Ar 392 	4.33 	0.233 

Kr 346 	4.20 	0.243 

Xe 321 	4.06 	0.256 	 186 	3.34 	0.314 

X 	Br 	 I \ 	We 	DeX1O'-4 	re 	 We 	DeX1O 4 	re  hNg ' 
Xa_j 1322 	3.19 	0.331 	 106 	2.99 	0.357 
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Cont. table 1.2 

c. X- states (MX) 

x. PCl 
De X1O 4  We DeX104 	re  We re  

M(Ng) 

K(Ar) 426 4.67 	0..217 283 4.13 0.267 

B.b(Kr) 373 4.67 	0.227 233 3.97 0.279 

Cs(Xe) 353 4.56 	0.235 214 3.93 0.291 

X 
UJ 

Br 
DX104 	re  We 

I 
DeX1O 4 	re  

M(Ng) 

K(Ar) 219 3.97 	0.282 187 3.71 	0.305 

Rb(Kr) 169 3.81 	0.294 139 3.56 	0.318 

Cs(Xe) 150 3.80 	0.307 119 3.54 	0.332 

1cm= 11.963 J mole-1. 



Kr F(B) 

\ 	
RbF(X) 

- - - 
I 	I 	I 	I 	I 

0.2 	 0.3 	 0.4 fl ,nm 	as 

b 	N9 	X 	M 	X 

cfD 
2 

 TF C#D 

Pig.1.4 Ionic potential curves and orbital diagrams 

for ground state alkalihalide— (MX) and excited 

state noble gas halide— (NgX) molecules. a. Rittner 

potentials for 	 and KrF(B2 )59. . Orbital 

diagrams for NgX, E- and 2  TT - states and for 
M+X 	- ground state. 
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bond strength and vibrational frequencies than the 

ionic ground states of the corresponding alkalihalides. 

The structure and pressure dependence behaviour 

of the SC, which differ from that of the MC, suggests 

that it represents a radiative transition where both 

electronic states (upper- and lower-states) differ from 

those for the MC.9'15  The intensity of the SC shows 

a decrease relative to the intensity of the MC with 

pressure suggesting that a collision intersystem 

crossing is occuiing between two states of close 

energy 5  the C- and B- states. Ab initio calculations 

predict 	the most probable radiative transitions from 

these states to be the B - X and C - A() transitions 

(see table 1.3) which were assigned to the MC and 

SC respectively. 

Table 1.3 

Estimated reciprocal vaiueà of the trans- 

ition probabilities for the various 

electronic transitions (l/A , nsec) for nm 
the noble gas fluorides and the xenonhalides, 

obtained from ab initio calculations. (see 

references 52 	
- 	5 6)•  

Electronic NgX 

transitions ArF 	KrF XeF XeC1 XeBr 	.XeI 

B-X 4.2 	6.7 12 11 12 	12 

D-X 22 	12 9.5 9.6 8.8 	8.6 

C-A(3/2) 48 	63 113 120 120 	110 

D-A(1/2) 62 	77 75 180 730 	610 

B-A(1/2) 221 	195 540 140 51 	44 
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The TC show similar pressure dependence 

behaviour as the MC and judging from the wavelength at 

which these appear, these were assigned to the 

B-A(1/2) transition* 0  

The FO are found to be similar in shape to the 

MC and are found to be positioned at a characteristic 

distance from the strongest peak of the MC - almost 

equal to the spin orbit splitting of the Ng4  ion. 

This suggests that these can be assigned to the D-X 

transit ion.16  

Although the various spectral regions have been 

assigned to specific electronic transitions, it is 

clear that 	various other transitions, which have 

not been mentioned, can also occur and will appear in 

the same region. Theoretical calculations, however, 

predict that the probability for other transitions 

is small compared with those which have already 

been mentioned. 	It has also been shown by M.F. Golde, 

M.P. Casassa and myself that those transitions which 

mainly contribute to the noble gas halide spectra can 

overlap. 10  Thus, the short wavelength tail of the 

C-A(3/2) spectrum in some systems is found to overlap 

with the B-X spectrum in the MC region. ° 

Spectra recorded at high pressure from electron 

beam excitation of gas mixtures differ from the low 

pressure spectra, indicating the importance of 

relaxation processes in these systems. Virtually no 

emission is observed from the C-state due to a rapid 
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collision induced crossing from the C - state to the 

B - state. The MC reflects transitions from the 

lowest vibrational levels in the B - state where the 

population is Boltzmann distributed. 

Spectra of XeP23'27'39'4' and XeC127'38  show 

band structure due to bound - bound transitions. These 

spectra have been analysed to yield spectroscopic 

constants and approximate potentials for the B- and 

the X- states.38'39  

The MC spectra afXeBr, XeI, and KrF show an oscilla-

tory structure which is less broad and has many more 

peaks than observed in the corresponding low pressure 

spectra °  These spectra closely resemble the structure 

observed in the low pressure ArBr 	spectrum obtained 

from HBr+ Ar*(see figure3.6in chapter 3) for reasons 

which will be discussed later. This type of structure 

is characteristic for bound - free transitions from a 

number of lowest vibrational levels in the bound state, 

where the number of peaks indicates the number of 

emitting vibrational levels. Similar spectra have 

been found for other systems such as M92' 67 These 

noble gas halide spectra have been analysed by simulation 

calculations and approximate potentials have been obtained.  

The assumption was made that the transition moment 

does not vary significantly with internuclear distance 

in the FC - region and that the excited molecules 

thermalize before they radiate. Calculated spectral 

contributions due to transitions from individual 
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vibrational levels are found roughly to mirror the 

radial probability distribution for these showing an 

oscillatory structure and illustrating the reflection 

principle neatly. The strongest peak in the experimental 

spectra on the long wavelength end is shown to be 

made up of contributions from a number of vibrational 

levels corresponding to transitions in the region of 

the inner turning points. The oscillatory structure 

to shorter wavelength is due to the characteristic 

oscillatory structure in the v' contributions. 

Calculated ArBr spectra presented in this thesis agree 

with this (see figures 5.4 and 5.5). A number of 

different systems have been studied where radiative 

transitions are found to obey the reflection principle. 

See, for example, references 66 - 72. 

Ab initlo calculations by Dunning and Hay5255  

show rapid changes in the transition moments, with 

internuclear distance for the various radiative 

transitions for the noble gas fluorides and the xenon 

halides. These are shown in figures 1.5 and 1.6 for 

the transitions B-X and C-A(3/2). All the calculated 

transition moments have a maximum value at a shorter 

internuclear distance than the equilibrium internuclear 

distance (re),  but fall off rapidly to a longer 

internuclear distance to an asymptotic value 

corresponding to that for the long lived metastable 

states of the noble gas atoms. 

The importance of taking account of the transition 
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moments in simulation calculations for noble gas 

halide spectra is therefore clear. It is especially 

so for spectra which involve transitions from high 

vibrational levels which span over a long range of 

internuclear distance, such as some low pressure 

spectra. This has been illustrated in simulation 

calculations for KrF - spectra. 21  Later in this 

thesis (chapter 5)  it will be shown to be a criti--

cally important factor in the simulation of the 

ArBr 	spectra, where only the very lowest v' levels 

are emitting. 

3etser et al use potential curves and transition 

moments calculated by Dunning and Hay for KrF in the 

simulation calculations of the IviC and SC obtained 

from low pressure spectra. These simulation calcul—

ations yield estimates of initial and steady state 

population distributions in the B- and the C- states 

from reactions of Kr*  with different fluorine con-

taining reagents. This shows a broad distribution 

over a wide range of vibrational levels from v'=O to 

levels close to the threshold energy for the reactions 

(see figures 12 and 15 in reference 21).. It is 

necessary to weigh the population in the lowest 

vibrational levels significantly less than in the higher 

ones, in simulations of the SC, in order to obtain fits 

to the experimental spectra-more so than inthe 

simulation of the MC. 

Halogen atomic emission is observed in many of the 



spectra for reactions of metastable noble gas atoms 

with halogen containing reagents. Excited halogen 

atoms are believed to be formed by predissociation of 

the excited ionic states by low lying, repulsive 

molecular states which correlate with Ng(1S) and 

Other reaction channels can possibly also account for 

the formation of excited halogen atoms.15  The low 

lying molecular states are lower in energy for heavy 

halogen atoms than light ones. The ionic potentials 

are of higher energy for light noble gas atoms than 

heavy ones. Predissociation is therefore especially 

important in systems of light noble gas atoms and 

heavy halogen atoms where a number of low lying Rydberg 

states cross high energy ionic states. Thus, no An 

emission has been observed due to complete predissociation 

of the ionic states as will be shown later in this 

thesis (chapter 3). Only the lowest vibrational levels 

in ArBrand Kr? can emit while the higher ones are 

predissociated. Predissociation is also found but to a 
* 

less extent in ArC1, KrBr and XeI. 
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1.3 1<inetics of the noble gas halide systems. 

The close similarity of physical and chemical 

properties between the metastable noble gas atoms 

and the ground state alkali atoms, and of the 

potential curves of the excited noble gas halides and 

the ground states of the alkali halides has been taken -

to imply analogies between reaction (1) and the 

alkali atom reaction 

M+ P..X—MX-+-R 	 (13) 

These reactions are thought to occur by the 

electron jump mechanism 73-77  (harpoon mechanism), 

the basic features of which have been developed in a 

theoretical study by Magee in 1940..76_77 

According to this model, the Rydberg electron 

of the metastable noble gas atom jumps to the halogen 

containing reagent, as the species approach. This 

occurs at a characteristic separation (R0) correspond-

ing to the crossing point of the covalent entrance 

channel and the ionic (Ng Rf) surface (figure i). 

IP(N')-EA(RX) 

Nj+RX 

PC 	
figure i 

If the ionic potential surface is characterized by 

the dominant coulomb attraction (e2/r), R0  is given 

by the expression 

IP(Ng*) - EA(RX)=e2/R c 	 (1.1) 
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where IP is the ionization potential of the metastable 

noble gas atom and EA is the vertical electron affinity 

of RX. If the probability of the electron jump and 

the subsequent reaction is unity, the reaction cross - 

section is simply nR. 

The electron jump mechanism has been used to 

explain the large cross section found for the reactions 

of the alkali atoms with the halogens, with high 

efficiency of conversion of the reaction exotherinicity 

into vibrational energy in the MX product molecules. 

The total cross-section and the branching ratio for the 

formation of the excited noble gas halides (approxi-

mately unity) from reactions of the metastable noble 

gas atoms with the halogens is close to that found for 

the reactions of the alkali atoms with the halogens.. 

The low pressure spectra obtained from the reactions, 
* 

Ng + X2, where predissociation does not occur, give 

an indication of an emission from vibrational levels 

in the ionic states which are close to the threshold 

energy. 

ET 

1~i 
I I 

k\ Nj+X 

D(PX) 

I' 

fire ti 	 i 
N9X 

The threshold energy (ET) is determined by the bond 

strength of the reagent molecule, D(RX),,and the 
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electronic .energy of the metastable noble gas atom, 

E(Ng*), and is approximately 

= E(Ng*) - D(RX) 	 (1..2) 

The majority of the excited state species is in the 

- state while some ('-' 10 - 15) are in the 3P - 

720 	 43 state ' 	so Ng are conunonlyassumed to be Ng ( P2). 

The low wavelength limit (A min  ) of the low pressure 

spectra gives a direct indication of the threshold 

energy, assuming that the energy of the ground state 

is zero in the region of the outer turning points8  

(see figure ii).. More detailed analyses of these 

spectra suggest that the efficiency of the conversion of 

the reaction - exotherinicity into vibrational energy 

is indeed very high. 9,21 

Studies of reactions of metastable noble gas 

atoms with polyatomic molecules show lowering in the 
.4 

fraction of quenching collisions which yield NgX from 

that for reactions with the halogens. A shift in the 

initial vibrational distribution below the maximum 

energetically attainable is also observed. This is in 

agreement with observations that a larger fraction of 

the exothermicity goes into translational energy for the 

reactions of the alkali atoms with polyatomic halogen 

containing reagents than with the halogens. A suggest—

ion has been made that some reactions of the metastable 

noble gas atoms with the halogen containing reagents 

occur via complex formations.15'16  

Low pressure spectra indicate that rapid 
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vibrational relaxation processes are occuring in the 

excited states of the noble gas halides in rare gas 

media.9'10'15  This has been further verified by 

simulation calculations for KrF spectra. 21 

The disappearance of the SC spectra followed by 

enhancement of the MC, is assumed to indicate that a 

collision induced crossing is occuring from the 

C-state to the B-state. 

Rate constants for transfer between the B- and. 

the C- states have been estimated for the noble gas 

fluorides and argon quenching gas 

k  
* 	Ar 	* 

NgP (B) + Ar 	NgF (C) + Ar 	 (14) 

kc 
Ar 

NgP (C)+Ar—i.-NgP (B)+Ar 	 (15) 

These are found not to differ greatly for the different 

noble gas fluorides. kr and 	are found to be Ar 

54±20 and 97 ±30 x 10- 11 cm3  molecule- 	1 25 

The quenching of the excited ionic states to 

lower lying states is found to be unimportant for the 

noble gases relative to other processes like the 

transfer processes between the B- and the C- states 

or radiative transition. 26 
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1.4  Content of chapters 2 - 5. 

Chapters 2 to 5 of this thesis contain detailed 

descriptions of spectroscopic studies of vacuum - UV 

spectra obtained from reactions of Ar*  with Br-, Cl-

and I- containing reagents in a low pressure discharge 

flow system. Most of the work, which will be described 

here, was done at the University of Edinburgh, UK, 

while some of it was done at the University of 

Pittsburgh, USA, (the least square analysis of the 

spectra, described in chapters4and 5). 

A special emphasis was on the study of ArBr spectra, 

which were observed from reactions of a number of 

bromine 	containing reagents. The ArBr spectra 

proved to be especially useful for deriving information 

on the spectroscopy and the kinetics of the noble gas 

halide systems in general. Most low pressure spectra 

which have been recorded in discharge flow systems are 

hard to analyse, due to their complexity, because of the 

great number of emitting vibrational levels. The ArBr 

spectra were shown to represent radiative transitions 

from the lowest vibrational levels in the ionic states 

only, while the high vibrational levels are 

predissociated. These spectra are therefore easier to 

analyse than most other low pressure spectra. The ArBr 

MC resembles those observed in high pressure spectra 

for other noble gas halide systems, which have proved 

to be relatively easy to analyse. The absence of SC 
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in the high pressure spectra makes these spectra of 

limited use for studying the collision induced crossing 

between the B- and the C- states. The low pressure 

ArBr spectra, on the other hand, show SC with relatively 

strong intensity. One particular advantage of the ArBr 

system proved to be the appearance of bromine atomic 

lines close to the ArBr spectra, which could be used 

as an internal standard against which changes in the 

intensities of the ArBr spectra could be studied. 

In addition to that of identifying the MC and the 

SC in these spectra a weak continuum on the long 

wavelength side of the SC was also found in some of 

these and was assigned to the B-A(1/2) transition (TC) 

which had not been identified in other spectra before. 

The wavelength ranges of the spectral contributions 

corresponding to the individual electronic transitions 

were estimated in some of the spectra. The B-X and 

the C-A(3/2) spectra were found to overlap in the MC 

region and the C-A(3/2) and the B-A(1/2) spectra to 

overlap in the SC region. This showed that overlap 

of spectral contributions due to different electronic 

transiticns can be of significant importance in the 

noble gas halide spectra. 

Rapid vibrational relaxation processes were found 

to 	occur 	in the C- and the B- states, as well as 

a collision induced crossing between. these. 

A relative rate constant for the collision 
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induced crossing from the C state to the B state was 

obtained. 

Simulation calculations for the various B-X and 

C-A(3/2) spectra were carried out. A semiclassical 

uniformized WKB method was used for evaluating 

calculated intensities. The use of this method was 

preferable to that of 	the more commonly used 

numerical methods, due to the use of much less 

computer time in evaluating the WKB wavefunctions than 

the numerical wavefunctions. A method was developed 

for evaluating uniformized WKB wavefunctions for 

repulsive potentials. 

It was shown, despite very limited, information 

on potential curves and transition moment, that 

valuable information ,especially on the population 

distributions in the emitting states, can be obtained 

from such simulation calculations for bound - free 

transitions, such as those which are occuring in the 

ArBr system, if the number of emitting v' levels is 

known. 

Chapter 2 contains a description of the 

experimental set up and other necessary details 

concerning obtaining the experimental results. 

In chapter 3 the experimental spectra are presented 

and interpreted. ArBr- and ArC1- spectra are shown, 

as well as changes in intensities of these with 

pressure. The effect of changing the temperature in 
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the reaction vessel on the ArBr spectrum obtained from 

HBr+Ar is also dealt with. 

All the RBr+Ar*  spectra show strong bromine atomic 

lines but chlorine atomic lines were only identified 

in Cl4-Ar 

Spectra from HCl+Ar*and DC1+A? show spectra due 

to electronic transitions in HC1 and DC1 respectively. 

No ArI emission was observed from reactions of 

Ar*with Iodine containing reagents, but only iodine 

atomic emission was observed. This is due to a very 

efficient predissociation in this system. 

Chapter 4 contains a description of the 

semiclassical WKB approximation method. 

The simulation calculations for the various 

ArBr- and ArC1- spectra are described in chapter 5. 

The MC and the SC spectra obtained from HEr + Ar 

and DBr+Ar*and  the SC obtained from CH2Br2+Ar*were 

simulated, and the structure of these spectra was 

interpreted. Information on population distributions 

in the emitting states (C- and B- states) was obtained 

from these simulation calculations for spectra 

obtained at various pressures. Out of various analytical 

potential curves which were used in the simulation 

calculations, 	 potentials were selected to 

represent the B,C,X and A(3/2) states respectively. 

The MC ArC1 spectra from Cl2+Ar CC14+Ar*  and 

HC1+Ar* were simulated. Qualitative information on 
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population distributions in the B-state were obtained. 

Analytical repulsive potential curves which were used 

in the simulation calculations were compared with a 

calculated (SaP) potential curve for the X-state. 



2. 	EXPERIMENTAL. 

2.1 Apparatus. 

2.11 Discharge flow system. 

Experiments were made using a discharge flow 

system. It followed closely the design of Setser and 

coworkers.3  The discharge region and the observation 

vessel are shown schematically in figure 2.1 a. 

A flow of purified argon of between 250 and 300 

)Amole s 	passed through the system at pressures 

between 0.6 and 4 torr. Excited state argon atoms 

were produced in a low power hollow cathode de discharge 

between molybdenum electrodes operating at 200 V, to 

give approximately imA electric current through the 

gas. A Woods horn light trap was placed between the 

discharge and the reaction vessel to prevent stray 

light from the discharge from reaching the observation 

vessel. The glasetubing in this region was 7 cm long, 

with 0.8 cm i.d. and made of pyrex. A linear flow 

velocity at about 1 torrwas typically 80 ms 1. The 

lifetime of the metastable noble gas atoms exceeds 

1 sec. A loss of these excited states 

1 torr =133-322 Nm2 



Pig. 2.1 Schematic figure of the experimental 

apparatus. a. The discharge region and the observation 

vessel,A 	: ir - flow; D 	: Discharge; H 	: 	Wood's horn; 
H : Flow of reagents; F 	: Flame; W : Reaction vessel 

P 	: To the pump; L : LiP * window; 0 	: 0 - rubber ring; 

S 	: Entrance slit b. The detection system, 	V 	: 	Reaction- 

vessel; M 	: Monochrornator; P 	: Photarnultiplier; 

S 	: Power supply; A 	: Amplifier;. C : Counter; 
D : Digital/analoge converter; R 	: Pen recorder. 
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by radiative transitions is therefore not of great 

importance. These states can be quenched by recombin--

ation reactions and by collisions with the glass 

walls, of which the latter process is especially 

critical at low pressures, when the excited state 

species can diffuse rapidly to the walls. The length 

of the tubing between the discharge and the observation 

vessel (7cm) was therefore made as short as possible 

to minimize wall loss of Ar. The major excited 

species reaching the vessel are expected to be the 

long lived metastable states Ar*3p54s 3P2  and 3  P with 

a production of about 	- 105,.17 

Reagents were added to the argon flow through a 

coaxial tube at the inlet to the reaction vessel. 

Typical flow rates were about l?mole s- 1. 

The gases flowed from the reaction vessel through 

a wide pyrex tube to an Edwards Speedivacu  1SC900 

pump, with a capacity of 1110 litres/ruin. The pumping 

rate was controlled by a regulating stopcock, attached 

to the pump. Gas flows were controlled by Edwards 

fine control needle valves (models LB1B or LB2B). 

The flow rates were measured by observing the 

pressure drop across calibrated capillaries at a known 

backing pressure. The backing pressure for argon was 

measured by a mercury manometer and usually maintained 

at about latm (l.01x105Nm 2). The backing pressure for 

the reagents was measured by a a1ibrated glass spiral 

manometer, suitable for measuring low pressures of the 
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order of a few torrt The pressure inside the reaction 

vessel, as well as the pressure drop across the 

capillaries, was measured by using silicone oil 

manometers. 

The reaction vessel was made of 4 cm i.d. pyrex 

tube with a side tube as shown in figure 2.1 a. A 

LiP window (22 mm in diameter, 4 mm thick) was cemented 

on a cone which fitted to this side arm, as well as to 

a brass holder on the monochromator in front of the 

entrance slit. For such a design of the reaction 

vessel the major emission from chemilirninescent 

reactions occurs from a flame of conical shape, whose 

height and shape depend on the flow rates of the 

reagents and the total pumping rate. Maximum height 

of slits (20 nun) on the monochromator was used in 

order to observe as much of the flame as possible. 

The mean distance () diffused by an argon atom in 

one residence time (ta)  is about 145 

Tc =(2Dt)h/2 
	

(2.1) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient. In a typical 

experiment, where the total pressure inside the 

reaction vessel is about 1 torr 	the mean distance 

is negligible during the short residence time in the 

reaction vessel (R =1-2 mm), and the shape of the 

argon flow (Ar and Ar*)  deviates only slightly from 

1 torr =133.322 Nrn2. 
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that of being like a cylinder (figure i a). Due to 

this small diffusion the chemiluininescent reactions 

which occur when the reagent flow is switched on 

happen at points within the region of this gas - 

cylinder which gradually approach the center axis in 

the direction of the flow as the distance from the 

inlet tubes increases, while the outermost Ar 	atoms 

in the flow cylinder are 	quenched first due to 

the geometry of the inlet tubes. Thus a flame of 

conical shape is formed. As the flow of the reagent 

increases the Ar' atoms are quenched faster, and the 

height of the flame decreases. This is illustrated 

in figures i. b-d.. 

Ar 
f low 

reagent flow 
0 

Conical surfaces, where 
chemiluminescent reactions 

occur. 

figure i 

r9'49 
increasing flow of reagent 

2.12 Detection system. 

A vacuum - UV emission from the reaction vessel 

was detected by an EMR 542G "solar blind" photomulti-

plier, after being dispersed by a Huger E766 one 

meter normal - incidence vacuum monochromator 

(figure 2.1b). 

The xnonochrornator was maintained at pressures 
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below 10 	torr, measured on a Penning gauge, by 

means of an Edwards oil vapour diffusion pump, model 

E04, backed by a rotary pump (ES200). The grating 

(1200 lines/mm blazed at 120 rim) was coated with 

aluminum, and magnesium fluoride. The reciprocal 

linear dispersion was 0.42nrn/mm. Slit widths in the 

range 250 - 1500 ,,um were used. Most commonly a slit 

width of 500 pm was used, with a resolution of 0.21m. 

The photomultiplier was placed in front of the 

exit slit, inside- a metal housing. It was operated 

at a voltage of about 3kV. obtained from a stabilized 

power supply (Brandenburg 507R) and was used in the 

photon counting mode. A schematic drawing of the 

photomultiplier and the circuit used in the photon 

counting mode is shown in figure ii. 

pt 

f--IO'12 

kSl 

HV 

figure !! 

The signals were fed through a pulse amplifier and 

displayed on a Timer Counter, SM201, or a pen recorder 

via a digital/analoge converter. The electronic dark 

current was typically 1 count s 	and signals of 

1 torr = 133.322 Nm2 
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between 20 and 1x105  counts 
s-i,  which corresponded 

to a range over which the photomultiplier showed a 

linear response with number of incident photons. 

Spectra were obtained by scanning over the rele-

vant wavelength range and accumulating counts over a 

period of 1 second or 10 seconds. Intensities at 

particular wavelengths were obtained by recording the 

signal at that wavelength for a suitable period of 

time. In certain cases spectra were obtained by the 

latter technique, advancing the monochromator setting 

manually. A background signal measured either at 

100 rim or 196 rim was subtracted. At 100 nm the light 

was absorbed by the LIP window. 78  The sensitivity of 

the photorriultiplier for light at 196 run is very low. 

In order to minimize scattered light from bromine 

atomic lines for studying some ArBr 	spectra, a 

spectrosil window (25 mm in diameter, 2 mm thick) was placed 

between the exit slit of the monochromator and the 

photomultiplier. The short wavelength transmission 

limit for a speotrosil window (synthetic fused quartz) 

is about 160 nm78  (see figures 2.3 and 2.4). 
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2.2 $peciTal response calibration. 

The relative quantum efficiency of the detections 

system as a function of wavelength can be obtained 

from v''- progressions in electronic 	spectra of 

diatomic molecules with known transition probabili-

ties.10'15  The ratio of the relative quantum 

efficiencies, at the wavelengths, X 	-, and vvl V2  

where the two bands, V 'Vj'  , and vv' are found is 

expressed as 

V'v1' 
0,V 	 , v2 	AV 

 -v  - 1 	
SVPVPI 

 

(2.2) 

where S- ,, is the detected integrated intensity 

(counts 9_i)  of the (v'v'') 	band, R(Avv  ) is the 

relative quantum efficiency, and AlF  is the 

transition probability for spontaneous emission. 

Spectra from ff2(B1E - X) and CO(A1U 	t X) 

obtained from the reactions Ar+H2, Ar-e-COb and 

N+CO were used. These are known to give rather 

simple spectra in the vacuum - UV region, 12,24,79  due 

to transitions from few vibrational levels. These 

spectra are shown in fire 2.2 and are similar to 

those seen by others)5'79  

The H2(B-X) emission occurs after a collision 

excitation of H2  by trace quantities of the resonance 

state Ar(3P1).79  A weak emission, due to transitions 

from v'=3 in the B - state, were obtained for relatively 
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Fig. 2.2 Band spectra used to obtain the relative 

quantum efficiency of the detection system. 

- x'ç) spectrum from Ax+H2. Progression 
from v'=3 is indicated as well as H(L) and Ar 

transitions. Slit width 750pm. 

and c. CO(A1Tt—X1E) spectra from N+C0 and Axt+COS 

respectively. Progressions from v'=O - 2 as well as 

S(3S-3P) transitions are indicated. Slit widths: 

	

± 500 pm, 	400 
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high flow of H2  and 750 pm slit width in the region 

110 nm to 165 run. These hydrogen bands sit on top of 

the Ar2  continuum, extending fromart wavelength 

limit near 107 rim. A hydrogen atomic line (Lx) at 

121.56 rim overlapping with the (3,3) - H2  band is 

also observed. 	The relative quantum efficiencies 

were derived from the relative integrated intensities 

of these bands,and the transition probabilities were 

obtained from ab initio calculations 80  (see table 2.1). 

The CO 	spectrum from Ai+COS shows emission 

bands due to transitions from v'=O and 1 in the A - 

state in the wavelength region between 147 rim and 

190 rim (figure 2.2c). Some sulphur 	atomic lines 

are also found 	The N+CO spectrum shows the same 

CO 	bands as found in the Ax+COS spectrum, as well 

as weak bands due to transitions from v'=2.. By use 

of the relative intensities of these bands and the 

transition probabilities obtained by Mamma, 
81  the 

relative quantum efficiencies were obtained (table 

2.1). These results, as well as those obtained from 

the H2 	spectrum, are plotted in figure 2.3. 

Average values obtained for the same bands from the 

Ar*1 COS- and N + CO- spectra are plotted. 	The solid 

curve is a least square fit curve to these points. 

The relative quantum efficiency, when a spectrosil 

window was placed in front of the photoniultiplier, was 

obtained from change in the continuous spectrum of 

ArC1 from C12+ Ar (figure 2.4) and compared with the 
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Table 2.1 

Spectral response calibration. 

 H2(B x1 
Z9 ) from 

)(nin) 
(arbitrary units),  

3,1 111.4 0.12 

3,2 116.4 0.25 

3,4 127.0 0.62 

3,5 132.8 0.76 

3,6 138.1 0.74 

3,7 143.5 0.91 

3,8 148.8 1.00 

3,9 154.3 0.85 

3,10 159.0 0.66 

3,11 163.6 0.57 

 Co(A 1-rr----X -Z ) from Ax+C0S and If+CO 

R(Xi#) (arbitrary units) 

X(nm) COS +Ar* Co 

0,0 154.4 0.93 
0,1 159.7 0.72 
0,2 165.3 0.58 0.665 

0,3 171.2 0.40 
0,4 177.5 0.20 

0,5 184.2 0.11 0.065 

1,0 151.0 1.00 

1,1 156.0 0.83 

1,3 167.0 0.66 0.610 

1,4 173.0 0.39 

1,5 179,3 0.17 0.150 
1,6 186.0 0.06 3.041 

2,3 163.0 (0.730) 
2,4 168.7 0.540 
2,6 181.1 0.140 
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relative quantum efficiency without spectrosil window 

in, 

R;= RA' S;/S 
	

(2.3) 

where R and 	are the relative quantum efficiency 

and intensity (counts 	1) at a particular wavelength 

A with the spectrosil window in, but RA  and  SA  are 

the corresponding quantities without the spectrosil 

window in. A least square fit curve to such a plot 

is shown in figure 2.3. 



2.3 Purification and handling of reagents. 

BOC - standard argon (99.996%)  was purified by 

passing it through a Cu - furnace at about lOOc$K, 

1 atm. (1.OlxlO lim ) pressure, to remove traces of 02. 

The furnace was made of a quartz tube filled with 

copper turnings and seated by riichrorne wire. The gas 

was then passed through a silica gel trap maintained 

at 196 by a mixture of dry ice and isopropanol, to 

remove traces of CO2  and H20. In the low pressure 

part of the flow tube the argon was passed through a 

liquid nitrogen trap before the discharge. 

Those halogen containing reagents .vhich are 

gases at room temperature were transferred to 5 liter 

bulbs on the vacuum line and degassed several times, 

to remove possible 02-  and N2- impurities. 

A special care was taken in handling the deuterium 

halides, DBr and DC1. The part of the vacuum line 

through which these reagents were passed was first 

deuterated. D20 was allowed to evaporate and expand 

into that part of the vacuum line and left on the line 

foracouple of days. The line was pumped thoroughly 

before the deuterium halides were transferred into it. 

DBr was obtained from a BOC - cylinder. An 

infrared spectrum taken of a sample of DBr, showed 

some HBr 	impurities (an upper limit of about 20% was 

estimated). A DC1 	sample was borrowed from the 

inorganic laboratory and was found to have significant 

amount of HC1 impurities (an upper limit of about 40% 
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was estimated). 

CNC1 was syrthesised in the laboratory by 

reacting NaCN with C12  as described in reference 82. 

C12 	impurities were separated from the sample on 

the vacuum line, until no Cl 	atomic lines (from 

Ar*+Cl2_Cl* ) appeared from adding the gas to Ar*  in 

the vacuum - TJJ spectrum. 

Other gases which were used were transferred 

from cylinders (standard grades). These are tabu—

lated in table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 

Gas reagents, their origin and purity. 

Comp. Cylinder from Purity 

HBr BOC 99.8% 

CF3Br Cambrian Chemicals 99.3 
Ltd 

CF2C1Br Imperial Chemicals 
Industries Ltd. 

Cl2  BOC 

HC1 BOG 

N2  BOC standard 
grade 

BOC standard 
grade 

COS BOC  

CO BOG 

Liquid reagents were used without further purifi-

cation (see table 2.3) and kept in traps connected to 

the vacuum line. CH2Br2  and CC14  were kept in traps 
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connected to the line on the high pressure side of 

the needle valve and cooled with an ice bath. The 

pressure on that part of the line was determined by 

the vapour pressure of the reagent at that temperature, 

and the flow was controlled with a needle valve. Br  

and CHBr3  have significantly lower vapour pressures 

and could therefore not be handled in the same way. 

Instead, these reagents were kept in a cooled trap 

on the low pressure side of the needle valve, 

directly connected to the inlet tube to the reaction 

vessel. The flow of these reagents was then controlled 

by the pumping rate and the temperature of the trap. 

The trap was cooled with a mixture of isopropanol and 

dry ice (T 	196'K).. A steadier flow could be obtained 

by passing a small flow of argon over the trapped 

reagents - 

Table 2.3 

Liquid reagents, 	their origin and purity. 

Comp. Cylinder from Purity 

Br  British Drug 99.0 	Br 
Houses Ltd. 

CHBr3  Aldrich Chemical 96.0* 
Company Inc. 

Cd 4  Fisons scientific Analytical 
Apparatus. reagent. 

For studying the effect of changing the tempera-

ture in the reaction vessel, measurements were made 

at room temperature and at undefined temperatures 
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obtained by covering the reaction vese1 and the 

inlet tubes with dry ice. 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Experimental results will be presented and 

discussed in this chapter. Spectra from reactions 

of the various bromine- chlorine- and iodine- 

containing reagents (RBr, RC1, RI) with Ax(3P02) 

were recorded for different pressures and 

resolutions. The greatest emphasis was put on 

studying the spectra obtained from reactions of the 

bromine containing reagents. 

2!J RBr + 

Vacuum-UV spectra were generated by reactions 

of CH2Br2, HBr, DBr, Br 21  CF3Br, P3r3, CF2C1Br and 

CHBr3  with Ar*(3P0,2).  All these spectra showed 

atomic lines which were assigned as radiative 

transitions from excited states of bromine. These 

were found between 131 nm and 164 run superimposed 

on weak Ar2  continua. Weak continua with an 

oscillatory structure were found in the region 

158 - 187 rim for all these reagents and were 

assigned as ArBr spectra. In addition the spectrum 

for CF2C1Br showed a weak ArC1 spectrum peaking 
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at 175.4 nm. 

The spectra for the reactions of the first six 

bromine containing reagents listed above will now be 

discussed while those for the reactions of the 

CP2C1Br and CFr3  will not be discussed further. 

3.11 Br atomic lines and relative Intensities of 

Br- and ArBr- spectra. 

Spectra obtained from reactions of the bromine 

containing reagents, HBr, Br2, CH2Br2  and CF3Br with 

Ar* corrected for spectral response are shown in 

figures 3.1 and 3.2. These show the strong bromine 

atomic lines to be the dominant feature of the 

spectra. ArBr spectra for these reactions are shown 

in figures 3.5, 3.8 and 3.10 in 	next section. 

The atomic lines shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 

were assigned as atomic transitions 

Br15s)— Br(2P1/23/2) shown at the top of these 

figures 5 '86  Relative intensities of these atomic 

lines and the strongest ArBr peak at 165.4 run are 

tabulated in table 3.1. The relative intensities of 

the bromine lines were not found to differ 

significantly with changes in pressure or flow rates. 

Table 3.2 contains ratios of the total bromine 

atomic intensities 'Br 
 to the total ArBr intensities 

'ArBr obtained from the spectra for these reactions 

(lB/l ArBr  ). These ratios were found to be 
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unchanged with changes in pressure for constant 

flows of the reagents. The bromine intensity was 

found to be less relative to the ArBr intensity for 

DBr+Ax than for HBr+Ar* (IBr/IArBr <La). 

Table 3.1 

Relative intensities of bromine atomic 

lines and the strongest ArBr peak at 165.4 run 

at 0.6 torr (80 Nm 2) total pressure 

(500,wn slit width) in spectra for 

reactions of the various bromine 

containing reagents (RBr) with Ar 4. 

86 
Transitions X(nm) HBr CH2Br2  CPBr PBr3  Br  
2. 	2 
1/2 	

p112  138.5 7,34 

--2P 131.8 12.9 

153.2 0.08 2.34 7.62 

145.0 0.04 1.61 6.2 

P3/2 
-2

P3/2 148.9 0.45 4.1 17.1 23.4 

4P 	-2P 
112 	112 158.3 (0.05 0.7 11.5 

163.4 2.77 4.2 7.11 7.81 

154.1 	2 31.5 56 100 100 

157.7 100 100 100 84.4 79.8 

ArBr peak 165.4 	9 1.6 1.1 0.3 0.3 

Figure 3.3 shows a potential curve diagram for 

ArBr. The B- and the C- states are assumed to be 
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Table 3.2 

Ratios of the total bromine atomic 

intensities to the ArBr intensities 

(IBIJIArBr) for reactions of the 

various bromine containing reagents 

(REr) with Ar 

RBr 	 IB1JIArBr 

I{Br 	 1.8 

CH2Br2 	 5.2 

CF3Br 	 15 

Br 	 66 

indistinguishable and identical with the Rittner 

potential for the ground state for KBr140  adjusted 

to the Ar(2P312)+Br('S) asymptotic limit. The 

minimum of the D-state is placed above the minimum 

of the B- and the C- states by the same magnitude of 

energy as the Ar(2P112-2P312) spin orbit splitting 

(1432 cm 	17440 J mole-'). The asymptotic energy 

levels for low lying Rydberg states which equal the 

energy of the excited Bratomic lines are also shown. 

The shape of these low lying Rydberg states at short 

internuclear distances is uncertain and thus are not 

drawn in figure 3.3 but most of these potentials are 

expected to be repulsive.15  The low lying states, 

X(1/2), A(3/2) and A(1/2) are drawn schematically. 

The number of bromine atomic lines and 
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identified excited states were found to increase 

with increasing threshold energy for the reactions 

* 
Ar RBr - Br +Ar + R (1) 

The threshold energy is given approximately by the 

expression 

ET= E(Az(3P2)) -D(RBr) 
	

(3.1) 

where E(Ar*(3P2))  is the electronic energy of the 

Ar(3P2) state (93144 cm )?'3 	D(RBr) is the bond 

strength of R-Br. Bond energies and threshold 

energies for CH2Br2, Br 21  CP3Br and HBr are listed 

in table 3.3 (page 52 ). The threshold energies for 

reagents are shown by arrows in figure 3.3. 

Transitions from all bromine atomic states of 

lower energies than the threshold energies were 

identified from the spectra. Transitions from the 

closest energy levels above the threshold energies 

defined by equation 3.1 were also identified from 

spectra for HBr+Ar DBr+Aiand CF3Br+Ar*(4P5/23/2 

for HBr and DBr and 2  P 112  for CF3Br). These are 

formed from reactions with greater total 

)) such as from reactions of energy than E(Ar 3P2   

Ar(3P0) and/or from reactions of species with a 

great thermal energy. The formation of the excited 

atomic states can be explained as being due to an 

efficient predissociation of the ionic states by 

low lying Rydberg states which cross the ionic 
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states below or slightly above the threshold 

energies defined by equation 3.1. The fact that no 

ArBr emission was observed on the short wavelength 

side of the bromine atomic line at 157.7 nm,which 

corresponds to the energy of the lowest excited 

state of bromine, the transition 

suggests that the high vibrational levels are 

completely predissociated. However, it should be 

noted that the excited states could also be formed 

by other unknown reaction channels such as by 

predissociation of electronically excited REr 

molecules, previously formed by energy transfer 

reactions 15 

The measured relative intensity of a bromine 

line, centered at the wavelength A(Ir)is  a 

measure of the rate of formation of the excited 

state (Rr) 

Ir 	r 	
(3.2) 

Because of the uncertainty as to how the excited 

states of the bromine atoms are formed the relative 

intensities of the bromine lines are not easily 

interpreted (table 3.1). 

The fact that the total bromine line intensity 

is greater than the ArBr intensity in a spectrum for 

HBr+Ar*is surprising (table 3.3). The formation 

4 	 * 3 reaction for Br(P512) is endothermic for Ar(P2). 
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The formation of all the excited state atoms which 

are emitting, cannot be explained as being solely 

due to predissociation, since that would mean that 

the rate of formation of the ArBr molecules with 

energy in the endothermic region is greater than for 

molecules with lower energy. It is therefore likely 

that another formation mechanism is also responsible 

for the formation of Br 

The spectra for RBr=Br2, CH2Br2, CP3Br and PBr3  showed 

a decreasing atomic line intensity with decreasing total 

angular momentum quantum number (J) for the emitting 

states (with the exception of the 4P5/2  and 

states for AI?+Br2  and Ar*+PBr3).  Thus the intensity 

was found to change as 4P512>4P3,,2>4P112  and 

22 P3/2> 2p 1/20 

According to Wigner's and Witmer's correlation 

rules,106  a combination of the excited bromine atoms 

with Ar(1S) will result in a different number of 

molecular states, depending on the total angular 

momentum quantum number. Thus a combination of 

Br 4Pj) and Ar(1S) which can result in four TT - 

and two 	- subs tates, will give three molecular 

states if J =  5/2, two if J =3/2 and one if J 1/2. 

Thus,there is a greater number of predissociation 

channels available which can result in formation 

of excited bromine atoms with high J values than 

with low J values. This may partly explain the 

difference in the intensities of the bromine 



atomic lines. 

Br  and PBr3  have the lowest bond energies of 

those bromine containing reagents which were tried 

(see table 3.3 for D(Br2)) and therefore the 

greatest threshold energies (see figure 3.3 for Br2). 

This suggests that the exceptions from the regular 

trend in intensity vs angular momentum quantum number 

mentioned above are connected with populations in 

relatively high vibrational levels. Thus, for 

example the higher vibrational levels may be 

predissociated especially efficiently by higher 

lying molecular states such as those which correlate 

with Ar(13) +Br*(4P3/2) resulting in greater rate of 

formation of Br4'(4P312) than Br*(4P5/2) for the 

reactions of Br  and PBr3. 

The high vibrational levels close to the 

threshold energies are in fact expected to be 

populated quite efficiently. Molecular beam studies 

of the reactions of Br  and phosphorus trihalides 

with the alkali atoms show that these reactions occur 

with high efficiency of conversion of the reaction 

exothermicities into internal energy in the 

alkalihalides.143'150  It has been suggested that these 

reactions, 	resemble the corresponding reactions of 

the metastable noble gas atoms, as mentioned previously 

(section 1.3). Results of the simulation calculations for 

ArC1 spectra generated by Cl2+Aiwh1ch are presented in 
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chapter 5,suggest that a broad initial vibrational 

population distribution is obtained in the argon 

halide molecules for the reactions of the halogen 

molecules (see section 5.21). 

Generally,the initial population distribution in 

the vibrational levels in the ionic states of ArBr 

is expected to affect the population in the bromine 

states due to the predissociation and therefore to 

affect the relative intensities of the bromine atomic 

lines 

The reaction exothermicity is found to be 

converted less efficiently into internal energy in 

KBr for the reaction CH2Br2#K144  than for Br2±K 43  

Similar effects are expected for the corresponding 

reactions of Ar This,together with the fact that 

the threshold energy for CH2Br2+Ax is lower than for 

Br2.Ar*, possibly explaines the significant difference 

in the relative intensities of the bromine lines for 

these two systems as well as the great difference 

in the ratios of the total bromine atomic intensities 

to the ArBr intensities shown in table 3.2. 

It is of interest to compare the bromine atomic 

line intensities for CH2Br2+Ax and CF3Br+Ar*  (figure 

3.3 and table 3.1). Intensities of the atomic lines 

relative to the strongest one (4P5,,2 - 2P312) are 

greater for CF3Br+Ar*  than for CH2Br2+Ar 	Using similar 

arguments as above it may be suggested that this is dto 

LI 
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relatively greater initial population in the higher 

vibrational levels than in the lower ones in ArBr* 

for the former reaction than for the latter reaction. 

The ratios of the total bromine atomic intensity 

over the total ArBr intensity obtained from spectra 

for these two reactions, differ significantly (table 

3.2). This is consistent with that relatively 

greater initial population is in those vibrational 

levels which predissociate (high ones) for A+CF3Br 

than for AI?+CH2Br2. 

High efficiency of conversion of the 

exothermicity into internal energy is associated 

with a significant importance of the electron jump 

mechanism. 73-77 There are many examples in the 

literature of a greater importance of this mechanism 

for a reaction of an alkali atom with a halogen 

containing reagent, where the group to which the 

halogen atom is connected is very electronegative 

than with reagents where the corresponding group is 

less electronegative. 144,149 The CF  
group is more 

electronegative than the CH2Br group which might 

in fact suggest that the efficiency of conversion 

of the exothermicity into vibrational energy is 

greater for CF3Br+Ar than for CH2Br2+Ar*. 

The fact that the ratio I Br ArBr /1 	is less for 

DBr4Ar* than for HBreAr*  is understandable if it is 

assumed that the bromine states are partly 

populated by reactions of thermally excited species 
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since the thermoneutral limit (threshold energy) is 

lower for DBr.4-Arthan for HBr+Ai (see table 3.3). 

Weak light intensity wings were observed on 

both sides of bromine lines due to scattered light. 

The intensity of these decreased with increasing 

distance from the bromine lines. The scattered light 

associated with the bromine line at 157.7 rim was 

measured for different slit widths, as shown in 

figure 3.4, where the intensity of the bromine line 

(at 157.7 nm) has been normalized to the value of 

1000. These wings overlapped with the ArBr spectra. 

For spectra such as those for Br2+Ar*and PBr3+Ar,  

where the intensities of the bromine lines are 

relatively much greater than the ArBr intensity 

(see tables 3.1 and 3.2), these wings made 

significant contributions to the intensity In the 

region of the ArBr spectrum. In other spectra such 

as for HBr+Ar DBr+Ar*  and CH2Br2+Ar where lB/lArBr  

is low, this contribution was found to be minor. 

Table 5.3 

Bond strengths for the various 
containing compounds p-Br) and 
energies 	(ET) for Ar( P2) RBr. 

bromine 
threshold 

Bond reference 
numbers 

energies TX 
f or bond 

REr xl0 4(cm) (cm 1) energies 

HBr 3.025 6.289 88 

DBr 3.035 6.279 87 

CH2Br2  2.27 7.044 92 

CF3Br 2.43 6.88 91 

Br  1.6206 7.6938 89,90 

KBr 3.1791 89,90 

lom=ll.963 J mole. 
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3.12 ArBr spectra. 

The ArBr spectra will be discussed in this 

section. The structure of these spectra was found to 

differ a lot for the use of different bromine 

containing reagents. Relative intensities were found 

to change with pressure and temperature. Valuable 

information was 	derived from experimental studies 

of these spectra. Various radiative transitions 

were identified and the corresponding spectral ranges 

determined. Collision induced crossing between two 

excited states was found to occur as well as 

vibrational relaxation in these states. An attempt 

was made to estimate an upper limit of the minimum of 

the B state from temperature experiments. 

3.121 Structure. 

The ArBr spectra which were studied in the 

greatest detail are those which were obtained from 

the reactions of CM2Br2, HBr, DBr, Br  and CF3Br 

with Ar Spectra from these reactions are shown in 

figures 3.5 - 3.10. These spectra have been corrected 

for spectral response and scattered light associated 

with the bromine lines has been subtracted. 

All the ArBr spectra show a peak at 165.4 nm. 

On the short wavelength side of this peak the 

intensity falls off to a short wavelength limit near 

158.0 rim. This short wavelength part of the spectra 
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Fig. 5.6 ArBr , i1C spectra generated by Ar4+HBr at 

three different total pressures. Relative intensities 

are normalized such that the relative intensity at 

165.4nm, 0.6 torr (80 Nm 2) is 1. 1 torr=133.322 Nm2. 



Fig. 5.7 ArBr , C spectra generated by Ar
* 
 +HBr at five different total 

pressures. Relative intensities are normalized such that the relative 

2 	 2  intensity at 165.4  rim, 0.6 torr (80 Nm) is 1. 1 torr=133.322 Nm. 
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shows an oscillatory structure, most clearly shown 

in the HBr+Ar*and  DBr+Ar* spectra (figures 3.5, 3.6 

and 3.10). In these spectra the spacing between 

peaks decreases slightly to shorter wavelength as 

shown in table 3.4 

Table 34 

Positions of peaks in the ArBr spectrum 

for HBr+AIt (MC) and the spacing between 

these. 

X(nm) E(cm) E(cm) 

165.4 60440 540 
164.0 60980 390 
163.0 61370 350 
162.0 61720 320 
161.2 62040 320 
160.4 62360 210 
159.8 62570 320 
159.0 62890 

lem= 11.963 J mole- 

- The oscillatory structure Is not quie as clearly 

resolved in the other spectra. The bromine atomic 

line at 163.4nm which appears in these spectra is in 

this region,and part of the peak at 159.911ni is a 

ghost line associated with the strong bromine atomic 

line at 157.7 njn. It will be shown later that this 

region of the spectra consists of spectral contributions 

due to the two different electronic transitions, B-I 

and C-A(3/2), one of which is responsible for the 

characteristic oscillatory structure (B-I). In a 



spectrum like the one from CH2Br2+A? the C-A(3/2) 

contribution is relatively greater than in the 

HBri-A?- and the DBr+Az- spectra and causes a 

distortion of the structure in the B-X spectrum. 

However, four peaks were identified at the same 

positions as in the spectra for the reactions of 

HBr and DBr in the spectra for the reactions of 

CH2Br29  Br  and CP3Br at 164.0, 162.0, 161.2 and 

160.4 run (see figures 3.8 and 3.10). On the short 

wavelength side of the 163.4 rim bromine line a slight 

shoulderwas found, corresponding to the 163.0 rim 

peak. The 159.8 rim peak could not be resolved from 

the ghost line at 159.9 rim. 

The spectra on the long wavelength side of the 

165.4 nm peak show great changes in structure and 

intensities for the different reagents. These spectra 

will be shown to be due to two different radiative 

transitions (C-A(3/2) and B-A(1/2)) where the spectrum 

between 166.6 rim and 176.4 nm is mostly due to the 

C-A(3/2) transition,but the spectrum between 176.4 run 

and 186.0 rim is mostly due to the B-A(1/2) transition. 

The spectra in the 166.6 rim - 176.4 nm region show 

two broad peaks at about 172.3 nm and. 168.6 rim in the 

spectra for the reactions of CH2Br2  and CF3Br, a 

single broad peak in the spectra for the reactions 

of HBr and DBr and a steadily decreasing intensity 

to longer wavelength for Br2+Ar The total 
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integrated intensity in this region was found to be 

relatively greatest in the CH2Br2+Ar*  spectrum. This 

can be seen in figure 3.11,where the various spectra 

obtained at the same total pressure (0.6 torr, 

80 Nm 2) are drawn for the intensity of the peak at 

165.4 nm,normalized to a value of 1for all the 

spectra. 

The structure in the long wavelength region 

between 176.4 and 186.0 riinis not very well established 

since the sensitivity of the detection system was 

very low for light of that wavelength and a big slit 

width was used. The spectra for the reactions of 

CH2Br2, Br  and HBr all show a decreasing intensity 

from about 182.Onmto longer wavelength. The HBr+Ar* 

and CH2Br2+Ar*spectra both show peaks at 182.0 rnn,and 

the HBr+Ar*  spectrum also shows a peak at about 178.0 rim. 

The structure in this region for the CF3Br-i.AI 

spectrum looks different from the others. It shows 

sharp bands at 184.3 am and 181.1 nfl. Also the 

integrated intensity in this region is greater relative 

to the integrated intensity of the total ArBr spectrum 

than for any other spectra. 

3.122 Pressure dependence. 

As mentioned before (section 3.11) the ratio 

IBZ../IArBr for a particular spectrum was found to be 

constant with changes in the pressure for a constant 

flow of the reagent. The change in the total 



Fig. 3.11 ArBr , SC spectra generated by reactions of 

the various bromine containing reagents with A?. The 

spectra from the reactions of HBr, !)Br and Br  were 

obtained for 1000,um slit width but CH2Br2  for 500pm 

slit width. Relative intensities are normalized such 
that the relative intensities at 15.4nm, 0.6 torr 

(80 Nm 2) are 1. 
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measured intensity of a particular ArBr spectrum is 

therefore analogous to the change in the total 

measured bromine intensity which was typically found 

to increase slightly with pressure from about 0.6 torr 

(80 Nm 2) to a maximum for slightly greater pressure 

than 1 torr (133 Nm 2) and to decrease with further 

increase in pressure as shown for CR2Br2+Arinfigure 

3.12 (solid curves). 

The total ArBr intensity depends on the number 

of excited state ArBr*  molecules formed in the 

reaction vessel which depends on the flow of Ar*  

and the flow of the bromine containing reagent as 

mentioned previously (chapter 2). Electronic 

quenching of ArBr*by  Ar to lower states would involve 

a transfer of a very large amount of energy to the 

Ar and is therefore unlikely to occur. It is not 

found to be an important quenching channel in other 

noble gas halide systems. Among other possible 

secondary reactions which might be occurring are 

quenching of ArBr*by  vibrational excitation followed 

by predissociation and formation by recombination 

of Ar and Br However,if such reactions were of 

great importance one might expect to observe 

significant changes in the ratio IBIJIArBr with 

pressure,. -this ,however,is not the case. Such 

secondary reactions are therefore not expected to 

affect the pressure dependence behaviour significantly. 
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Pig. 3.12 Light intensities from Ar*+CH2Br2 as a 

function of pressure. The solid curves show the 

variation of the light intensity from the bromine 

atomic lines. The dots represent intensities at 

the wavelengths a. 171.5 rim and b. 165.4 rim. 
Different types of dots represent values from 

independent experiments. The dashed curves are 
smoothed fits to the points. The intensities are 

normalized such that the intensity from the 

various experiments at 0.6 torr is the same. Slit 

width : 500,Mm. 1 torr=133.322 Nm 2. 



The pressure dependence behaviour of the total ArBr 

intensity. 18 therefore mainly expected to reflect 

the change in flow of Ar into the reaction vessel 

rather than the effect of some secondary reactions 

of ArBr
*
. The flow of Ai* is greatly pressure 

dependent as mentioned in chapter 2. Thus the total 

ArBr intensity 'ArBr 
 is directly proportional to 

the rate of formation of ArBr*(R ArBr  ) in the reaction 

vessel 

ArBr 	RArBr cc (3.3) 

The major processes of concern are formation reactions 

and radiative transitions 

A?+RBr —ArBr + R 	 (2) 

ArBr* - Ar + Br + hV 	 (3) 

The rapid fall off in the intensities with pressure 

puts severe limitations on the range of pressure over 

which studies of changes in the intensities at 

various wavelengths could be made. For higher pressure 

than about 4.0 torr (533 Nm 2) intensities were found 

to be almost unmeasurable except by using very big 

slit widths (low resolution ). In a typical 

experiment on HBr+Ar*,  using 500 pm slit width, the 

intensity of the 165.4 nm peak dropped from a 

maximum value of 1600 counts s 	at a total pressure 

of 1.2 torr (160 Nm 2) to about 80 counts s 	at 
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4 torr (533 Nni 2). The HBr4.Ar*  reaction gave the 

strongest ArBr emission of the reactions which were 

studies. The lower limit of the pressure range was 

determined by the maximum pumping rate for a fixed 

flow rate, and was found to be typically about 0.6 

torr (80 Nm 2). 

The pressure dependence behaviour of the 

intensities was found to vary with wavelength. At 

some wavelengths the intensities were found to reach 

maxima at lower total pressure and fall off more 

rapidly with further increase in pressure than 

observed for the Br- or total ArBr- intensities, 

as observed at 171.5 nrn for CH2Br2+Ai (figure 3.12 a), 

At other wavelengths the intensities were found to 

fall off less rapidly with pressure, as found for 

the 165.4 rim peak for CH2Br2+Ar*  (figure 3.12 b). 

Since the ArBr intensity depends on the number of 

emitting species in the observation vessel, it is 

clear that the number of ArBr*  molecules which emit at 

these wavelengths (ArBr) changes differently with 

- 
pressure than the total number of ArBr

* 
 mo±ecules. 

This characteristic change must be due to some 

secondary reactions other than those which were 

considered above. Secondary reactions which can 

account for this characteristic difference are 

vibrational and rotational deactivation reactions and 

electronic quenching or collision induced crossing between 
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electronic states of close energy. Such quenching 

and formation reactions can be expressed as 

ArBr + Ar 	ArBP + Ar 	 (4) 

ArBf + Ar - ArBr + Ar 	 (5) 

where ArBr represents excited state molecules with 

different energy from ArBr and which emit at different 

wavelengths. 

The pressure dependence behaviour of the intensity 

at X=171.5 rim for CH2Br2+Ar(fig. 3.12 a) indicates 

that the ArBr1 71 5 molecules are being quenched by 

some secondary reactions. 

By ignoring any possible formation reactions but 

assuming that the ArBr
* molecules are being quenched 

by collisions with Ar, the intensity at A (IrBr) 

can easily be derived from analysis of reaction (4) 

and the following reactions 

Ar + RBr —ArBr + R 	 (6) 

ArBr 	Ar +Br +hv 	 (7) 

to result in 

'ArBr ° _____ArBr  ____ 	 (3.4) 

kA 
1+ c [Ar] 
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A 	 * 
where R ArBr is the rate of formation of ArBrA,  

Pressure dependence behaviour as observed at 

165.4 nm for CH2Br2+Ar*  (fig. 3.12 b) indicates that 

ArBr 654  molecules are formed by secondary reactions. 1 . 
Analysis of the reactions (5), (6) and (7) yields 

'ArBr 	RArBr + c'[Ar] 	 (3.5) 

where c' is a positive value proportional to the 

number of ArBr*  molecules in the observation vessel. 

The [Ar] containing terms in equations 3.4 and 

3.5 determine the characteristic deviation in the 

pressure dependence behaviour of IrBr  from the 

pressure dependence behaviour of 'ArBr  (or  'Br' 

However,it is more likely that both secondary 

quenching- and formation- reactions are occuring for 

ArBr'in which case the pressure dependence of 11.rBr 

reflects which processes are dominant and 

'ArBr 	
1ArBr + c' [Ar] 	 (3.6) 

k' 1+ C • [Ar] 

r 

is derived. The behaviour of IrBr  with [Ar] is not 

obvious from equation 3.6 but It is determined by the 

relative sizes of the pressure dependent terms (which 

include [Ar] ). 

Because the deviation of the pressure dependence 

of IArBr  from that of 'ArBr  (and  'Br reflects the 
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importance of secondary reactions of ArBr the same 

will be true for the ratios 

IIBr• It should be noted that equally useful ArBI../  

information is obtainable from the pressure 

dependence offArBr/IArBr and IArBIJIBr  

because of the simple relationship between 

and 'Br (see section 3.11). 

IBr/IArBr = 0 	 (3.7) 

therefore 

IArB1JIArBr = C IArBIJIBr 	(3.8) 

where c is a constant (see table 3.2) for specific 

reactions. Expressions for 	I A 
	

and ,rB1jIArBr  

IArBIJLBr can be obtained by combining expressions 

for IrBr  like equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 and 

equations for 'ArBr  (eq. 3.3) or 'Br  (eq. 3.2). 

Particularly simple expressions can be derived 

from the intensity ratios by ignoring any secondary 

formation reactions (reaction (5)) such as by 

combining equations 3.4 and 3.2 

IBI./IArBr  o(..A[ArJ+, 	 (3.9) 

for 

oA= ,A(k/k.) 	 (3.10) 



and 

1%::: (R,/R rB) 
	

(3.11) 
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whereAis a constant. A special version of 

expression (3.9) will be utilized later in this 

chapter. More complicated expressions are derived 

for other 	combinations of equations. 

Intensities in the ArBr spectra will frequently 

be expressed as relative Intensities 'rei in the 

rest of this chapter, where 

'rel = IArBr/IBr  (or 'rel IArBr/IB) 	(3.12) 

Furthermore the relative intensities were normalized 

so 	that the value for the strongest MO peak was 

set equal to one for 0.6 torr (80 Nm 2) total pressure. 

The relative Intensities (Iei)  at 171.5 rim and. 

165.4 rim are plotted for various pressures for 

CH2Br24Ar* and HBr#Arin figures 3.13 and 3.14. A 

definite decrease in Ie1  was found at 171.5 rim while 

an increase was found at 165.4 rim for both these 

reactions. 

The magnitude of changes in the relative 

intensities varies for different reagents. The 

greatest variation was found for CH2Br2-Ar At most 

wavelengths the relative intensity was either found 

to decrease steadily,as at 171.5 nin,or to increase 

steadily, as at 165.4 nm,with pressure over the pressure 

2  range which was studied, 0.6 - 4 torr, (80 - 533 Nm). 
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Fig. 3.13 Relative intensities at the wavelength 

(.X) l(l.5nm (IX/IBr)  for various pressures, for a. 
Ar*+CH2Br2 and b. Ar*+HBr. Different types of dots 

represent values from independent experiments. The 

dashed curves are smoothed fits to the points. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that the 

relative intensity at 165.4nm, 0.6 torr is 1. 

2  1 torr =153.522 Nm. 
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5.14 Relative intensities at the wavelength 

(,) 165.4nm(IA /1B ) for various pressures for a. 
Ar+CH2Br2  and b. Ar+HBr. Different tyDes of 

dots represent values from independent experiments. 

Square dots represent relative intensities found 

for 500 ,Um slit width while circleswere found for 

1000 j.tm slit width. The dashed curves are smoothed 

curves to the points. Relative intensities are 

normalized such that the relative intensity at 

1654nm, 0.6 torr is 1. 1 torr=133.322 Nm- 



(see figures 3.13 and 3.14). Thus a particular 

spectrum could be separated into parts in which the 

relative intensities showed either negative or 

positive pressure dependence. Spectral ranges which 

showed a given pressure dependence were found to be 

very much the same for the different reactions. 

The spectra for RBr+Ar'and CH2Br2+A? shown in 

figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 for various pressures 

represent relative intensities vs wavelength 

(normalized to constant bromine atomic intensity). 

A negative pressure dependence behaviour was basically 

found to occur between 159 - 161.5 rim and 166.- 176 rim 

and a positive pressure dependence behaviour between 

162 - 166 rim and 176 - 185 rim (see appendix I figure 

5, for the pressure dependence behaviour between 

176 —185 rim). 

More data on the pressure dependence of the 

relative intensities for CH2Br2+Ar*, HBr+A? and DIBr+Ar* 

are tabulated in tables 3.5 to 3.10. These relative 

intensities have been corrected for background due to 

total photon scattering and photomultiplier dark 

current. The data on the pressure dependence in the 

166.0 - 176.0 nm region (SC) for CH2Br2+Aras well as 

at 165.9, 164.9 and 164.4 rim were obtained with a 

spectrosil window in front of the photomultiplier 

detector to minimize scattered light associated with 

the bromine atomic lines. 



Table 3.5.  

Relative intensities in the MC for CH2Br2 + Ar*.  

Relative intensities are normalized such that the 
value at 165.4 rim at 0.6 torr is 1. 

a. slit width 1000 um 

A(nm) 166.1 165.9 165.4 164.9 164.4 
rP(torr) 
0.60 0.681 0.555 1.000 0.793 0.576 

0.79 1.069 
0.86 0.715 1.104 

0.93 1.121 
1.02 1.153 

1.05 1.164 
1.09 0.825 1.178 0.897 0.617 

1.24 1.223 

1.41 1.271 

1.45 0.802 1.280 

1.48 1.290 

1.55 1.306 
1.58 1.313 
1.62 1.050 1.522 0.90 0.642 

1.79 1.359 
2.00 1.400 
2.03 1.406 
2.09 1.094 1.416 1.042 0.685 

2.27 1.446 
2.36 0.815 1.460 
2.63 1.48 
2.90 1.535 
2.92 1.538 
3.19 1.199 1.575 1.161 0.748 

5.21 0.911 1.579 

3.34 1.602 

3.67 1.656 

1 torr = 133.322 Nm2 
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Cont. Table 3.5  slit width 	1000 	,um 
1 6 2 .2 1 61.9 161.6 160.5 

P(torr) 
0.60 0.409 0.405 0.405 0.372 

0.79 0.405 

0.93 0.405 
1.02 0.406 
1.05 0.419 0.410 0.560 

1.24 0.401 
1.41 0.420 

1.45 0.403 
1.48 0.423 0.345 

1.55 0.410 
1.58 0.599 
1.79 0.416 
2.00 0.402 
2.03 0.391 
2.09 0.390 
2.27 0.414 0.325 

2.36 0.416 
2.63 0.403 0.377 
2.90 0.418 
2.92 0.418 0.309 

3.34 0.428 
3.67 0.370 

 slit width 	50m 
X(nm) 165.4 162.2 160.5 

0.60 1.000 0.398 0.364 
0.94 1.122 0.405 
1.22 1.215 0.345 
1.39 1.264 0.410 
i.87 1.374 0.417 0.328 
2.46 1.472 0.413 
2.66 1.501 0.310 
2.83 1.523 0.425 
3.32 1.592 0.427 
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Table 3.6 

Relative intensities in the 3C for CH2Br2 + Ar*. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that 

the value at 165.4 nm at 0.6 torr is 	1. 

a. slit width 	500 am 

175..2 173.5 173.0 172.7 172.5 172.0 

P(torr) 

0.53 0.540 0.650 0.666 0.715 0.695 
0.60 0.176 0.496 0.621 0.665 0.670 0.684 

0.86 0.495 0.581 0.617 0.647 0.628 

1.00 0.160 0.597 

1.07 0.463 0.537 0.594 0.612 0.605 

1.41 0.150 0.542 

1.84 0.147 0.471 

2.34 0.159 0.436  

-Arm) 171.5 171.0 170.5 170.3 170.0 169.5 

0.53 0.635 0.501 0.379 0.362 0.306 0.302 

0.60 0.606 0.495 0.377 0.348 0.301 0.307 

0.86 0.586 0.484 0.373 0.354 0.298 0.316 

0.94 0.598 
0.98 0.603 
1.00 0.572 0.341 
1.04 0.558 
1.07 0.557 0.476 0.368 0.351 0.303 0.261 

1.41 0.531 0.328 

1.44 0.522 
1.84 0.474 0.299 
2.02 0.467 

2.34 0.456 0.297 
2.40 0.462 
2.45 0.423 

1 torr = 133.322 	 1 



Cont. Table 3.6 slit width 500 um  

-Xnm) 169.1 168.6 168.1 167.8 167.6 166.6 

P(torr) 

0.53 0.323 0.378 0.343 0.313 0.231 

0.60 0.348 0.567 0.326 0.311 0.29 0.356 
0.86 0.332 0.361 0.318 0.294 0.266 

1.00 0.530 0.288 0.324 

1.07 0.528 0.536 0.307 0.293 0.268 

1.41 0.320 0.271 0.325 

1.84 0.504 0.252 0.315 

2.34 0.284 0.257 0.315 

S11t width 1000 

171.5 
P(torr)  

0.60 0.670 

1.01 0.627 

1.50 0.557 

2.40 0.475 
3.46 0.417 

slit width 1250 

171.5 
P(torr) 

0.60 0.708 

1.04 0.534 
2.38 0.418 

3.09 0.398 

3.63 0.358 
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Table 3.7 
Relative intensities in the MC for HBr +Ar*. 
Relative intensities are normalized such that 
the value at 165.4 rim at 0.6 torr is 1. 

a. slit width 	1000 
166.1 165.9 165.4 164.9 164.7 164.4 164.2 

P(torr) 
0.60 0.567 0.775 1.000 0.678 0.480 0.350 0.331 
0.80 1.009 
0.87 1.012 0.493 

0.97 0.780 1.016 0.691 0.365 0.358 

1.00 0.584 1.017 
1.25 1.022 
1.32 1.028 0.507 
1.57 0.794 1.029 0.698 0.573 

1.40 1.030 
1.47 1.032 
1.50 1.032 0.367 

1.59 1.055 
1.72 0.594 1.037 
1.75 0.801 1.038 0.713 0.381 

1.78 1.038 0.505 
2.00 1.042 0.572 
2.17 1.043 
2.23 0.798 1.044 0.705 0.387 
2.50 0.596 1.046 0.558 0.377 
2.73 1.048 
2.62 0.808 1.048 0.718 0.388 

2.95 1.049 
3.23 1.049 0.549 
3.27 1.049 0.384 
5.25 0.810 1.050 0.738 0.401 
3.42 1.050 
3.51 0.587 1.050 
3.70 1.050 
4.00 1.051 0.386 

1 torr=153.322 Nm2 
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Cont. 	Table 3.7 

163.9 

slit 

163.7 

width 

162.9 

1000m 

162.2 161.6 160.5 

P(torr) 

0.60 0.336 0.308 0.261 0.215 0.187 0.141 

0.80 0.185 

0.97 0.308 0.261 

1.00 0.139 

1.25 0.184 

1.40 0.350 

1.47 0.181 

1.59 0.213 

1.72 0.134 

1.75 0.318 0.261 0.178 

2.17 0.352 0.178 

2.23 0.176 

2.50 0.323 0.262 0.126 

2.73 0.171 

2.95 0.357 0.169 

3.35 0.166 

3.42 0.325 0.260 0.205 

3.51 0.122 

3.70 0.362 0.166 

Xnm) 16.1 

slit 

165.9 

width 	500 Jum 
165.4 164.9 164.7 164.4 164.2 

P(torr) 

0.60 0.431 0.701 1.000 	0.338 0.280 0.342 

1.22 0.428 0.709 1.015 0.549 0.551 0.294 0.352 

1.87 0.432 0.701 1.030 0.25 0.374 0.302 0.360 

2.54 0.436 0.706 1.047 0.621 0.385 0.320 0.361 

3.16 0.447 0.715 1.062 0.641 0.394 0.331 0.373 

4.04 0.467 0.733 1.054 0.667 0.430 0.353 0.398 

163.9 163.7 162.9 	161.7 	161.6 160.5 

P(torr) 

0.60 0.350 0.283 0.280 	0.187 	0.174 0.156 

1.22 0.560 0.290 0.280 	0.184 	0.174 0.149 

1.87 0.359 0.292 0.280 	0.181 	0.174 0.147 

2.54 0.366 0.306 0.279 	0.179 	0.166 0.142 

5.16 0.384 0.304 0.284 	0.182 	0.162 0.140 

4.04 0.556 0.313 0.295 	0.179 	0.162 0.131 
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Table 3.8 

Relative intensities in the SC for HBr4Ar*. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that the 
value at 165.4 rim at 0.6 torr is 1. 

a. slit width 	500 m 

X(nxn) 173.5 173.0 172.7 172.5 172.0 171.5 
P(torr) 
0.60 0.087 0.102 0.110 0.116 0.133 0.140 

1.09 0.083 0.095 0.103 0.109 0.122 0.129 

1.20 0.127 

1.55 0.079 0.090 0.095 0.103 0.114 0.120 

2.00 0.076 0.085 0.091 0.097 0.105 0.114 

2.17 0.110 

2.44 0.073 0.081 0.087 0.092 0.103 0.104 
2.77 0.101 

3.46 0.097 

171.0 170.5 170.3 170.0 169.6 

P(torr) 
0.60 0.143 0.135 0.129 0.123 0.106 

1.09 0.132 0.128 0.123 0.117 0.102 

1.55 0.122 0.119 0.117 0.110 0.098 
2.00 0.115 0.115 0.111 0.106 0.095 

2.44 0.111 0.106 0.103 0.100 0.088 

1 torr=1)3.322 Nin2 	
I 
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Cont. Table 3.5  a. slit width 	500 om 

169.1 168.6 168.1 167.8 167.6 

P(torr) 
0.60 0.093 0.086 0.088 0.089 0.089 

1.09 0.092 0.086 0.085 0.086 0.085 

1.55 0.088 0.081 0.062 0.082 0.050 

2.00 0.084 0.079 0.078 0.078 0.079 

2.44 0.072 0.075 0.075 0.076 0.076 

b. slit width 	1000pm 

171.5 
P(torr) 

	

0.60 	0.181 

	

1.00 	0.169 

	

1.71 	0.150 

	

2.48 	0.134 

	

3.51 	0.117 
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Table 3.9 

Relative intensities in the MC for DBr+Ar*. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that 

the value at lowest measured pressure at 

15.4 nni is 1. 

slit 

165.4 

width 

164.7 

1000 

161.7 

"m 

160.5 

P(torr) 

0.60 1.000 0.543 0.174 0.110 

1.00 0.965 
1.28 0.980 

1.48 0.547 0.175 0.101 

1.78 0.984 
2.06 1.000 

2.42 0.565 0.165 0.096 

slit width 50Qum 

P(torr) 

0.78 

165.4 

1.000 

1.23 1.004 

1.64 0.995 
2.11 0.977 
2.77 0.951 

Taie 3.10 
Relative intensities in the SC for DBr+Ar*. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that 

the value at 165.4 nm at 0.6 torr is 1. Slit 

width 1000 urn. 

172.7 171.5 170.3 169.1 167.8 
P(torr) 

0.60 0.126 0.157 0.174 0.162 0.152 

1.18 0.110 0.140 0.160 0.154 0.134 

1.52 0.101 0.130 0.152 0.137 0.131 

1.95 0.101 0.116 0.143 0.134 0.125 

2.41 0.096 0.118 0.140 0.131 0.124 

1 torr = 135.322 Nm2 
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The importance of rovibrational relaxation and 

collision induced crossing in ArBr*has  been 

mentioned. These secondary processes as well as the 

radiative decay of ArB?will be discussed in the 

next three sections. 

3.123 Radiative transitions. 

The three ionic states, the B-, C- and D- states 

and the three lower states, the L-, A(3/2)- and A(1/2)-

states have to be considered in order to assign the 

various spectral contributions to particular 

electronic transitions. 

a. MC and SC. 

The strong peak at 165.4 nm and the oscillatory 

structure on the short wavelength side of it 

resembles the main feature in other noble gas halide 

spectra, the "main continuum" (MO).9'40  The 

oscillatory structure, however, shows a much closer 

spacing between peaks than Is found in any other 

low pressure noble gas halide spectrum and resembles 

more the fine structure observed in the high pressure 

spectra, 27,28,40  which has been interpreted as being 

due to one particular electronic transition (B-X). 

The pressure dependence behaviour in this 

region of the ArBr spectra resembles that observed 

for the MC of other noble gas halides.9'15  The 

intensity shifts to long wavelength as shown clearly 
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for CH2Bi+Ar'in figure 3.8. While the relative intensity 

between 159.0 - 161.5 mm is depressed, the relative 

intensity between 162.0 - 166.0 rim is enhanced. 

Analogous to the high pressure spectra,the ArBr 

spectra represent radiative transitions from the 

lowest vibrational levels in the emitting states, 

while high vibrational levels are. predissociated. 

While the high pressure spectra represent radiative 

transitions for thermal population distributions 

(Boltzmann distributions), the population distributions 

in the emitting states of ArBrare not likely to be 

thermal because of incomplete relaxations in the 

rovibrational levels and due to the great 

exothermicity in forming ArBr
*  for reactions like 

CH2Br2+Ai, CP3BrfAr*  and Br2+Ar' The number of peaks 

In the high pressure spectra reflects the number of 

vibrational levels which are emitting. Correspondingly 

one might expect the number of emitting vibrational 

levels for the ArBr MC to be equal to the number of 

peaks in the MC, which are 8 (see figures 3.5 and 3.6). 

For bound-free transitions,a particular 

vibrational level is expected to emit over a wide 

spectral range. 40,21  The width of a vibrational (v') 

contribution increases with increasing vibrational 

quantum number. This will be shown In chapter 5. 

The analogy with the high pressure spectra suggests 

that the lowest v' contributions are to be found In 
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the long wavelength region of the spectra, while the 

high level contributions extend over the same region 

as well as further to short wavelength. 

The pressure dependence behaviour of the MC is 

thus consistent with relative decrease in 

contributions from the highest v' levels and relative 

increase in contributions from the lowest v' levels 

due to vibrational relaxation. However, because of 

an overlap of two spectra due to two different 

electronic transitions in the MO region, which will 

be discussed later, the pressure dependence be}aviour 

in this region can not be interpreted as being due 

to vibrational relaxation only. 

The analogy with the high pressure spectra 

suggests that a negligible contribution from the 

transition which is responsible for the structure in 

the ArBr MC (the "MC transition") is to be found on 

the long wavelength side of the 165.4 nm peak. The 

spectrum in that region must therefore be assigned to 

another transition. The spectrum between 166.6 - 

176.0 nm was found to show a slight shift in intensity 

to short wavelength as the pressure was increased 

opposite to what was found in the MC. This is shown 

most clearly in the CH2BT2+Ar*spectra (figures 3.8 

and 3.9). The intensity on the long wavelength side 

of the peak at 172.5 rim (0.6 torr (80 Nm 2)) was found 

to be quenched more efficiently than on the short 
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wavelength side, 	as shown in figure 3.15. This 

pressure dependence behaviour is analogous to that 

found for the "secondary continuum" (SC) spectra in 

other low pressure noble gas halide spectra. 2,9,10,15 

The much broader structure in this spectrum than that of 

the MC spectrum and the characteristic lowering in 

the relative intensities with pressure is also 

analogous to that found in other low pressure noble 

gas halide spectra. 

If this pressure dependence behaviour of the 

ArBr SC for CH2Br2+Ar4 is to be interpreted as 

due to a vibrational relaxation,it indicates that 

the higher V 1  levels are emitting to longer wavelength 

and the lower v' levels are emitting to shorter 

wavelength opposite to what was found for the MC. 

The analyses by Tellinghuisen et al. of the 

high pressure MC spectra 40 showed the structure of the 

v' contributions to illustrate the reflection 

principle neatly,as mentioned before (section 1.2). 

The vibrational contributions showed a characteristic 

oscillatory structure where the outermost peaks at 

the maximum - and the minimum wavelengths of the 

spectra (A maxand  X  min 
 are associated with vertical 

transitions from the turning points in agreement with 

the FC principle (see figure 3.16 a). For a 

particular bound upper state the position and the 

broadness of the peaks in the v' contributions and 
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points from vibrational levels in bound upper 
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the total range of the vibrational contributions is 

determined by the slope of the repulsive lower state 

potential. 

If the slopes of the two potentials are 

comparable in the region of the inner turning points, 

the peaks associated with the transitions from the 

various turning points are found at a similar 

wavelength. This can be seen from the 

schematic figure 3.16 a. Comparable slopes of 

potentials means that 

	

and X 	--v 
 1 

max 	max 

If however the slope of the lower potential is greater 

than that of the upper potential in the same region, then 

p 	 p 

V 	v-i 

	

L\zL" and ,\ 	> max max 

(see figure 3.16 b). Another consequence of increasing 

the slope of the lower potential is to make the 

structure of the spectral contributions broader. This 

will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 5. 

Since the three excited states (B-, C- and D-

states) are all expected to be of similar shape,the 

characteristic difference in the structure and the 

pressure dependence behaviour of the MC and the SC 

for ArBr can be interpreted as being due to 

transitions to different lower potentials with 

different slopes. The much broader structure in the 
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SC than in the MC suggests that the lower state 

potential for the "SC transition" is steeper than 

the lower state potential for the "MC transition". 

The shift of the SC intensity to shorter wavelength 

with pressure suggests that the lower potential is 

steeper than the upper potential so that the 

contributions from the inner turning point transitions 

for higher vibrational levels occur at longer 

wavelength than those from lower vibrational levels 

(figure 3.16 b). 

Further comparison of the SC and the MC from 

the various reactions suggests that these two 

different transitions involve two different upper 

states as well as different lower states. The 

following findings suggest this. 

The structure in the SC differs greatly for 

the different reactions while the structure in the 

MC does not. This is best seen by comparing the 

spectra for CH2Br2+Arand Br2+Ar#(figures  3.8 and 

3.10 b). 

The intensities of the SC differ relative to 

the intensities of the MC for different reactions as 

shown in figure 3.11. The ratio of the total 

integrated intensity of the SC 	over 	that 

for the MC 'MC (ISC/IMC) is about 1 for CH2Br2+Ar* 

but only about 0.35 for HBr+Ar for the same pressure 

(0.6 torr (80 	(see figures 3.5 and 3.8). 
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e. The relative integrated intensity of the SC 

for CH2Br2-A? decreases with pressure while the 

relative integrated intensity of the MC increases 

with pressure. I5C/IMC  decreases from about 1 at 

0.6 torr (80 Nm 2) to about 0.8 at 2.66 torr (355 

These findings cannot be explained easily except 

by assuming that there are two emitting states 

accounting for the two different transitions with 

different population distributions. 

If the total SC- and the MC- intensities 

represent the total intensities corresponding to the 

two different electronic transitions one would 

expect the ratio I SC  /I me  to be constant or 

independent of reagents as well as pressure if the 

upper states were the same for both transitions. It 

will be shown, however, that the SC and MC do not 

represent the two different radiative transitions 

properly, but that the spectra due to the two 

different transitions overlap in the MC- region. 

Thus if the ratio of the relative intensities of the 

spectra for both these transitions is constant (the same 

upper state) with pressure the "SC transition" in the 

MC region must show an increase in the intensity 

with pressure. However, that is inconsistent with 

predictions since the "SC transition" in that region 

will represent transitions near the outer turning 

point region of the same vibrational levels as 

are emitting in the SC (166.6 - 176.0 nm) and is 
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therefore expected to show a negative pressure 

dependence as well as the Sc. 

It should be clear from the above discussion 

that the total relative intensity due to the 

"SC transition" is expected to show a negative 

pressure dependence behaviour which suggest that the 

total relative intensity due to the "MC transition" 

shows a positive pressure dependence behaviour. 

The MC and the SC have been assigned to 

radiative transitions from two different upper states 

for other noble gas halide systems, i.e. to the B-X 

and C-A (3/2) transitions respectively. Ab initio 

calculations predict that the A(3/2) state is greater 

in energy and steeper than the X-state at short 

internuclear distance, wiTLich suggests that the C-A(3/2) emissiQi 

reaches to longer wavelength than the B-X emission, 

showing a broader structure in the C-A(3/2) spectrum 

than in the B-X spectrum. 

If either of the two transitions in ArBr are to 

be assigned to a transition from the D-state, the D-X 

transition will have to be considered, since that will 

be expected to be the most favourable transition for 

the D-state judging from ab initio calculation 

results for other noble gas halide systems 	(see 

table 1.3). Due to the greater energy of the D-state 

than of the C- and the B- states (see figures 1.3 and 

3.3) the D-X transition will occur to shorter 
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wavelength than the C-A(3/2) or the B-X transitions. 

Then the only alternative would be that the "MC 

transition" represents the D-X transition and the 

"SC transition" represents the C-A(3/2) transition. 

However, in other systems the D-X spectra have been 

observed as very low intensity continua compared to 

much stronger MC .16  The potential surface which 

correlates with the D-state will cross the entrance 

channel at a shorter internuclear distance than the 

potential surfaces which correlate with the C- and 

the B- states, so the population of the D-state may 

be less favoured due to later curve crossing,whieh 

might explain the relatively low intensity of the D-X 

spectra. This must also be the case for ArBr,and the 

"MC transition" will be assigned to the B-X 

transition. Analogous to other noble gas halide 

spectra 16)the D-X band might then be found at shorter 

wavelength than the 165.4 run peak at a separation 

approximately equal to the spin orbit splitting in 

the Ar4  ion of 1432 cm 	(17440 J mole). Thus an 

estimated position of the D-X band will be at about 

161.5 nin,but no new band structure was found in that 

region for any of the ArBr spectra,so the transition 

from the D-state must be negligible in any of these 

reactions. Possibly the D-state is completely 

predissociated. 
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b. TO 

While the strongest SC peak in the CH2Br2+Ar* 

spectrum represents transitions from the inner turning 

point region of the C-state,the upper wavelength limit 

of the C-A(3/2) spectrum corresponds to the long 

wavelength edge of the SC peak (tv 176 mu). The 

spectrum in the region to longer wavelength, 

therefore,represents some different electronic 

transition. 

Having assigned the spectra in the 158 - 176 nm 

region (MC+SC) to the B-X and C-A(3/2) transitions 

and found any transitions from the D-state to be 

negligible, it is an easy task to assign an electronic 

transition to the long wavelength spectrum (176 - 

186 run). It must be due to a transition from either 

the C- or the B- state to a lower state of greater 

energy than the A(3/2)-or the X-states, i.e. the 

A(1/2) state. The characteristic positive pressure 

dependence behaviour of this spectrum (see figure 5 

in appendix 1 ) is in agreement with that observed for 

the B-X spectruni,but in contrast with the negative 

pressure dependence behaviour of the C-A(312) 

spectrum,suggesting that the upper state is the B-

state. The long wavelength spectrum is therefore 

assigned to the B-A(1/2) transition (see figure 

3.16 d). This transition is discussed further in 

reference 10 (see appendix 1 ) for ArBr as well as for 



other noble gas halide systems. The pressure 

dependence behaviour of this spectrum is found to be 

comparable to that of the 165.4 nm MC peak for the 

various reactions. This is shown in figure 3.17, 

where ratios of intensities relative to the intensity 

at the 165.4 rim MC peak for two pressures, p1  and p2  

Ix 	/Ix 

11654 	1165.4 p2 

are plotted vs wavelength for p1> p2. 

c. Overlap of spectra. 

Because the A(3/2)-and the X-states have the 

same asymptotic energy value (zero energy) it wouldnotbe 

surprising if the short wavelength emission due to 

the C-A(3/2) transition would overlap with the B-X 

emission. In case both the lower states are close 

in energy in the region of the outer turning points 

of the highest emitting vibrational levels, 	as 

shown in figure 3.16 c,the low wavelength limits 

''min for the two transitions will be very similar. 

The fact that an overlap of the C-A(3/2) and 

B-X emissions in the MC occurs in the ArBr 

spectracouldbe verified firstly by comparing the 

pressure dependence behaviour of the 165.4 run MC 

peak and the B-A(1/2) spectrum, 	secondly by 

comparing short wavelength MC emission (160.5 rim) 

for CH2Br+Ar and HBr+A? and thirdly by comparing the 
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structure in the MC for CH2Br2+A? and HBr+Ar.  

The greatest increase in the relative intensity 

of the MC for CH2Br2+Ar*  was found to occur at the 

165.4 rim peak. This is shown in figure 3.18,where the 

relative intensities at the various wavelengths are 

plotted against pressure where the relative 

intensities have been normalized to a value of 1 for 

0.6 torr (80 Nm'2). Since it has been shown that 

the increase of the intensity of the whole resolved 

B-A(1/2) continuum for CH2Br2+Ar*with pressure is 

comparable to or greater than the intensity of the 

165.4 run peak of the MCit is clear that the total 

increase in the B.-A(1/2) spectrum is greater than 

that of the whole MC. That is an impossible result 

if both these spectra represent radiative 

transitions from the B-state alone. It is, however, 

consistent with a contribution of C-A(3/2) emission 

with characteristic negative pressure dependence in 

the MC region. 

The second argument concerns the pressure 

dependence behaviour at 160.5 nni for CH2Br24Ai and 

HBr+Ar4. CH2Br2+Ar*  shows slightly greater negative 

pressure dependence than HBr+Ar at 160.5 run. 

According to the results in tables 3.5 and 3.7, this 

difference is small but definite. When the 

correction is made for the scattered light associated 

with the bromine atomic lines,this difference becomes 

still larger. This is shown in figure 3.19. This 
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result is consistent with a relatively greater 

contribution of C-A(3/2) emission at 160.5 nm for 

CH2Br2i-A? than Br-Ai with the C-A(3/2) contribution 

showing a greater negative pressure dependence than 

the B-X contribution. Judging from the difference 

in the relative total intensity of the SC for 

CH2Br2+Ai and HBr+Ar (see figure 3.11) one might in 

fact expect a greater contribution of the C-A(3/2) 

emission in the MC for CH2Bx+A? than for HBr+Ar*. 

Finally the greater irregularity in the structure 

In the MC for CH2Br2+Ar*  than in the MC for RBr+Ai 

(see figures 3.8, 3.5 and 3.6) can be explained as 

being due to a greater distortion of the structure 

In the B-X spectrum by a relatively greater C-A(3/2) 

contribution of a broader structure in that region 

for CH2Bz+Ar*  than for HBr+Ar 

It is difficult to estimate the relative 

magnitude or detailed structure of the overlapping 

contributions of the B-X and C-A(3/2) systems to the 

MC spectra. From simulation calculations presented 

in chapter 5, an estimate of the ratios of the 

relative total intensities of the spectral 

contributions due to the two electronic transitions 

(IBX/ICA(3/2)) 	were made for CR2Br2+Arand HBr+Ar 

The magnitude of the intensity due to the B-A(1/2) 

transition in the SC region was estimated and 

subtracted from the SC Intensity from HBr+Arwhi1e 
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its contribution to the SC from CH2Br2+A? was 

ignored. Values of about 0.6 and 2.3 were obtained 

for this ratio for CH2Br24-A? and HBr+Ai respectively 

from spectra at 0.6 torr (80 Nni 2). If collision 

deactivation processes are assumed to be of minor 

importance at 0.6 torr (80 Nm2),the IB_x/'Ic_A(3/2) 

values are approximately equal to the ratio of the 

rate of formation of B-state molecules (ArBI(B))(RB) 

over the rate of formation of C-state molecules 

(ArB?(C))(R), i.e. 

IBx/ICA(3/2) ' 	 (3.13) 

The emission due to the B-A(1/2) transition will 

extend to shorter wavelength and overlap with 

emission due to other transitions. The low wavelength 

limit of the B-A(1/2) spectrum will be determined by 

the asymptotic energy value of the A(1/2)-state (see 

figure 3.16 d),which is the same as the energy of 

the Br(2P112) state ( 3665cm(44080 J mole- 1))P5 

The assumption was made that the low wavelength 

limits of the B-X and the B-A(1/2) spectra correspond 

to transitions from the outer turning points of the 

highest emitting levels in the B-state to energy 

levels which differ by 3685 cm 	(44080 J mole- 1) in 

energy. Thus the short wavelength 

limit of the B-A(1/2) spectrum was estimated from 

the short wavelength limit of the B-X spectrum 



(about 158.0 nm) to be about 167.8 rim. According to 

this an overlap of the B-X and B-A(1/2) emissions 

in the MC is not important, while an overlap of the 

C-A(3/2) and the B-A(1/2) emissions will appear in the 

SC. 

3.124 Collision induced crossing.  

It has been shown from the pressure dependence 

behaviour of the CH2Br2+Ar4  spectrum that the total 

relative intensity due to the C-A(3/2) transition 

decreases while the total relative intensity due to 

the B-X and the B-A(1/2) transitions increases. 

This was also found in other ArBr spectra while the 

effect is not nearly as great as observed in the 

CH2Br2+Ar4  spectrum. The increase in the relative 

intensity due to the transitions from the B-state 

balances the decrease in the relative intensity due 

to the C-A(3/2) transition so 	that the total 

intensity relative to the bromine intensity is 

constant. This indicates that the quenching of the 

C-state occurs by a collision induced crossing to 

the B-state. 

While the collision induced crossing is 

experimentally found to be from the C- to the B-

state,such processes are normally considered to be 

reversible. Cases of reversible collision induced 

crossing are known from the literature for small 

molecules like methylene95  and CO24 



From the following processes, representing 

formation and collisional- and radiative- decay of 

ArBrmo1ecules in the C- and B- states which do not 

undergo predissociation: 

Ar4+RBr - ArBx'(B)+ R 	 (8) 

Ar*+RBr —.ArBrC)+R 	 (9) 

kB 
ArBr(B) - Ar+Br+hv 	 (10) 

k Cr 
ArBr(C) 	Ar+Br+hV 	 (11) 

k  
ArBr(C)+Ar === ArBr(B)+Ar 	(12) 

and from reaction (l),compiieated expressions for 

the relative intensities of the C- and B- emissions 

(IC/IBr and IB/IBr) can be derived. IC/IBT is 

expressed as 

IC/lB = A/B 	 (3.14) 

where 

1+ 	 I A 

	

	R0 	 c' 	(3.14 	a) 
{ 	

(k/k) [Ar] 	1 

(1+(k/k) &r] ) ] 

r[1+ [Ar] (kB/kB B 

[ 	

) [Ar]
(3.14 	b) 

(l~(k/k) [Ar] 

 

where c' is defined as c'=RB/RC (see section 3.123). 

The fact that the dominant collision induced 
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crossing is found to be from the C- to the B- state 

either means that the reverse 	process (B—C) is 

slower, k< k, or that other loss processes which 

are competing with collision induced crossing occur 

faster for the B-state than for the C-state. Since 

the radiative transition is the only other major loss 

process,the latter case 	would mean that the 

radiative decay is a faster process for the B-state 

than for the C-state. That is in agreement with 

ab initio calculations for other noble gas halides5256  

which show the transition probabilities for the 

strongest transitions B-X and C-A(3/2) to differ by 

an order of magnitude (see table 1.3). 

The case where the rate of decay of the B-state 

due to radiative transitions is much greater than the 

rate of collision induced crossing and 

>> k [Ar]; 	(k/k) [Ar] cz 1 

is of special interest. The expression for 

(eq. 3.14) can then be simplified while the 

denominator reduces to 

k0  
[Ar]) 

kr  

(3.15) 

IC/IBr  

For comparable magnitudes of the rate of formation 

for the two states (c'rvl) (see estimated values for 

CH2Br2+Ar* and HBr+Aiin section 3.123) the numerator 

in equation 3.14 reduces to RC  and 
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kC 

IC/IBr 	RC/RBr(1+ -2[Ar]) 	 (3.16) 

k 

From IC/I Br' 
 IBIJIC can be obtained as 

IBIJIC 	[Ar]-,-j 	 (3.17) 

for 

(3.18) 

and 

j=(RBr/RC) 	 (3.19) 

It should be noted that the expression for IBr/IC 

is analogous to the expression for IBIjI'rBr (eq. 3.9), 

which was derived from the relative ArBr intensity 

at the wavelength A by ignoring any possible 

secondary formation reactions for the emitting 

species. According to the expression for I Br/IC 

(eq. 3.17), the reciprocal value of the relative 

integrated intensity of the C-A(1/2) spectrum is 

expected to change linearly with pressure (increasing 

[Ar]). The ratio of the slope over intercept of the 

corresponding straight line will give an estimate of 

the ratio k/k. 

Since the total relative integrated intensity 

of the C-A(3/2) spectrum can not be directly 

evaluated from an experimental ArBr spectrum due to 

the overlap of other spectral contributions, 

estimates of IBr/IC  values were obtained by 
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evaluating IBr/ISC  at various pressures from the 

SC spectra for CH2Br2+Arshown in figure 3.9. These 

values are plotted in figure 3.20. A value of 

k/k 	= 6.8 i0 18  cm +3 was obtained from the ratio 

of the slope over intersect of the straight line, 

fitted to these points, which is shown in figure 3.20. 

The simulation calculations for the SC for 

CH2Br2+Ar*at two different pressures, which will be 

discussed in chapter 5, gave an estimate of the 

total relative integrated intensity of the C-A(3/2) 

spectrum at these two pressures, from which an 

approximate value of k/k - 6.9 10'18  cm+3  could 

be obtained. Similarly,an estimated value of 

k/k, = 6.3 l08 czn 3 	was obtained from the 

simulation calculations for the SC for HBr+Ar*at  two 

pressures. 

The good agreement between the values obtained for 

the two different reactions is striking and indicates 

that the rate of the total collision induced crossing 

does not depend greatly on different population 

distribution in the C-state.. 

3.125 Vibrational relaxation. 

It has already been mentioned that the observed 

shift of the SC intensity for CH2Br2+Ar*to short 

wavelength (see figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.15) and the 

shift of the MC intensity to long wavelength (see 

figures 3.6 and 3.8) with pressure is consistent 
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with the occurrence of a vibrational relaxation in 

the emitting states (the C- and B- states) (see 

section 3.123). Further evidence of vibrational 

relaxation in the emitting states derived from the 

pressure dependence results are discussed in this 

section. 

The intensity at a particular wavelength in 

the SC (I)  is a sum of contributions from the B.-A(212) SC 

spectrum (I) and from the C-3/2) spectrum (It) 

A A A 
'SC = 	+ 'C 	

(3.20) 

By considering the intensity in the SC relative to 

the TC or relative to the strongest MC peak 

1IX = 	 (which shows similar pressure SC SC MC 

dependence behaviour to the TC) the corresponding 

relative B-A(1/2) intensity in the SC 

was assumed to be unchanged with 

pressure. If the assumption is made that the 

decrease in the relative I with pressure is due to 

collision induced crossing only with a rate 

independent of vibrational levels (see section 3.124), 

I 
IN VA 	 will decrease by a factor 

independent of wavelength 

f  	 Ix 
P)= f0w  P) 	 (3.21) 

wheref <1. The total relative intensities at two 

different pressures (high =h and low =1) at A are 
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expressed as 

I(h) =I'+f I'(1) 	 (3.22) 

Ic(1)=I-I(l) 	 (3.23) 

from which 	can be evaluated as 

,x,A IB=Isc(h). (1 - fISc(l)/I5(h) 	(3.24) 

(1 - f) 

If the factor f was knowncould be constructed 

from two spectra at different pressures normalized 

so 	that the intensity at the MC peak is constant. 

Such spectra are shown in figure 3.21 for 

HBr+Aiwhere the intensity of the strongest MC peak 

is 1 for both spectra. The ratio of the intensities 

for these spectra (I(1)/I(h)) is shown at the SC 	SC 

top of this figure. 'B 
lix 

was constructed from these 
Ix 

values and from the various f values. 'B  values 

obtained for f =0.75 are plotted at the bottom of 

figure 3.21, showing a slight increase to short 

wavelength. Similar results were obtained for other 

spectra (Br 2+Arand CH2Br2+Ai!). 

Such ashape of an underlying B-A(1/2) spectrum 

in the SC is not realistic. The B-A(1/2) spectrum 

is expected to decrease in intensity in that region 

to a short wavelength limit near 168 nin,as mentioned 

earlier (see section 3.123). This suggests that the 

model used to derive 'B  is not valid. Thus, other 

quenching processes than collision induced crossing 
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are plotted at the top of the figure. The dashed 

curve is a smoothed curve to fit the points. 
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are also occurring and can account for the change in 

the shape of the spectrum with pressure, namely 

vibrational relaxation. 

A different interpretation of the pressure 

dependence results for the SC for CH2Br2+Ar*  leads to 

the same conclusion. The assumption was made that 

'BI'C could be expressed as a linear function of 

concentration, [Ar],which holds, according to 

equation 3.9 (see also section 3.124), if the 

assumption is made that vibrational relaxation in 

the C-state is negligible and that collision induced 

crossing is independent of vibrational levels in the 

C-state. As a first approximation,I was replaced 

by I 	by assuming that the B-A(1/2) contribution is SC 

negligible in the SC. c/,BA(=k/k.) values were then 

constructed from the pressure dependence data for 

CH2Br24Ar* for various wavelengths from plots of 

IBI./ISC values vs EArJ  (see figure 3.22) in a way 

analogous to that described in the previous section. 

These values which are tabulated in table 5.11 vary 

a lot with wavelength. According to the basic 

assumptions, however, these values (=k/k) are 

expected to be constant. If this discrepancy in the 

values is to be corrected for by taking account 

of a B-A(1/2) spectral contribution with a positive 

pressure dependence,new lines have to be constructed 

and the values of oe,A and 16A to be replaced by new 



Pig. 3.22 The ratio of the bromine atomic intensity 
to the intensity at the wavelengths shown in the 

figure for various Ar concentration values obtained 

for Ar* 4 CH2Br2. The straight lines are the least 

square fits to the data points. 



Table 3.11 

rjope over intercept (oc/p, ) obtained from 

fitting straight lines through plots of 

vs [ArJ for various wavelengths (A) 

in the SC for CH2BXk+Ar* and 500 ,Am slit 

width. 

X(nm) (J8 	)10 18 (cm) 

175.2 5.4 

172.7 12.0 

171.5 8.1 

170.3 4.3 

169.1 3.2 

167.8 4.6 

166.6 1.2 

values, oand ,6, 	to obtain 

	

= o[Ar]~ 	 (3.25) 
C 	&A 

Since I A 
> 'C the IBI./I -'C C values are greater than 

IBXJISC for any [Ar]. Therefore,both j>,4A and 

> ci/fl, must be satisfied. From table 3.11 

it is found that cI'46, ' 	1.2 10_17 also must hold, 

which corresponds to the greatest value obtained for 

the ratio of the slope over intersect. For each 
' 'A 

chosen value of /,iA,IC values were constructed from 

equation 3.25 and 'B found from 'B 	SC = 	 - 'C' 

Thus 4 values were obtained as a function of pressure. 
I 	 A 

and aCx values which made 'B values to increase with 

pressure in a comparable way to that of the strongest 

MC peak were selected specially. Only o and,,4' 
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values within a limited range could satisfy the 

necessary requirements. Thus certain limitations 

far the range of calculated I values for a particular 

spectrum at a particular pressure were obtained. 

The low and the high limit values obtained for I 

at 0.6 torr (80 Nrn 2) are shown in figure 3.23, as 

well as the total relative intensities obtained at 

several wavelengths. Such structure of an 

underlying B-A(1/2) spectrum is not believed to be 

realistic. A decrease in the intensity to lower 

wavelength is not observed as 	 would be 

expected. Instead,an overall increase in the 

intensity is observed (see figure 3.23). This 

suggests that the basic assumptions which were made 

are not valid and that vibrational relaxation is 

occuring in the C-state. 

The pressure dependence behaviour of the 

intensity in the MC for HBr + Ar* showed a slight shift 

of the strongest peak at 165.4 nni to shorter 

wavelength which was only obvious from a careful 

investigation of the pressure dependence behaviour 

at various wavelengths across the peak. Thus an 

increasing positive pressure dependence behaviour 

was observed across the peak to shorter wavelength 

from 165.9 nm to about 164.7 nm,as shown in figure 

3.24. Further to short wavelength a decreasing 

positive pressure dependence behaviour was observed 
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(---0---) at 0.6 torr (80 Nm-2) total pressure and 

for 500 pm slit width and calculated maximum (s) 
and minimum () intensity contributions due to the 

B - A(1/2) transition, by assuming that vibrational 

relaxation is of no importance in the C - state. 
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Fig. 3.24 Ar*4HBr. Relative intensities at the 

wavelengths shown in the figure (IA/IBr)  for various 

pressures. The relative intensities are normalized 

such that the relative intensities at 0.6 torr are 1. 

The curves are smoothed fits to the points. 

1 torr=133.322 Nxn 2. 



and beyond about 162 n.m a negative pressure 

dependence was found. The shift of the strongest 

MC peak is analogous to that observed for the 

strongest SC peak for CH2Br24-A? and is due to a decrease in 

the high v' contributions relative to the low v' 

contributions, due to a vibrational relaxation. 

3.126 Temperature dependence. 

The intensities at various wavelengths in the 

MC and the SC and of the bromine atomic line 

at 157.7 n.m in HBr+Ar*  were measured 

at two different temperatures - 	room temperature 

and a temperature obtained by cooling the inlet 

tubings and the reaction vessel with dry ice (196 0K). 

All the Intensities were found to decrease with 

cooling relative to the strongest MC peak at 165.4 run, 

as shown In table 3.12. The relative intensity of 

the bromine atomic line dropped the most (44%).  The 

% decrease in the relative intensities was found to 

increase to shorter wavelength in the MC,and the SC 

showed a % decrease in the relative intensity 

similar to the greatest effect observed in the MC 

(-''2O%). 

The great change in the relative intensity of 

the bromine atomic line is consistent with the fact 

that the formation of Br(4P512) from Ai(3P2)+HBr is 

endothermic,as mentioned previously (section 3.11). 
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Table 3.12 

decrease in the relative intensity 

at various wavelengths of the spectrum 

for HBr+Ar*  with cooling of the reaction 

vessel and the inlet tu.bings. 

Spectrum >(nm) % decrease 

Br 157.7 44 

159.1 19 

159.8 12.3 

160.4 6.4 
MC 161.1 4.9 

162.0 4.2 
162.9 4.0 

164.0 1.4 

165.4 0 

SC 170.8 18 

The greatest % decrease in the relative intensity 

observed in the ArBr spectrum (—'20%) was assumed to 

represent the change in the population in the highest 

emitting rovibrational levels in the endothermic 

region. The energy difference between these levels 

(E) and the threshold level determined by equation 

3.1 could be estimated if the temperature inside the 

reaction vessel (T) was known. The intensity is 

proportional to the population, whOse dependence on 

temperature is determined by the Boltzmann factor 

and 

c exp(-iE/kT) 	 (3.26) 

where c is a constant and 1T  is the intensity at the 
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temperature T. From this expression the % decrease 

in the intensity with lowering of the temperature from 

T0  to T1  can be obtained as 

% decrease =102(1 - exP_-p ( E(l 1
- 	)) 	(3.27) 01 

The temperature inside the reaction vessel which 

corresponds to the cooling by dry ice (T1) is uncertain. 

Measurements of the temperature near the inlet to the 

reaction vessel which were made by Dr M.P. Golde in Pittsburgh in a 

different experiment showed T1  to be approximately 

240°K. An estimate of T1  265°K was made as a 

reasonable upper limit value for the experiment from 

which the results In table 3.12 were obtained. £E 

for 20 decrease was then found from equation 3.27 

to be about 380 cm' 	(4550 J mole-  ). 

It has already 

U ,  been suggested that 

at least 8 vibrational 

- T 	levels (v0-7) are 

emitting in the B-state 
* 

for HBr4-Ar. By e 

assuming that the 

highest emitting 

level is v'=7 and that the thermoneutral limit is 

determined by the threshold energy for HBriAr*(3P2), 

ET (see table 3.3),the position of the minimum of 

the B-state potential (Te)  can be estimated if the 

vibrational frequency or the spacing between the 
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vibrational levels is known. 

For the simulation calculations for the ArBr 

spectra (chapter 5) an upper potential (U 1) was 

constructed to represent the B- and the C- state 

potentials (table 5.1). The energy of the v'=7 level 

above the minimum of the potential (G'(7)) is 

1421 cm 	(17000 J mole) (see table 5.2). T  is 

therefore found to be approximately 

Te•ET+ aE - G'(7) 	 (3.28) 

-"6289l+ 380 - 1421=61850 cm (739910 J mole) 

and the bond strength of the B-state approximately 

38126 cm 	(456100 J mo1e),which is slightly less 

than 	for the ground state of KBr (table 1.2). 

Comparison of this difference in bond strength with 

that found for other noble gas halides and 

corresponding alkalihalides suggests that a greater 

bond strength (lower T e  ) is hardly reasonable. If 

T1  is chosen of lower value (<265°K),iE is smaller, 

or the maximum emitting energy level is of greater 

energy than v'=7. T el  calculated in the same way, will 

be less. Possible formation of ArBrmolecules with 

higher energy than the threshold energy for 

RBr+Ar*(3P2),such as molecules formed from the 

reaction HBr+Ar* (3 P0),can alter the estimated value 

of T   to obtain slightly greater value (less bond 

strength). 
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!a RC1kr 

Vacuum try spectra from reactions of the chlorine 

containing reagents Cl 21  CCl, HC1, DC1 and CNC1 

with Ar*were  recorded. All these spectra showed 

ArCl spectra with the strongest MC peak near 175 rim 

in agreement with what others have found. 8,15 Chlorine 

atomic lines were observed on the short wavelength 

side of the ArCl spectrum from Ax 4-Cl2  only. The 

spectra for HC1 and DC1 also showed banded structure 

extending over a wide wavelength range which was 

assigned to HC1- and DC1- spectra respectively. 

The main features of these spectra as well as the 

pressure dependence behaviour of the ArCl MC spectra 

for C124Ar*  and  CC14lAr*wil1  be presented in this 

section. The various ArCl MC spectra are compared. 

Band progressions which were identified in the 

HC1 and DC1 spectra are shown. 

3.21 Cl lines and ArCl spectra. 

A schematic potential curve diagram for ArCl 

is shown in figure 3.25 as well as the threshold 

energies for reactions of the various chlorine 

containing reagents with Ar*(31-p2)  (shown by arrows). 

Threshold energies and bond energies are listed in 

table 3.13. 

Only the reaction of C1  with Ar(3P2) has a 

greater threshold energy than the lowest excited 
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Fig. 3.25 Schematic potential curves for the 

ArC1 - states correlating diabatically with 

Ar(35) + Cl (2P312112) and Ar(2P312112)+C1(1S) 
and asymptotic energies for Rydberg states which 

correlate with C1*(45)+Ar(1S).  Threshold energies 

for the various chlorine containing reagents are 

indicated by arrows. lcm= 11.963 J mole- 1. 
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Table 3.13 

Bond strengths for the various chlorine 

containing compounds (R-C1) and threshold 

energies (ET)  for Ax(3P2)+RC1. 

Bond reference 

energies ETx1O4 numbers for 

RC1 xl0 4  (CM 	) (cm) bond energies 

DC1 3.618 5.696 99 

HC1 3.606 5.708 89998 

CNC1 3.4 5.9 89,97 

Cd 4  2.6 6.7 89,96 

C1   2.0308 7.2836 89,90 

KC1 3.543 89993 

lcm=ll.963 J mole- 1. 

states of chlorine which explains why chlorine 

atomic lines are only observed for that reaction. 

The chlorine atomic lines are shown in figure 

3.26. Since the 3p 54a 2P-states are of higher 

energy than the threshold energy, the fact that an 

emission due to transitions from these states is 

observed suggests that these may also be populated 

by reactions of Ar( P 0  ) with Cl 2* 

The ArC1 spectra differ in structure and total 

spectral range for the different reagents. ArC1 

MC spectra are shown in figures 3.27 and 3.28 for 

C12-Ar and CC144.Ar*  respectively for different 

pressures. Also a MC spectrum for C12+A? Is shown 

in chapter 2, figure 2.4, uncorrected for spectral 

response. The structure and the pressure dependence 
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Fig. 3.26 Chlorine atomic lines generated by 

Ar*4Cl2. The chlorine lines are assigned to 

transitions from Cl (4s) atoms as indicated. 

1 torr 133.522 Nn-2. 



Fig. 3.27 ArC1, MC spectra generated by Ai+C12  at 
three different total pressures, for 500 pm slit width. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that the 
relative intensity at 173.6 nm is 1. 

1 torrl33.322 Nm 2. 
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Fig. 3.28 ArC1, MC spectra generated by Ar'+CC14  at 
three different total pressures for 500 ,am slit width. 

Relative intensities are normalized such that the 
relative intensity at 173.6 nm is 1. 

1 torr=135.322 Nrn2. 
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behaviour of these spectra agree with what others 

have found.8'9'15  

The spectra for the reactions of CNC1, HC1 and 

DC1 all showed very weak ArC1 spectra and of much 

narrower spectral range than for the other reactions. 

The ArC1 spectrum for HCl+Aiis shown in figure 3.29. 

It has also been identified by Setser et al.15  

Judging from the difference in the bond strength 

of HC1, DC1 and KC1 (which is approximately the same 

as the bond strength of ArC1) the formation of ArC1 

by the reactions of HC1 and DC1 with Ai(3P) is 

endothermic by about 630 and 750 cm 	(7540-8970 

J mole-  ) respectively. This suggests that the ArC]ff 

molecules are also formed by reactions of Ar(3P0). 

These spectra correspond to transitions from the 

lowest v' levels. 

The position of the narrow ArC1 peaks found in 

the spectra like the one for HC1+Ar (figure 3.29) 

corresponds to the position where the greatest 

increase in the relative intensity is observed in 

the spectra for Cl2+Ai and CC14+Ar*  (see figures 

3.27 and 3.28). This suggests, therefore, that this 

characteristic increase in the relative intensity is 

due to an increase in the low v' contributions 

relative to the high ones. 

The oscillatory structure of the MC spectra for 

C12+Ar*and CC14+Ar* has been interpreted in terms of 
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transitions from high vibrational levels of a 

strongly bound upper state of ArC1 to a much flatter 

region of a lower state by use of a very simple 

model.9  More detailed calculations which are 

presented in chapter 5 have been carried out in 

order to interpret the structure and the pressure 

dependence behaviour of the spectra. These 

calculations showed the lowest v' levels also to 

contribute significantly to the spectra. The results 

of these calculations also suggest 	strongly that the 

MC can not be ascribed to one electronic transition 

only (B-X),but that a C-A(1/2) contribution is also 

of significant importance in that region. 

The SC spectra were not studied in detail because 

the measured intensity in that region was very low 

due to the low sensitivity of the detection system. 

No indication of a D-X spectrum in the MC region was 

found. 

3.22 HC1- and DC1 spectra. 

The HC1- and DC1- spectra observed from the 

reactions of Arwith HC1 and DC1 respectively were 

found in the region between 110 nm, and 186 nn'. 

Others have found the HC1 spectrum to extend even 

further to long wavelength.15  These spectra, showed 

banded structure in this region as shown in figure 

3.29 for HCl+Arfor 500 jm slit width. The hydrogen 
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Fig. 3.29 3pectrum generated by Ar*+HC1  shoing Iri , IiC (peaking at 175.6n), 
I-Id 	spectrum (110 - ib0nm), the Lyman 	atomic hydrogen line at 121.56nm 

and Ar 	spectrum, which extends from peaks at 106.bnm and 1075nm to longer 

wavelength. 



Pi 	3.3O 1-IC1 spectrum generated by Ar*+HC1,  showing three and progressions, 

o(o), 16 (0) and Y(). The bromine atomic line at 157.7n.m is due to HBr 

impurities on the vacuum line. The spectrum has not been corrected for 

spectral response but the change in spectral respons with wavelength is shown 

in the figure. 
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(L) atomic line (121.56 run) and the Ar2  spectrum 

were also observed in these spectra. 

The spacing between the bands in the region 

145 - 170 rim was found to vary only slightly over the 

total range,as shown in table 3.14. An average value 

of 509 cm 	(6090 J mole) was found for this 

spacing for HC1 and 358 cm 	(4280 J mole- 1) for 
* 

DC1. Higher resolution spectra obtained for HC1+Ar 

for 250 p.m slit width showed more structure in this 

region (see figure 3.30),and three band progressions, 

which I have chosen to call 	and Y,were 

identified (see table 3.15). The spacing between the 

bands in each of these progressions was also found 

to vary only slightly over the total range. The 

average spacing between the bands in these progressions 

was found to be 518, 512 and 515 cm 	(6200, 6130 and 

6160 J mole-  ) for 	and Y respectively. 

The ratio of the average spacing between the 

bands for DC1 and HOl (358/509 =  0.703) is close to 

that of a ratio of vibrational frequencies () for 

two harmonic potentials with the same force constants 
reduced 

(k),determined by the difference in the\masses (m) 

of DC1 and HC1 

V =(l/2 7 ) . (k/m)V 	 (3.29) 

Cl/HCl_(m(1)/m(1))= 0.717 	(3.30) 

This suggests that the band structure is due to a 
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Table 3.14 

Positions of bands (E(cm)) and spacing 

between bands (zE(cm)) observed in the 

HC1 and DC1 spectra for HC1+A/ and DC1+Ar* 

respectively for 500)1m slit width. 

HC1+Ar* DCI+Ar* 

E LE E LE 

59810 523 63724 371 
60333 480 64095 339 
60813 64434 

61323 510 64818 384 

61816 493  65156 338 

62328 512 65526 370 

62801 473 65873 347 

63321 520 66275 402 

63825 504 66604 329 

64335 510 

64885 550 

65410 485 

65935 525 

66455 520 

lcm= 11.963 J mo1e. 

progression in states with vibrational frequencies 

of about 515 cm'1  (1-55-10 13 _1) for HC1 and 

360 cm- (1.08.1013 _l) for Dcl. Such progressions 

must occur in some upper states, while the lower 

potentials are the ground states, which have much 

higher vibrational frequencies (&) (see table 3.16 

for Ed). 

Very limited information is available on 

excited states of HCl and DC1.Barrow101  has observed 
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Table 3.15 

Positions of bands (cm) in the HC1 

spectrum for HC1+Ar* for the three 

progressions,o6,,Sand Y obtained for 

250 pm slit width. 

t 
58806 58974 59214 

59360 59524 59734 

59882 60049 60263 

60415 60569 60777 

60931 61278 

61425 61687 61797 

61948 62193 62290 

62441 62643 62806 

62996 63135 63323 

63662 63828 

63996 64222 64338 

64514 64735 64889 

65253 65374 

65576 65761 65900 

66295 66421 

66737 66912 

67245 67399 

67758 67893 

68304 68488 

68764 69004 

69264 

1cm=11.963 J mole-  

a vacuum UV emission spectrum from HC1,excited in 

a discharge,and assigned bands observed in this 

+ 	+ 	 L + 
region to the transition V 	—X 1 where '1 Z 

is an ionic state with a vibrational frequency, We  

of 80 cm-  (2.64-10 13 _1)• Several excited states 
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Table 3.16 

Spectroscopic constants for various 

electronic states for HC1 obtained from 

references 99, 101, and 102. 

B 1 	C1  

Te(cm') 	0 	75133 77540 77250 

e m) 2990.9463 2993 2873 880 

re(nm) 	0.12745 	 0.243 

D(cm) 35740 	 38370 

lcin 1= 11.963 J mole. 

have been identified from absorption spectra'04'105'102  

in gas phase and matrices at low temperature,103  the 

best characterized ones being the Bit and 0
1
11 states 

(table 3.16) which, however, have much greater 

vibrational frequencies (We)s 

The small change in the spacing between the 

bands in the spectra for HC1+Ar*  and  DC1Ar*  over a 

wide range could not be explained as being due to a 

progression in any of these states. To be able to 

to characterize the emitting states,a rotational 

analysis of the spectra would have to be made,which 

was not possible for the spectra obtained in our 

apparatus. 
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5.3  RI+Ar. 

Spectra from reactions of the iodine containing 

reagents, CF3I and C3F71, with Ar*were  recorded. Only 

iodine atomic lines were observed in the vacuum-UV 

region (see figure 3.31). No ArI spectrum was observed. 

Estimated position of ArI MC peak obtained by using the 

ground state potential for KI,adjusted to the 

asymptotic limit for Ar+I (see figure 3.32) is about 

152 nm. The fact that no ArI emission is observed must 

be due to a complete predissociation of levels in the 

ArI*states, by 	relatively low lying molecular states, 

which correlate with I%Ar(1S).  The asymptotic energies 

of the lowest of these Rydberg states are shown in 

figure 3.32 to lie below the minimum of the ArI states. 
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Fig. 3.31 Spectrum for Ar*+CF3I showing iodine atomic lines. The various 
iodine atomic transitions are indicated. 
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Fig. 5.32 Schematic potential curves for the 

An- states correlating diabatically with 

Ar('S)+I (2P3/21/2) and Ar+(2P3/21/2)+I_(1S), and 

asymptotic energies for Rydberg states which correlate 

with I*(6s)+Ar(1S). The threshold energy for CF I is 
indicated by an arrow. lcm 	11.963 J mole 



4. 	TH3RY OF OALOULT IONS. 

The method used in the simulation calculations 

for the 1r3r- and the ArOl- spectra (chapter 5)  :ill 

be discnsed in this chapter. 

Basic tbeory. 

The intensity of a spectral line in emission is 

proportlonal to the hinstein coefficient, A 	
106 

nm 

Anm was first invented by Firstein in 19169li3 as 

a measure on a transition probability of a 

spontaneous emission due to s. transition between two 

states, n and m. By aiyin the perturbation 

i-fl 
teor 	L  to the interaction of a molecule vi±h the 

eleobric field associated vith an e1ectrorra,nietio 

wave, the trobability coefficient can he expressed 

as 

A = C 32 
 

m' 
L dl'  

where C is a constant 

C = 64 4/3hc 

'nm j the frequency of the electromanetic wave, 
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an 	are the wavefunctions for the two states 

and M is the dipole moment vector 

where 	is the co-ordinate of the charge q,. 

	

The rsatest difficulty in calculating A 	is to nM 

evaluate the wavefunctions. Those are solutions of 

the time - independent wave ecju.ation, which can not 

be solved analytically except for the simplest forms 

of the Hamiltonian . The wave oquation has the form- orm 

H0 H°  IF P0  I A ' .+ . '.A.-  

where H0  is the Hamiltonian operator and E is the 

total energy. The Born - Oppenheimer approximation 112 

is normally at 	in order ± calculate the integral 

in euatibn 4.1. The wavefunctions are expressed as 

products of electronic-( cp)  and nuclear- wavefunctions 

LPn? 

(4.5) 

and subs tiiutd in that fr:n into the wave euation 

The resulting expresior. can then be simplified 

greatly and LIJ becomes a solution of the radial wave 

equation 

(r)= 0 
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where 

p(r) = (2rn'(. - 	 (4.7) 

in is the reduced mass. Ueff 
 equalo the sum of the 

electronic potential energy (TJ(r)) and the rotational 

energy 

ff= U(r) 	J(J1) 	2/2mr2 	(4.8) 

By neglecting the rotational energy the wavefunction 

SOlfltiOfl of equation 4.6 equals the vibrational 

wavefunction 	for a linear anharmonic oscillator. 

By substituting the wavefanctios as 

P0  = 	 (4.9) 

and the dipole moment as a sum of two terms including 

the positive and the negative charges respectively 

=fl,en 	
(4.10) 

into equation 4.1 Anm becomes 106,111 

	

A= C v3  (J1' , )L 	dr)2 	(4.11) v 

where 

)1fe 	d e 	 (1.12) 

is the transition moment. P and 	are 

wavefunctions for the two states n and in respectively. 

The vibrational wavefurictions in equation 4.11 

can be derived analyticall:, for the simplest analytical 

forms of rotential curveo only. Solutions can. be  
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derived for bound potentials like 	harmonic 

oscillators 116,111,106  and Morse potentials115  for 

instance. Analytical solutions are obtainable for 

repulsive potentials of the form. a/(r-b)2  where a 

and b are onstants
11

To solve the radial wave 

equation for more complicated analytical expressions 

for potentials or for RXR potentials several methods 

have been developed. The most widely used methods 

are the numerical methods. 118-1221 	Those,however, 

require much computer time and are very expensive. 21 

The WKB method is a semiclassical method which allows 

the vibrational wavefunctions to be evaluated for any 

analytical forms of potentials in a relatively simple 

way.. 

The WKB method was first invented in 1926 by 

l'2-124 Wentzel, Kramers and Brillouin - 	and is named 

after them. Their method, however, has the 

disadvantage of being very inaccurate in the regions 

of the classical turning points where the WKB 

wavefunctions become infinite. Several attempts have 

been made to modify the wavefunctions and make them 

continuous in the regions of the turning points. 125,1-96 

The uniformized (uniform) WKB solutions, first presented 

by M 	 l Miller and Good, 27  satisfy this and have been 

shown by comparison with numerical solutions to be 

128 very accurate. 
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4.2 	Vibrational wave functions. 

The two different 'NKB methods, the normal- (n-) 

WEB and the uniform- (u-) WEB methods, were used to 

derive vibrational wavefunctions for upper and lower 

potentials in the simulation calculations for the 

ArBr-and the ArC1-spectra. FORTRAN computer programs, 

such as the one shown in appendix 2 were made to 

calculate spectra and these include calclxlations of 

the vibrational wavefunctions. 

4.21 Normal - (n-) WEB wavefunctions. 

The method of evaluating n - WEB wavefunctions 

is described at various places in the literature. 129-32  

The method is based on expressing the wavet'unction as 

an exoonential function 

	

3(r)) 	 (4.13) 

and substituting it in that form into the radial wave 

equation (4.6. 3 is some function of internuclear 

distance. The basis of the approximation is that of 

expanding 3(r) in powers of ?i: 

()2 	•• 	 (4.14) 

and neglecting terms of order equal to or greater 

than 	. 

The following general expression for vibrational 

wavefunctions is obtained from this procedure 
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qj 	c1p_h/2exp+()/pdr) 
+ 0

2p 	exp(( )/pdr) (4.15) 

where 

	

p =(2m(E-U(r)))"2 	 (4.16) 

and c1  and 02  are constants. 

If U(r) is a potential well (two turning points. 

r1  and r0) the semiclassical eigenvalues () are 

quantized and can be determined approximately by the 

Bohr - Sommerfeld quant 	condition 128,147 

'
TZ 

	

fp(r')dr'-(v +1/2)U 	 (4.17) 

where v is the vibrational quantum number. 

In the case that p is an imaginary quantity, 

which is the case in the nonclassical region 

(E-U<O), the wavefunction becomes a sum of real 

exponential terms. One of these terms has the 

asymptotic limit zero, while the other one increases 

indefinitely. In order to satisfy the necessary 

requirement that the wavefunction decreases with 

increasing distance from the classical turning point, 

the constant 02  in the increasing exponential term 

has to he equal to zero. Thus the wavefunction in 

the nonclassical region is 

qj 	 c1p 1/2exP+()Jpdr)
rL  

Iii the classical region real terms ':111 have to 

be selected from imaginary terms after having 
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expressed the exponential terms as sums of 

trigonometric functions, which gives 

E>tJ c• 	 r 
Ys  in  sin (fpdr 

.11)  
V 	 4 r, 

(4.19) 

where c3  is, a constant. The terms in the sine 

expression can be expressed as 2.7.(r) where c(r) 

is the phase integral 

r 
P(r) 	 dr'+(r1) 	 (4.20) 

r1  

and 	(r) is the wavelength of the wavefunction at 

any point 

= h/p 	 (4.21) 

which is the de Brogue expression. 

At turning points (E-U= 0) the amplitude factor 

in equations 4.18 and 4.19 becomes infinite. 

Various methods have been used to connect the 

wavefunctions in the classical and the nonclassical 

regions 	o obtain continuous functions across 

122,123 the turning points. 

4.22 Uniform - (u-) WKB wevefunctions. 

The method of evaluating u - WXB wavefunctions 

for anharmonic oscillators has been described in the 

16 107 
literature by a number of authors. 	' 	This 
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method will be described in this section. A similar 

method was developed for evaluating wavefunctions for 

repulsive potentials and will also be described here. 

In the u - WKB method the wavefunction is written 

as 

T(r) 	0(5(r)) 
	

(4..22) 

S(r) is expanded in the sane way as in the n - WKB 

method (eq. 4.14). 	0(5) is chosen to be a solution 

of an equation related to the radial wave equation 

4.6 by replacing r by 5(r) and p(r) by a function 

P (S) 

+ 
Ld52 	h2  I 

0(3) = 0 (4.23) 

Substitution of the product T0 Into the wave 

equation leads to a relatively simple differential 

equation in S 

h2T"/TS'2P2+ P2= 2  0 	 (4.24) 

if 

T(r) = #_l/2 	
(4.25) 

By neglecting terms of order equal to or greater than 

?12, as is done in the n - WKB method, one obtains 

dS0P = dr p 	 (4.26) 
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/PdS 	/p(r')dr' 
	

(4.27) 

From equation 4.27)S can be evaluated as a function 

of r. By choosing r1  a classical turning point 

(p(r1) =0) s1  has to satisfy p(S1) =0. 

The procedure for calculating the value of a 

wavefunction at a particular internuclear distance 

(r) for a particular total energy and potential 

energy is the following, a. First a suitable P - 

function is chosen. P is chosen of some simple form 

such that equation 4.23 can be solved analytically. 

P is chosen as a continuous differentiable function 

with the same number of zero points as the p - 

function. b. S(r) is evaluated from equation 4.27. 

c. 	(S), derived from equation 4.23, is evaluated 

at r. d. T(r) is calculated from equation 4.25. 

e.  . Y(r)=T(r) - O(S(r)) is calculated and a 

normalized value is obtained by multiplication by a 

normalization factor N where 

	

N= l/(/+d,r)1
12 	(4.28) 

To obtain vibrational wavefunctions for 

ariharmonic oscillators, equation 4.23 can be chosen 

on the form analogous to the radial wave equation 

for harmonic oscillators. Thus the P - function can 

be chosen as 
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P = (2m(C2_S2))1/2 	 (4.29) 

where C is a constant. The corresponding wave 

equation can be solved116'106  and 0(5) derived for 

a particular quantum number v as 

A S2 )H(iX .5) 	(4.30) 

where A2=2m/tt2. H is a Hermite polynomial of order 

v. P is a continuous and differentiable function 

on the entire real axis with two zero points for any 

nonzero value of C. A special care has to be taken 

in chosing C properly and thus to specify the P - 

function. For a particular vibrational level, C has 

to be chosen such that the integrals in equation 4.27 

over the interval between the zero points equal one 

another. Solving the integral on the left hand side 

of equation 4.27 gives 

1/2 	TZ 

C 2 (() 	/fl) /P(r')dr' 	(4.31) 
r1  

where r1  and r2  are the zero points for p(r). The 

zero points for P, S and S2, are found to be -C and 

C respectively. 

Relating the S- and the r- scales is now readily 

achieved. The integral on the right hand side of 

equation 4.27 can be solved numerically. In the 

simulation calculations it was solved by a Gaussian 

quadrature'34  while the integral on the left hand side 



was solved analytically. 89  S(r) was then evaluated 

numerically as a zero point (root) of a function by 

the binomial bisection method.133  (see appendix 2). 

$(S) is obtained by substituting the S - value 

directly into equation 4.30. The Hermite polynomial 

was calculated by a recurrence relation 33'134  

T(r) expressed by equation 4.25 is found directly 

from equation 4.26 to be 

	

T(r) =(p(r)/P(S)) 
	

(4.32) 

Finally 4-1  =T-0 is multiplied by the 

normalization factor N v (eq. 4.28). 

The elgenvalues can be determined by equation 

4.17. 

To obtain wavefunctions for repulsive potentials, 

similar calculations are carried out. 

A wave equation for 

P=(2m(C1  - c2/S2)) 1/2 
	

(4.33) 

can be solved analytically for suitable choices of 

values fcr the constants Cl and C2. P has one zero point 

for any positive value of Cl  and is continuous and 

differentiable on the real positive axis. By 

c hosing 

	

C2  = (n - 1/4)r/2m 
	

(4.34) 

where n is a positive integer, equation 4.23 can be 
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solved to yield113  

p(S)- [rr*'C1V2 I 1/2 1/2 J(4< c2s) 	
(4.35) 

where 

4< = (2m)1/2/rl 	 (4.36) 

R is a constant and J is a Bessel function of order 

n. By using a first order Bessel function,C2  is 

determined from equation 4.34 for n= 1 and C1  can be 

chosen to be any positive number. C1  was chosen to 

be equal to one. The zero point for P was then found 

to be 

- Si  - (C2) 1/2  (4.37) 

The procedure for evaluating S(r), 	(S) and T(r) to 

obtain YV is then analogous to that described for a 

bound state. 

The eigenvalues for nonbound potentials are 

nonquantized. The wavefunctions are normalized if the 

amplitudes at long internuclear distance (r-.m) are 

proportional to 1/(E)1/4. The factor 1/(E)hhl'4 

results from taking account of density of states as 

described by Wiesenfeld et al. 114  The wavefunctions 

T 	calculated by the procedure, which has just 

been described, were found to obey this requirement. 

Any wavefunctions YE =c •P., where c is a positive 

constant independent of E are therefore normalized 

wavefunctions. 
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4.23 Calculated wavefunctions. 

Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show some calculated 

WKB wavefunctions for bound and repulsive potentials. 

The wavefunction shown at the top of figure 4.1 is 

a normalized vibrational wavefunction for v'=7 for 

the bound state tJb2 (see table 5.1),calculated 

according to the u - WKB method. The various 

contributions to the wavefunction, the Herinite 

polynomial, the exponential function and 	112, whose 

product gives the nonnorinalized wavefunction 

(see eqs. 4.22, 4.25 and 4.30) are also shown in 

figure 4.1. The normalization factor is N7  7.35 10- 3. 

These functions are plotted vs internuclear distance, 

r and 5(r). While the r - scale is undistorted in 

figure 4.1 the 5(r) - scale is slightly distorted - 

spacing between integer values of S increases with 

increasing S. Thus the wavefunction, the 

exponential term and H v differ from that for a simple 

harmonic oscillator in being nonsyinmetric (these are 

symmetric for undistorted S(r) - scale). The s_]"2 

function increases slightly with internuclear distance. 

This factor causes the amplitude to increase slightly 

with internuclear distance relative to that for a 

harmonic oscillator. 

Small spikes were observed at the classical 

outer turning points, r2 , for (S')- 112 (see figure 

4.1). These are due to inaccurate evaluations of 



Q28 	 0.30 	 0.32 	 0.34 r, nm 
j•.l Vibrational wavefunction ('f'7,top of figure) 

for v'=7 and the bound potential UbI calculated by 
the uniform WKB 	method: 

7- S(r' 	Y exp(-1/2 A S(r)) H7(3(r)) 
The various components of the expression for'+7  are 
also shown. The classical turning points 
(r1  and r 2  ) are indicated. Both r-and S(r) - scales 
are shown., 
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0.26 	 Q30 	 034 	 038 	 0.42 rnm 	0.46 

Fig-4.2 Vibrational wavefunctions for v'=0,2,6 and 50 for the bound potential 

U' calculated by the normal WKB method (dashed curves) and the uniform WKB Cl 

	

method (solid curves). lcm 	11.963 J mole 
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Pig. 4.3 Vibrational wavefurictions for three energy 

levels, 1030, 2250 and 3500 cm-  above the 

asymptotic energy for the unbound potential U' 

.LcM 	11.963 J mole 
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r 
the integral /p(r')dr for r slightly less than or 

equal to r2  by applying the fourth order Gaussian 

quadrature. This method only makes possible 

evaluations of approximate values of S. S enters the 

expression for 3' 

	

S#=(E_U)2/(C2 	21/2 	 (4.38) 

	

Therefore, evaluations of 	1/2 can also be 

inaccurate, especially near turning points where both 

the denominators and the nominators are close to zero. 

The evaluations of S become less accurate as the 

intervals over which the integrals are evaluated 

become bigger. Thus only very small spikes were 

obaerved near r1  (not shown in figures). A way of 

decreasing the spikes near r2  would be to evaluate S 

always from the closest turning points and thus to 
T. 

evaluate fp(r')dr' near r2. This was done for the 

evaluation of S(.-) for r > r 2  where no such spikes were 

observed. These spikes were found to be negligible 

for wavefunctions for the lowest vibrational levels 

but to increase with increasing vibrational quantum 

number (see figure 4.2). 

The wavefunctions drawn as solid curves in 

figure 4.2 were obtained for the potential U 1  

(table 5.14) for various vibrational levels (v') by 

use of the u - WKB method. The dashed curves for 

V'--2 and 6 are wavefunctions calculated by the 
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n - WKB method in the classical region (eq. 4.19). 

In general,wavefunetions calculated by the two 

different WKB methods were found to fit closely 

except in the closest region of the turning points 

where the n - WKB wavefunctions increase Indefinitely 

While the computing of the u - WKB wavefunctions 

requires much more computer time than the computing 

of the n- WKB wavefunctions the two different 

methods were combined in calculations of wavefunctions 

for high vibrational levels (>7) to save computer time. 

n - WKB wavefunctions were used in the classical 

region between the third peak of the wavefunctions 

from r1  and the fifth peak from r2  (see arrows in 

figure 4.2 for v'=50). u - WKB wavefunctions were 

used in the closest region of the turning points and 

for lowest vibrational levels (v'=0-7). Instead of 

evaluating the eigenvalues for each vibrational level 

from equation 4.17 these were only evaluated for few 

levels and an expansion formula of the form 

(4.39) 

were constructed. 	These represent the energies of 

the vibrational levels above the potential minima 

(G'(v')). ai are constants. 

Some u - WKB wavefunctions for the repulsive 

potential 	(see table 5.3 ) for several energy 
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levels are shown in figure 4.3. These are normalized. 

The amplitudes of these wavefunctions decrease and 

approach some asymptotic values for increasing 

internuclear distance. The asymptotic values change 

as 1/(E")1/4  where E represents the energy 	of 

the levels above the zero asymptotic energy for the 

potential U.'7. Figure 4.3 shows clearly how the 

wavelength increases for a fixed internuclear distance 

and decreasing E" In agreement with de Brogue 

equation (4.21), which states that the wavelength 

increases with decreasing kinetic energy (or 

momentum). 
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4.3 Franck - Condon (PC) factors. 

To calculate an emission spectrum the transition 

probabilities for the various radiative transitions 

involved have to be evaluated and the population 

distribution in the emitting state will have to be 

accounted for. 	The structure of a spectrum is 

largely determined by the variations in the transition 

probabilities due to the variations in the overlap 

integrals (eq. 4.11) basically due to the rapid 

oscillations of the wavefunctions. This effect can 

he considered by evaluating PC factors as functions 

of frequency for particular transitions. The PC 

factor is the square of the overlap integral for 

constant. For bound - free transitions it 

can be written as 

PC - factor =( /4jVI- '-P 1 1dr)2 	(4.40) 

Figure 4.4 (left) shows the variation in FC 

factors calculated for transitions from v'=O, 1 and 

2 respectively for a particular bound state, bl 

(see table 5.1), to ranges of energy levels in the 

repulsive state 

* 
U" (cm 	

2 
) = 20.67/(r(nm) - 0.1336) 	(4.41) 

These are plotted so that the PC 	factors which 

* 1cm 1=l1.963 J mole-1. 
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ouu 	t çi/, i.ri, 	"v" 	 - 	- r, urn 

Fig. 4.4 Variation in PC factors (left) for 

transitions from v'=O,l and 2 in the bound state 

potential, tr.1  to energy levels in the repulsive 

state U" (cm)=2Q67/(r(nm) - Q,]6)2. On right: 

(fires,® and () vibrational wavefunctions for 

vl, U 	(top) and for three different energy levelsfor 

the lower state, 1990, 1560 and 1160 cm 	above the 

zero energy. The corresponding overlap functions 

are shownat the bottom of these figures. 

lcm=11.963 J mole- 1. 
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correspond to transitions of same frequency are at the 

same E"(1) value. The abscisse axis (E"(l)) 

corresponds to B" levels for transitions from v'=l. 

The scale is assigned as E"(l). Generally a scale 

is assigned as E" (v') corresponding to transitions 

from v' to E"levels. E"(v') is related to the 

absolute frequency 	(cm) by 

B" (v') 	V- Te - G'(v') 	 (4.42) 

where T   is the energy of the minimum of the bound 

potential. The relationship between two scales, 
, E ,, , v
1) and B"(v), is 

E pp  (v') v1i=E"(v)+G(v) - G(v) 	 (4.43) 

Figures 4.4 ®, ® and 	show how the 

PC factors at E"(1) =1990 1560 and 1160cm 	(23810, 

18660, 13880 J mole-1) were obtained for the 

transitions from v'=l. Each of these PC factors 

correspond to values of the maxima in the PC plot for 

v'=l. The figures show the wavefunctions -R (top) 

and Tj, 	(middle) and the overlap functions 
00 

''E" (bottom) vs r. 

The PC factor at E"(l)=1990cm 1  (23810 

J mole)±br v'-1 is shown in figure 4.4 ® 	to 

be due to an overlap of the v'=l wavefunction and a 

wavefunction with more rapid oscillations (higher 

frequency) in the repulsive state. The overlap 
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function reflects this difference in wavefunctions in 

showing also rapid oscillatory structure. By 
J. 	 AWI 

integrating 	 over this range the positive 

and the negative contributions almost cancel each 

other. The integral is negative due to slightly 

greater negative contributions. 

As one moves to lower E" levels the lower state 

wavefunctions show broader oscillatory structure an 

the turning points move to longer internuclear 

distance (see also figure 4.3). 

At E"(1) =1560 cm-  (18660 J mole) the two 

humps of the repulsive state wavefunction closest to 

the turning point (the outermost ones) match closely 

the two humps of the v=l wavefunctions. Therefore 

a great excess positive contribution to the overlap 

integral is obtained. 

At E''(l) = 1160 cm 	(13880 J mole) the 

outermost hump of the repulsive state wavefunction 

matches the hump closest to the outer turning 

point of the v'=l wavefunction. Therefore an excess 

negative contribution to the overlap integral is 

obtained. 

For E" levels on both sides of these three E" 

levels the absolute values of the overlap integrals 

decrease. For certain intermediate E"levels the 

negative and the positive contributions cancel 

completely to give zero overlap integrals (corresponding 
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to the minima in the FC plots in figure 4.4). For 

the closest E" levels on both sides of these the 

overlap integrals have opposite signs. 

In a similar way as the two strongest peaks in 

the plots of the PC factors for v'-_l in figure 4.4 

(at E"(l) =1560 and 1160 cm) represent favourable 

overlaps of the humps closest to the turning points 

of the v'.l wavefunction with humps of repulsive 

state wavefunctions closest to the turning points 

there are always corresponding peaks to be found for 

transitions from other v' levels. For higher 

vibrational levels more structure was found in the 

plots of the PC factors. Thus for v'=2 (figure 4.4) 

the fourth peak appears at E"(1) =1210 cm 

(14460 J mole) between two peaks which are 

associated with favourable overlaps of the humps 

closest to the turning points. This peak is 

associated with favourable overlap of the third 

hump in the v'=2 wavefunction. 

For transitions from very high vibrational levels 

the PC factor plots show a fine oscillatory structure 

over a wide frequency range, as shown in figures 4.5 b 

and 4.6a. This reflects the great number of nodes 

(and humps) for the wavefunctions for high v' levels. 

Bound-free transitions for high vibrational 

levels have been treated theoretically by Mulliken 

in a discussion of the 12  McLennan bands. 107,108 

Mulliken introduces a special "difference potential ", 
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Fig. 4.5 a. Overlap functions for bound-free 

transitionsfora fixed energy level (G') in a bound 

state (see text) and four different energy levels 

	

in a lower state (see text), 	: 26609 crn, 

26406 cm 1, 	26204 cm 	and 	: 2b034 cm 

	

calculated by the normal WKB 	method. b. FC - factors. 

c. The repulsive lower state (solid curve) arid the 

"difference potential" (dashed curve). 

lcm= 11.96 J ole. 
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Fig. 4.6 a. Variation in FC - factors for transition 

from v'=TO in the bound potential U 1  to energy 

levels in the repulsive state U. The dashed line cl 
shows the broad oscillatory structure which 

determines the variation in the relative intensity 

of the diffuse bands (see text) b. The Uj potential 

(solid curve) and the "difference potential" (dashed 

curve). The arrows labeled A and B indicate the 

positions which correspond to the classical 

transitions to the maximum of the "difference 

potential" and from the inner turning point in 

respectively. lcm= 11.963 J mo1e. 
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Um(r) 

Um(r)=(E;.# - tT'(r)) +U"(r) 	 (4.44) 

which is the locus of points which conserve nuclear 

position and momentum (and therefore also kinetic 

energy) in the transition from the v' level of energy 

for U'(r) to the U"(r) potential. 

"Difference potentials" are obtained by"reflecting" 

the upper potential curves (below E)  on the lower 

potential curves. Some "difference potentials" are 

shown in figures 4.5 c and 4.6 b (dashed curves) and also 

in figure 5.36 for particular potentials and v' levels. 

At any point on a particular "difference potential" 

the wavelength of the wavefunction for the repulsive 

potential is the same as for the v' wavefunction in 

the upper state ati±e same internuclear distance. This 

is in agreement with the de Brogue expression for 

the relationship between kinetic energy and wavelength 

(eq. 4.21,which states that the wavelengths are the 

same for 1±san kinetic energy. At any other points 

the wavelengths will differ. For a particular 

transition between two levels 	contributions to the 

overlap integral from internuclear distances far 

away from points on the corresponding "difference 

potential" will therefore be negligible. Close to 

points on the "difference potentials" the contributions 

to the overlap integral can be significant depending 
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on the phase differencefor the two wavefunctions. 

This is illustrated in figure 4.5. 

The curves shown in figure 4.5 a are overlap 

functions obtained for n - WXB wavefunctions for 

transitions from one upper level to different lower 

levels. The bound state wavefunction was obtained for 

a particular level of energy G' 14431.8 cm- 

(172648 J mole) above the minimum of the bound 

state 

7 	 4 	4 U'(cm )=1.8710 exp(-r/0.0315)-l.16•10 /r-22/r (4.45) 
+99975.7 

for r in rim. The lower state wavefunctions were 

obtained for four different energy levels (E"), 

	

: 26609 cm, ® : 26406 cm, 	: 26204 cm 

and ®;26004 cm- 1  for the potential4  

1* 	 0 
U" (cm) =1.8.10 exp(-r/0.0206) 	(4.46) 

For simplicity the amplitude factor for the 

wavefunctions (eq. 4.19)  was replaced by a constant. 

Figure 4.5 b shows the variation in the PC factors. 

The overlap functions (figure 4.5 a) were obtained 

in the region of the crossing of the E" levels with 

the "difference potential" shown in figure 4.5 c 

	

(dashed curve). Moving from () to 	to () shows an 

increaseinthePCfactors due to increasing positive 

*lcm=1l.963 J mole. 
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overlap integrals mainly due to contributions in 

the region 0.185 - 0.23nm (figure 4.4 a). The 

maximum value was obtained for E"=26204 cm4  

(3.1348 10 J mole) ( 	). Moving to a slightly 

lower E"level ( ® ) the overlap integral decreases. 

This explains the peak in figure 4.5 b at about 

26200 cm-1  (3.1343 10 J mole-  ). 

If the "difference potential" has a maximum 

like the one in figure 4.6 b, which is obtained for 

U, U cl (see section 5.21) and v'=70 there are two 

crossing points for any one E" level in the region 

between A and. B (see figure 4.6 b). This means that 

there are two regions (of r) which may contribute 

significantly to the overlap integral.. These 

contributions may add constructively or destructively. 

This causes the diffuse bands to vary in a broad 

oscillatory pattern as shown in figure 4.6 a. This 

is a well known characteristic of bound-free 

transitions. 9,21,37,369148. 
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4.4 Simulation calculations. 

In the simulation calculations the transition 

probabilities were evaluated by equation 4.11. 

Light intensity of a particular frequency (v) due to 

transitions from all the emitting vibration levels 

for particular electronic states is expressed as 

\
5eff 	11  IqJv* 	(4.47) 

V 

where c is a constant and N(v') is the population in 

the v' level. E"(v') is an energy level in the lower 

state depending on v' such that the transition from 

v' to E" occurs at v .Off   is the effective transition 

moment. The wave±'unctions are normalized. The 

term is appropriate for experimental detection of 

quanta per unit wavelength interval. 

When repulsive potentials of the type a/(r-b)2  

were used,the wavefunctions were obtained analytically 

and used unnormalized with the amplitude for r—°° of 

constant value for all E", instead of varying as 

1/(EF)1/"4 as mentioned earlier. This,however,could 

be accounted for by adjusting the transition moment 

function slightly. 

For simplicity the V5 factor was ignored 

throughout the simulation calculations but its effect 

could be accounted for by adjusting the transition 

moment function slightly. 

Generally a light intensity was therefore 
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calculated from 

I()=c LN(v')(fLP ,  ,LttEF#(V #)dr) 	 (4.48) 
V 

where prepresents an unadjusted transition moment 

function and 	 is a nonnormalized 

wavefunction,Lf U"=a/(r-b)2  was used,but a normalized 

wavefunction if it is evaluated by the u - WKB method. 

No attempt was made to calculate the transition 

moments (eq.. 4.12),but some simple functions of 

internuclear distance were used for pi in order to 

obtain proper fits of calculated and experimental 

spectra. 	(eq. 4.47) could then be estimated from 

comparison of equations 4.47 and 4.48. 

Spectra which were calculated from equation 4.48 

were compared with experimental spectra which had 

been corrected for spectral response. 

Estimates of population distributions in 

emitting states were obtained by use of calculated 

vibrational level contributions by nonlinear least 

square analyses of some spectra. The least square 

calculations were made by use of a computer program 

based onaprogram given by P.R.Bevington: 8  a 

polynomial function of intensity at each experimental 

wavelength as a function of the populations in each 

vibrational levelwas generated. The populations were 

then varied by a nonlinear least square routine 

untllthe"best fit" of populations was found. The 
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least square method involves expanding the least 

square expression (CHI-square) in Taylor series as 

a function of the parameters (populations). 



5. SIMULATION CALCULATIONS 

Simulation calculations for various ArBr—and 

ArC1-spectra are discussed in this chapter.. These 

simulation calculations were carried out in order to 

see whether more detailed information on the noble 

gas halide systems could be obtained from these 

spectra than what 	has already been obtained 

from the experimental results, discussed in chapter 3. 

The theoretical expression for the radiative 

intensity, due to electronic transitions 

(eq. 4,47) 	includes vibrational population 

values, transition mornent,and indirectly the potential 

curves (the wavefunctions depend on the shape of the 

potential curves according to the 3chrbdinger 

equation). These are therefore the factors which one 

might especially hope to obtain information on from 

simulation calculations. Apart from rough estimates 

of the vibrational frequency 	and the bond strength 

for the B - state ArC1,9  no detailed 
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information was available on these factors. It was 

therefore necessary to carry out quite comprehensive 

simulation calculations, where the effect of the 

various factors on calculated spectra was studied 

to search for what could be achieved from the 

simulation calculations. The large number of 

uncertain factors made it necessary to make various 

assumptions in order to obtain further information 

on individual factors. These assumptions are partly 

based on the characteristic similarity between the 

alkali halide- and the noble gas halide- systems  

and partly on theoretical calculations for other 

noble gas halide systems.5256  Thus the relatively 

complicated continous spectra were shown to contain 

additional information on these systems, which could 

not be derived from the experimental analyses described 

in chapter 3. This is especially true for the ArEr 

system, whose spectra are less complicated than the 

ArC1 spectra. The additional information, however, 

is limited by the number of assumptions, that were 

made. 
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5.1 ArBr. 

5.11 Introduction; Upper state potentials. 

Simulation calculations for some ArBr spectra 

will be presented in this section, The MC spectra, 

generated by HBr+Ar and DBr+Ar
*
, were taken to 

represent the B-X transitions, by simply ignoring 

any possible C-A(3/2) contributions in that region. 

The SC spectrum, generated by CH2Br2  + Ar, was taken 

to be the long wavelength part of the C-A(3/2) 

spectrum, by disregarding any B-A(1/2) contribution 

in that region. An estimate of the B-A(1/2) 

contributions in the SC spectra for HBr+Ar*and 

DBr+Ar*was made to obtain the shape of the 

C-A(3/2) spectra for these reactions. Simulation 

calculations were carried out for these experimental 

spectra. These simulation calculations gave 

information on population distributions in the 

vibrational levels of the emitting states and also, 

but -  toaless extent, information on the shape of 

potential curves and transition moment functions. 

A fixed bound upper potential was used in the 

simulation calculations for the B- and the C- states. 

This potential (U 1) was chosen as a Rittner 

potentia1117  of the same type as has been derived 

for the B-state for KrF:59  

U= a1exp(-r/b1)+ a2exp(-r/b2) 
(5.1) 

- c3  /r3  - c4/r4  +d 
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where a1, a2 , b1, b29  C19  C3, C4  and d are constants 

and r is the internuclear distance. d is the 

asymptotic energy for the potential (for r—oo). 

Other terms in the Rittner potential expression 

for other Systems 59,177,139  represent different types 

of Interactions between the two atoms. Thus the 

c/r terms represent Coulornbic interaction for n= 1, 

ion-quadrupole interaction for n= 3 and ion-induced 

dipole interaction for n= 4. The two exponential 

terms in the Rittner potential for KrP express 

repulsion due to overlap of orbitals and configuration 

interaction between ionic and covalent configurations 

respectively. 

To obtain the U 1  potential, the value for the 

constant c1aouldbeeasily determined from the ion charges. 

is a function of the polarizability of the ions and 

could be determined approximately by assuming that the 

polarizability of Ar is the same as for Kt 2  Values 

for the constants in the other terms were estimated 

from comparison with terms in the Rittner potential 

expressions for the ground states for the 

alkalihalides140  (U): 

tJ= a exp(-r/b) - c1 	
(5.2)

/r - 

- c6/r6  - c7/r7  

and the expression for the B-state for KrF. Values 

for the c constants for U 	(C 
MX  show regular 

changes with changes In alkali atoms and halogen 
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atoms, almost indeperdtnt of ii. The as:3umption was 

made that the same was true for the c3  constants for the 

noble gas halides (0gX) 	ArBr was derived from 

the expression 

ArBr 	KrF 	YBr1  RbF . 0.3 	C5 
'On IC 

Values for the constants in the exponential terms were 

obtained in an analogous way, from the values of the. 

corresponding constants for KrP and the values of the 

a- and b- constants for KBr and RbE. The values of 

the constants in the expression for Ubi  (equation 5.1) 

are tabulated in table 5.1, as well as the corresonding 

values for another potential, 15b2 	U 2  was chosen 

by substituting the two exponential terms in tJ 	byone bi 

different exponential term. 

Table 5.1 

Values of constants in the Rittner potential 

expressions for 	and Ub2  (equation 5.2) 

for r expressed in nm. 

Const. U,(crn') U 9(cm) 

a1  1.144 	10 9 10°  

b1  0.03747 0.045 

a2  5.944 	100 0 

b2  0.04514 0 

1.161 io 1.161 104  

C3  1.563 102 1.563 10  

c 4  32.79 32.79 

d 99975.7 99975.9 

11.963 	•J mole. 
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The Ub, potential fulfils the requirements that 
it has asJJhtly a. larger bond distance, b. smaller 

dissociation energy 	and c. lower fundamental 

frequency 	than the ground stt ae of KBr53  (see 

arguments in chapter 1 and table 1.2). The bl 

potential, partly derived from the calculated B - state 

Rittner potential for KrP, is thus an approximate 

expression for the B - state for ArBr. By assuming 

that the B- and the C- states do not differ greatly, 

can also be used as an aoproximate expression for bl 

the C - state. Nhile the determination of most of 

the terms in the expression for U', is based on 

approximations or guess-work, the shape and the 

energy of the B- and the C- state potentials are of 

great uncertainty. Comparison of the U 	potential bI 

and the results from the temperature dependence 

experiments, discussed earlier (section 3.126), 

suggests that the potential minimum for U1 (Te)  i 

higher than what there might be expected for the 

B - state potential. This will be discussed in more 

detail later (see section 5.132). 

has a similar bond strength as U, but a 

C 	vibrational frequency. U 2  was tried in 

the simulation calculations for the B-X spectrum 

(MC - spectrum) for HEr +Aronly,tnd the calculation 

results were compared with those obtained by using 

U 1, mainly to see the effect of making slight changes 

in the shape (vibrational frequency) of the upper 
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state potential. Spectroscopic constants for the 

two potentials and for the ground state of KBr are 

shown in table 5.2 

Table 5.2 

Spectroscopic constants for the U bi 
potentials and for the ground state 

KBr (X(KBr)).140  

(i= 	1,2) 

of 

re, 	D e P 
We 

re(nm) De(Cffi') 	W(Cm') 

0.3092 bi 37131.6 193.8 

b2 	0.3048 37099.0 186.2 

X(KBr) 	0.2821 39730.5 219.2 

aj  in equation 4.39 

i= 	1 2 3 

bi 	193.82 -0.5600 -0.0020 

Ub2 	186.2 -0.4856 -0.0031 

lcm= 11.963 J mole- 1. 

Calculated spectra were obtained for various lower 

state potentials, different pt functions and various 

population distributions in order to see the effect 

of changes in these parameters on calculated spectra 

and to see how to obtain spectra of shape similar to 

experimental spectra. Studies were made of the effect 

of making some changes in the shape of potentials 

and 	functions on the population 

distributions which gave best fits of calculated 
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spectra and experimental spectra. Various linear 

functions of internuclear distance were used for 

~ii functions. Analytical functions on the forms 

a/(r-b)2 and c.exp(-r/d) were tried for lower potentials. 

To properly evaluate the full expression of 

equation 4.48, and thus calculate a spectrum due to 

a particular transition, one needs to know the number 

of emitting vibrational levels as well as the 

population distribution. It has already been suggested 

that a total of 8 vibrational levels (v'=0-7) in the 

B-state are emitting in the spectra for HBr+Ar* and 

DBr+Ar. The number of emitting vibrational levels 

in the C-A(3/2) spectra is not known with certainty. 

Therefore, the effect of varying the total number of 

emitting vibrational levels in the C-state was also 

considered. 
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5.12 Results of simulation calculations. 

5.121 M for HDr*Ar and DBr~Ar. 

Simulation calculations for various ArEr, MC 

pectra, generated by RBr+Ar* and DBr#Ai will now be 

discussed. 

a. Effect of charuinc the lower state otentia1. 

The effect of using different repulsive lower 

state potentials on the shape of calculated spectra, 

for a fixed bound potential (TT 	fixed fixedji function 

and even population distribution will now be 

considered. 

The uncertainty in the position of the upper 

state potential (the B - state) causes equally great 

uncertainty in the position of the lower state 

potential (the X - state). Since it has been suggested 

that the minimum energy of 	is higher than the bl 

energy of the B - state potential, repulsive potentials 

which gave calculated spectra at lower frequency than 

the ArBr, MC spectra, similarly, were expected to be 

higher in energy than the X - state potential. Only 

repulsive potential curves which gave spectra at the 

same frequency or greater (potentials of lower energy) 

than the experimental spectra were therefore tried. 

The asyntotic value for the energy of the 

X - state is zero. This state is repulsive at short 

internuclear distances and has possibly a slight 
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Van der iaais minimum at long internuclear distance 

like in other noble gas halide systems. For 

comparison it can be mentioned that the Van der Waals 

minimum for the X - state for ArC1 has been 

estimated to be at about 0.49nin  internuclear distance -41
,L  

while the equilibrium internuclear distance (re)  for 

the B - state is estimated to be at about 0.29nm  (see 

section 5.2). The assumption was made that the ArBr, 

X - state is repulsive in the FC - region of interest, 

and purely repulsive model potentials (U) were used bi 

in the simulation calculations. 

The potentials U 	(i 1,2,3,4) (jee table 5.3) bi 

all have different slopes in the region of re  for 

as shown in figure 5.1.. Calculated spectra for these 

potentials were obtained for TJ 1, IU1=con3tant 

transition moment 	eff 	a total of seven vibrational 

levels in the upper state (v=0-6) and even population 

distribution in these levels. The spectra vary with 

the slope of the lower potential, as shown in figure 

5.2. All these spectra show qualitatively the same 

structure as the MC for HBr+Ar*  and DBrfAr- a strong 

peak at the high E"end and finer oscillatory structure 

on the low E" side of the Deak. 

The v' contributions for the spectra for bl 

and 	are shown in figure 5.3 (solid curves), as 

well as the total spectra (dashed curves). These 

figures show that the strongest peak in the spectra 

is made 	of contributions from many vibrational 
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Fig. 5.1 Repulsive potential curves, U PP 

bi 
(1=1,2,3,4), and the slopes of these, dU 

bi  /dr. 
1cm 1= 11.963 J mole- 1. 
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Fig. 15.2 Calculated spectra for transitions from 

v'=C - 6 to 	for 1= 	 constant 

and even vibrational population distribution.. 

The U 	potentials are shown at the top of the figure 

(see also figure 5.1). lcm= 11.93 J mole. 
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Fig. 5.3 Calculated vibrational contributions 

(solid curves) for two of the calculated spectra 
(dashed curves) shown in figure 5.2 for 
1 =1 and 3. lcm= 11.965 J mole. 	

bil 



I 	a 	b 

1 12.25 0.2176 

2 10.64 0.2260 

3 6.480 0.2399 

4 4.961 0.2458 

5 19.85 0.2100 

6 7.197 10   003675 

7 5.055 	106  0.03775 

Type of potential 

bi 
 a/ (r-h) 2  

U 
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I evels. The peaks in the v' contributions xhich 

add up in that region correspond to transitions near 

the classical inner turning points. The oscillatory 

structure of the spectra depends on the characteristic 

oscillatory structure of the v' contributions, which 

roughly mirrors the radial probability distribution 

for the v'levels. For a spectrum like the one for 

the peaks for many v' contributions are at bl 

similar positions and add up to give relatively strong 

peaks. As the lower potential gets steeper,the 

oscillatory structure of the v'contributions broadens 

and the peaks are displaced as in the spectral 

contributions for U 3. This causes a broadening in 

the structure for the total spectrum. 

Table 5.3 
Repulsive lower state potential curves, 

U 	(cm) used in simulation calculations bi 
for ArBr, MC spectra. r is expressed in nm. 

1cm= 11.963 J mole-1. 

By changing the elope of the lower potential the 

total range of calculated spectra can be changed as 
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ell as the spacin7 between peaks. The range of the 

spectra in figure 5.2 is determined by the range of 

the v' contribution for the highest vibrational level 

which is emitting (v'=6) (see figure 5.3).  This 

spectral range is approximately determined by the 

	

difference in the potential energy for 	at the bi 

turning points r1  and r2  for (v'=6) (according to the 

FC - principle) 

U(r1) - tJ(r2) =E 	- 	 (5.4) ax 	min 

(see figure i). U(r1) - U(r2 ) and the total range 

of the spectra in figure 

rigure 1 

conditions: 

5.2 incrses with 

increasing slope of Uj. 

as shown in table 5.4. 

The spacing between the 

peaks in the spectra 

increases with increase 

in the slope of the TJ bi 

potentials. 

The potentials U'L  

and U 	(table 5.3) 

both satisfy the 

ti U(r1) - U(r2)=29dcm 	(220 J mole) 

where r1  and r2  are the classical turning points for 

V'--7 and U. These gave spectra with the same total bl 

range and the same number of peaks (8) as obsrved for 
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Table c34 

I bi U(r1) - U'(r2 ) and the total range of the I 

calculated spectra for U".(i 1,2,3,4). r1  

and r2  are the classical turninE roints for 

Iv' 6, 

i 	U(r1) - 

(em 3 ) 
1 	1,987 
2 	2369 

3 	2700 

4 	2852 

lcm=l1.965 J mole - 

Total spectral ranges 

(cm) 

2500 

2800 

5000 

3050 

the MC spectrum for HBr+Ar if a total of 8 vibrational 

levels were used (v'0-7). Calculated spectra and 

vibrational contributions for U' aridare shown ri 

figures 5.4 and 5.5, as well as a lov pressure 

(0.6 torr, 80 Nm 2) ?C spectrum for HBr+Ai 	The slopes 

of the two repulsive potentials differ slightly, as 

shown in figure 5.6, the U'5  potential being 

significantly steeper than U'6  at short internuclear 

distances. This causes a slight difference in the 

positions of the peaks in these two spectra. The 

relative positions of the teaks in the spectrum for 

is fairly consistent with that observed in the 

experimental spectrum (figure 5.5),  while the position 

of some of the peaks in the srectrum for U.'5  are 

slightly displaced (figure 5.4). The TJ' potential 

is of the type a/(r-b)2. The calculated spectrum for 

is at approximately the same absolute frequency 

as the experimental spectrum. Thus 	is in the 
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Fig. 5.4 Calculated spectrum (top) and vibrational 

contributions (bottoTr) for transitions from bl 

v'=0-7 to U 	forpi=condtant (,U)  and even 

vibrational ponulation distribution (solid curves). 

The dashed curve (top) is experimental ArBr 

MC spectrum generated by Ari-HBr at 0.6 torr 

(80 Nrn 2) total pressure and for 250 jm slit width. 
lcm= 11.96 J mole. 
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21E.5-5 Calculated spectrum (top) and vibrational 

Contributions (bottom) for transitions from 
v'=0-7 to tJ 	forpconstant (p0) and even 

vibrational population distribution (solid curves). 
The dashed curve (top) is experimental ArBr 

MC spectrum generated by Ar*+HBr at 0.6 torr 

(80 Nm) total pressure and for 250 pm slit width. 
1cm= 11.963 J mole- 1. 



Fig. 5.6 Repulsive potential curves, U 	(i =5,6) 

and the slopes of these, dU/dr. lcm= 11.963 

J mole-1 



upper lip,--' to of the potential energy rige which 

is considered to be realistic for the X-state 

potential (see earlier). Any potential curves of the 

same type (a/(r-b)-) which are lower in energy and 

satisfy equation 5. 	(to give a spectrum with same 

total spectral range as the experimental spectrum) 

can he shown to be even steeper than 	at short 

internuclear distances. Thus any such potential 

curves are expected to give spectra with peaks which 

are even more displaced relative to those of the 

experimental spectrum than those in the spectrum for 

U'5. 

The following important conclusions can be drawn 

from studying the effect of changing the shape of the 

lower state potential. By a proper choice of a 

potential one can obtain a calculated spectrum with 

the same total spectral range, the same number of 

peaks and the same spacing between the peaks as 

observed in the experimental ArEr, MC spectra for a 

fixed upper potential, )=constant ( 	transition 

moment eff  even population distribution and by 

using the same number of v' levels (lowest levels) 

as the number of peaks. 

The effect of using different 1Ufunctions (or 

different transition moments) and different population 

distributions now has to be looked at. 
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b. Effect of chan7irF the transition moment. 

The effect of changing the transition moment on 

the shape of calculated apectra for 	and even bi 

population distribution will now be considered. It is 

known for other noble gas halide systems that the 

transition moments for the BX transitions vary a gnat deal 

with internuclear distances5350  and can by no means 

be ignored in simulation calculations. 21 

The variation in the transition moments with 

internuclear distance for other systems has been 

discussed earlier (section 1.2) and is shown in figures 

1.5 and 1.6. A decrease in the transition moments with 

internuclear distance in the closest recion of the 

equilibrium internuclear aistance (r) for the B - 

state potentials is characteristic for the noble gas 

fluorides and the xenon halides. 

The effect of the transition moment term on 

calculated spectra were shown by including various 

functions, which decrease linearly with internuclear 

distance, inside the FC integral in equation 4.48. 

The corresponding transition moment functions ( 

are defined by equation 4.47 as mentioned earlier 

(section 4.4). 

The 	functions which are tabulated in table 

5.5 were included in calculations of spetra for the 

loter Potentials U' and 	(ta1e 5.3).  The calculated 

spectra are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.5. 

The overall decrease in the Pi functions over 
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Fig. 5.7 Calculated spectra for transitions from 
U P 

v'=0-7 to 	for even vibrational population bl' 	 b5 
distribution and three different )J- functions, ,U0, 

and 	. The calculated spectra are normalized ,U2   

such that the height of the strongest peak is the 

same for all of them. The fine dashed and dotted 

curves represent the ratios for the calculated 

intensities of the spectra obtained by u.sing 1u1  
(IA,) and P2 (I 2  ) respectively over the calculated 

intensity for the spectrum obtained by using 

o (I): I /I 	and 	.. lcni= 11.963 J mole 
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Fig. 5.8 Calculated spectra for transition from 

Ubl v=O-7 to 1J 	for even vibrational population 

distribution and three different ,U-fiinctions ,u0, 
1U1  and,p.2. The calculated spectra are normalized 

such that the height of the strongest peak is 

the same for all of them. The fine dashed and 

dotted curves represent the ratios for the 

calculated intensities of the :pectra obtained 
by using Ul  (I,, ) and  1U2 	) respectively over 

the calculated intensity for the spectrum obtained 
by using j1 (I ): Ip' /Ipo and I  
lcm1l.965 J mole. 
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the FO region of interest increases as ,p0  1U1  

The percent decrease in 	over the internuclear 

distance range determined by the classical turning 

points for the maximum vibrational level (v'=7) for 

bi is tabulated in table 5.5. The corresponding 

transition moments ( 	functions) were estimated 

for both these calculations and are shown in figures 

5.9 a and b as well as the Yi functions. The 

,eff 	functions vary almost linearly with internuclear 

distance 

Table 5.5 

fimctiois : 	= a•r +h (cm), ± = 0,1,2 

and percent decrease in P,  over an interval 
[r1, r2] where r1  and r2  are the classical 

turning points for v=7, bl  U. r is expressed 

in rim.  

i 	 a 	 b 	 decrease 

0 	 0 	 1 	 0 

1 	-5, 9 	2.67 	 37.6 
2 	-8.4 	3.37 	 53.6 
lcm= 11.963 J mole. 

The spectra in figures 5.7 and 5.6 are normalized 

so 	that the strongest peak has the same height for 

all of them. The effect of using ,UL functions,vhich 

decrease with the internuclear distance 

instead of 	=constant ( }10),on the shape of such 

normalized spectra is that of causing a steady decrease 

in the intensity on the low E"side of the strongest 

peak with decreasing E"but a steady increase in the 

intensity on the high E" side of it with increasing 

E "'. The greater the percent decrease of the 
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)ji function, 	the greater 	this effect. This is 

shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 where the ratios for the 

calculated intensities of the spectra obtained by 

usingp1 	and p2 1P2 respectively 	over the 

calculated intensity for the spectra obtained by 

using )t0  (I, 0) are plotted (I 
Pi 

 /i 	i=l,2). 

As shown in figure 5.4, a calculated spectrum for 

and even jopu1ation distribution fits closely 

to a low pressure spectrum (0,6 torr,50 Nm 2) for 

HBr+Ar*, If 
PO  is replaced by a decreasing 

Pi function, the calculated intensity on the low E" 

side of the strongest peak decreases relative to the 

strongest peak and a poorer fit is obtained. The 

calculated spectrum for )-'o'and even population 

distribution (figure 5.5),11-1owever,shows relatively too 

high intensity on the short E"side of the strongest 

peak conipered to the experimental spectrum 	By replacing 

With a decreasing )j function a better fit could 

he achieved. Thus the ssectrum for JA 	(iJ, 1J.'. and 

even r.orulation distribution) in figure 5.3 fits better 

to the experimental sectrurn than the corresponding 

spectrum for ,L40. It should be noted that the 

eff 
corresponding transition moment functions (,A 	) for 

these two cases, 	eff (for 	and 	eff (for U) 

respectively are very similar (see figures 	a and b) 

with a 	decrease (defined as above) within the range 

35-45. Thus it is found that the fit of calculated 

and experimental spectra can be improved by a proper 
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choice of transition moment functions so as to obtain 

a closer fit of the overall intensity. A general 

feature of imrortance is that by varying the overall 

decrease in the transition moment in the PC region by 

use of simple functions (linear or approximately linear 

ones) the relative intensity in the overall calculated 

spectra can be controlled without affecting the positions 

of peaks or the total range of the sectra greatly. 

c. ffect of changing the population distribution. 

As mentioned previously the vibrational population 

distribution in the emitting sttes is not likely to be 

thermal. Judging from comarison with what there has 

been estimated for other noble gas halide systems the 

radiative lifetime of the ArBr B - state is expected 

to be in the order af 10-50 nsec. The lowest pressure 

results (0.6 torr,O 11m 2) for the transition B-X should 

therefore be almost free of collisional relaxation and 

the corresponding spectra should approximately reflect 

radiative transitions from initial population 

distributions in the B-state. In fact it has already 

been mentioned that an even population distribution 

can provide a fairly gc3d fit of a calculated spectrum 

to a low pressure MC spectrum for HBr+Ir*by  a proper 

choice of a repulsive potential and a transition moment. 

More detailed studies of the effect of changing the 

vibrational population distribution on the shape of 

calculated spectra were carried out and will now be 

considered. 
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Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show calculated spectra 

for the potentials U 1, tJ'5, )-constant (,U0) and 

various vibrational population distributions. The 

population distribution for a particular spectrum is 

shown on the same figure and is plotted as N(v.') vs 

where N(v') has. been chosen such that the total sum 

equals 8 for all the spectra: 

= 8 
	

(5.6) 

For a thermal distribution (T =298°K), only the 

very lowest vibrational levels are populated as is shown 

in fire 5.10 (dashed curve). The corresponding 

spectrum (dashed curve) exhibits only one broad peak 

centered at E"(7) =3500cm_1 	As the population values 

in the higher vibrational levels increase relative to 

those in the lower vibrational levels, more structural 

variations appear and the spectra extend further to 

low E". 	'irst there appear shoulders close to the strongest 

peak, which then gradually turn into clearly resolved 

peaks as in the case of an even population distribution. 

By increasing the population in the higher vibrational 

levels even more relative to that in the lower ones 

to obtain an inverse population distribution 

(figure 5.11), peaks are even more resolved; the rati.o 

of a peak intensity to a nearest trough intensity 

increases. By a proper selection of population 

distributions the resolution or the peak to trough 

ratio could somewhat be controlled. 

* lcin=11.963 J mole. 
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Figures 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 Calculated 
spectra for transitions from U 1, v'=0-7 
to U 	for ,u1= constant (/i) and various 
vibrational population distributions 

(plotted as N(v')vs v'). A particular 

calculated spectrum is drawn by a 

particular type of curve and is obtained 

for the vibrational distribution shown by 

dots through which a same type of curve 

Is drawn. 1cm=11.963 J mole-1. 

Fig. 5.12 
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An increase in the peak to trough ratio at high 

E", where both v' contributions for higher and 

lower v' levels are of importance (see figure 5.4), 

is associated with a decrease in the population values 

for lower v' levels as well as an increase in the 

population values for the higher vibrational levels. 

An increase in this ratio at low E", however, 

is mainly associated with a relative increase in 

the population values for the high v' levels. Thus 

by lowering the population values for the lowest and 

highest vibrational levels relative to those for 

the intermediate levels higher peak to trough ratios 

were achieved at high E" than at low E". The 

opposite effect was found in the case of a population 

distribution with a minimum for intermediate v' 

levels (figure 5.12). 

It is of interest to compare the peak to trough 

ratios in experimental and calculated spectra. The 

calculated spectra which have been shown to fit 

the low pressure MC spectrum for HBr4Ar*  reasonably 

well (the spectrum for U, )-t0  and N(v')=l for 

v'=0-7 in figure 5.4 and spectrum for U, 1U1, 

N(v')= 1, v'=0-7 in figure 5.6 mentioned in previous 

section) exhibit almost linear decrease in the ratio 

of a peak intensity to a nearest trough intensity with 

increasing distance from the strongest peak. This is shown in 



a 	 .b. 
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Fig. 5.13 Ratios of the intensity of a peak over the 

intensity of the nearest trough on the long wavelength 

(high E-') side of the peak vs distance of peaks 

from the strongest (MC-) peak in calculated spectra 
and experimental ArBr, MC spectra. a. (- - 0 - -) 

for the calculated spectrum shown in figure 5.4 
(for U1 , U. 5, N(v) = constant for v'=0-7); 
(.....s.....) for the calculated spectrum shown in 
figure 5.5 (for U. 1, U 6, N(v')= constant for 
v'=0-7); (_C 	) for experimental ArBr, MC 
spectrum generated by Ar*+HBr, 0.6 torr (80 Nn12 ). 
b.  (- - 	- -) for the calculated spectrum shown in 
figure 5.11 (dashed curve); (— • —) for the 
calculated spectrum shown in figure 5.12 (dashed curve). 
1cm=ll.963 J mole. 
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figure 5.13 a (broken and dotted carves). The 

experimental spectrum exhibits only a slight deviation 

from such linearity which suggests that the population 

distribution does not deviate greatly from being even 

(figure 5.13asolid curve). However, the plot 

exhibits' a slight positive curvature which is 

consistent ;ith that observed for calculated spectra 

with higher vibrational levels more populated than 

lower levels. Peak to trough ratios for two such 

calculated spectra are shown in figure 5.13 b. Notice 

the difference in the ratio - scales for the two 

figures. 

The characteristic effect of changing the 

vibrational population distribution and the above 

mentioned comparison of calculated and experimental 

spectra suggests that information on the population 

distribution in the emitting state (B - state) can be 

obtained from the finer details of the structure in 

the experimental spectra. 

d. Vibrational population di.trihutions in the 

B --state found from MC soectra for HBr+Ar*and 

IDBr +Ar by least square analy3e3. 

The vibrational population distribution in the 

P - state has been calculated from various MC sectra 

for FBr+r*  and  DBr+Ar*from  nonlinear least square 

analyses as described in chapter 4. Spectra for 

HBr+Ar*obtained at C.c torr (bO 	(25Om slit 

width) and 4 torr (53 Nm 2 ) (550 m slit width and 
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500 jnn slit width) were analysed as well as one 

spectrum for DBr+Ar*(0.6  torr (80 im 2), 500)jm slit 

width). The effects of using the two different potentials 

(Uk, U) and different linear U functions  

were considered. some calculated population distributons 

are shown in figures 5.14 to 5.16. 

Calculated population distributions obtained from 

the low pressure spectrum (0.6 torr, 80 NrnT2) for HBr 

(shown in figure 5.14) show only a slight deviation 

from an even population distribution. All these 

calculated results show slightly smaller populations 

in the lower vibrational levels than in the higher 

levels while the populations in the very hihest levels 

are relatively small. 

The population distributons obtained from least 

square fit of the v' contributions calculated for 

U 	where the linear ,Uj moment functions, Pi and 

,09 were used are shown in figure 5.14 a and b 

respectively. Greater error limits were obtained for 

the population values for the individual vibrational 

levels where 11 	was used. That is due to a poorer 

fit of the calculated and the experimental spectrum 

versus that which was obtained by using )10. Within 

error limits, the population distributions obtained 

from these two calculations differ insignificantly, 

however. 

The calculated population values shown in figure 

5.14 c obtained from a least square fit of the v' 
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Fig. 5.14 Estimated vibrational population distributions in the B - state 

obtained from a ArBr , MC spectrum generated by Ar*+HBr,  0.6 torr (80 

250 pm slit width, from least square analysis by using vibrational contributions 

calculated for : a.U 1, U, 1U, b.U 1, U
7 

b5, ,U, 	b 	b6
,1U1  and 

U, ,4A1. The population values satisfy: 	N(v')= 8. 
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Fig. 5.15 Estimated vibrational population distributicns in the B - state 

obtained from ArBr , MC spectra generated by Ar+IJBr, 4.0 torr (533 Nm 2), 
50O )AM slit width (a, b, c,) and 350 ,um slit width (d), from least square 
analysis by using vibrational contributions calculated for : a.U. 1, U, ,,U1, 
b. U 1, U, 	c. U 1, U, 1U1, d. Ub 	U, P. The population values satisfy: 

E N(v')=8. 
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Fig. 5.16 Estimated vibrational population 

distributions in the B - state obtained from a ArBr, 

MC spectrum generated by Ar*+DBr,  0.6 torr 

(80 Nm 2), 500 um slit width from least square 

analysis by using vibrational contributions 
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contributions for 
	

U, A, are close to those 
obtained for b 	b5 )k 0  (figure 5.14 b) for the 

vibrational levels v'--O - 5. The population values 

for v'=6 and v'7 are of great uncertainty,as the 

calculation of the vibrational contributions was not 

carried sufficiently far to low E" (see figure 5.5). 

The calculated population values shown in figure 

9.14 d were obtained from least square fit of the v' 

contributions for U 2, U 	and p1. Ub2 has a lower 

frequency 	e =185cm) than Ubl 	e = 194cm 1). U' 

(see table 5.1) is an exponential potential selected 

to give an equivalent spacing between peaks and the 

same total spectral range as the experimental spectrum 

by use of eight vibrational levels (v'=0-7). The 

calculated population distribution is very similar to 

that found for U 1, U, ,u0  (figure 5.14 b) and for 

v'0-5 for U1, TJ, 	(figure 5.14 c). The error 

limits for these results are less than for any of the 

other results and the population distribution is chosen 

to represent the best estimate of the initial vibrational 

population distribution in the ArBr B - state for 

HBr+ Ar . It is tabulated in table 5.6. 

The calculated population distributions obtained 

from the MC spectrum for HBr+Ar*at higher pressures 

(4 torr, 533 Nm) show an overall decrease in 

population from lower to higher vibrational levels 

(figure 5.15). The change in the population 

distribution from that observed at a lower pressure 

lcm= 3 1010 s_i. 
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(figure 5.14) is consistent with the occurence of a 

vibrational relaxation in the B - state. The calculated 

population distributions shovn in figure 5.15 differ 

only slightly for the different calculations, mentioned, 

in the text of the figure. The population distribution 

shown in figure 5.15 (3 and listed in table 5.6 was 

obtained frori analysis of a spectrum which was recorded 

in Pittsburgh by Dr M.F. Golde while the other resulwe 

obtained from a spectrum recorded in Edinburgh. The less 

irregular population distribution obtained from this 

simulation is ±houht to be in part due to the absence 

of ghost lines 	 associated with bromine atomic 

lines which were observed in the spectra from Edinburgh. 

Table 5.6 

Selected best estimates for relative vibrational 

population values (N(v')) in the ArBr, B - state 

for }Br+A?(0.6 torr and 4.0 torr) and DBr+Ar* 

(0.6 torr). The N(v') - values satisfy: 

rNv') = 8 

hBr+Ar
*  

DBr+Ar *  
0.6 torr 4.0 torr 0.6 torr 

v'  N(v') 0(v ') N(v') q(v ') N(v') 0(v ') 

0 0.717 0.0751 1.287 0.103 1.390 0.065 

1 0.995  0.112 1.228 0.152 1.353 0.093 

2 0.960 0.131 1.076 0.152 1.247 0.104 

5 1.002 0.133 0.982 0.167 1.055 0.110 

4 1.134 0.143 0.960 0.162 1.176 0.119 

5 1.283 0.148 1  0.919 0.172 1.018 0.148 

6 1.150 0.1291 0.854 0.160 0.667 0.500 

7 0.759 0.155 0.695 0.127 0.094 3.474 

I torr =135-322 Nm 
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Calculated population distributions obtained from 

a low pressure (0.6 torr, 60 Nm 2)spectrum of the MC 

for DBr 4-AIr from least square analyses of the v' 

contributions for U 1, U, 1U0  and U. 1, 	).t are 

shown in figures 5.16 a and b respectively. The 

population decreases with an increase in vibrational 

quantum number. The relative population in the very 

highest vibrational levels (v'=6 and 7) is especially 

low. These calculation results are fairly consistent 

with one another. The less irregular distribution in 

figure 5.16 b is tabulated in table 5.6. 

As mentioned previously, a change in the population 

distribution is associated with a change in the 

structure of the spectra, such as a change in the relative 

peak to trough ratios (see figures 5.10-5.13). The 

relatively small effect of making slight changes to the 

potentials and the 1UL  functions on the calculated 

population distributions is therefore of great interest. 

It suggests that the effects of these changes on those 

features in the structure which clearly are affected by 

the population distribution are relatively unimportant. 

This agrees with what has already been shown for 

changes in U bi  and )A1  (figure 5.13 a). 

The effect of the underlying C-A(3/2) emission in 

the MC on the calculated population distribution has to 

be considered. This underlying contribution is expected 

to decrease to shorter wavelength with a broad oscillatory 

structure (this will be delt with in more detail later 
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in this chapter). This underlying continuum is not 

expected to have a great effect on the structure of the 

B-I spectrum. Thus the change in the peak to 

trough ratios will not be affected greatly, nor will 

the calculated population distribution. 

5.122 SC for CH2Br2  + Ar HBr sAr*  and DBr + Ar 

Due to the overlap of the C-A(./2) -and the B-X - 

spectra in the MC region, the simulation calculations for 

the C-A(3/2) spectra were basically limited to the SC 

region - the long wavelength end of the C-A(5/2) spectra. 

This fact and the lack of structure in the SC 

made the simulation calculations fortheC-A3/2) spectra 

more difficult than the calculations for the B-X 

spectra. One basic problem was that the number of the 

emitting vibrational levels could not be determined 

directly from the experimental spectra. 

The spectra for CH2Br2 +Arshow the relatively 

strong SC spectra with two distinct peaks. A low 

pressure (0.6 torr, 80 m 2) SC spectrum for CH9Br2+Ar 

was selected as a basis for performing detailed 

simulation calculations where the effects of the 

I 
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various parameters wore considered. Selected 

parameters from these calculations ("best" parameters) 

were then used in simulation calculations for a higher 

pressure spectrum for CH2Br2  + Ar*_ as well as for HBr+Ar*_ 

and DBr+Ar- 	spectra. 

a. Effect of changing the lower state potential. 

As mentioned previously U 1  was also used to 

represent the C - state potential. The uncertainty in 

the position of the C - state causes equally great 

irncertainty in the position of the A(5/2) - state. To 

be conistent with the results of the simulation 

calculations for the MC spectra, only repulsive model 

potentials which gave calculated spectra at hiher E" 

than the calculated MC coectra were tried in the 

simulation calculations for the SC for CH2Br9± Ar4. In 

the experimental spectrum (0.6 torr, 80 N 2  rn) 	the 

energy difference between the positions of the strongest 

- 	 - C peak aria the strongest JC reak is about 24(2 cm- 1  

(29570 J mole). Compared to 	the calculated MC 

spectra where the lower potentials 	and 	were 
b5 	b6 

used, this would correspond to positions of the 

strongest SC - peak on the E"(7) - scale of about 

E"(7)= 6152 cm 	(75600 J rnole) and E"(7) = 5772 cm 

(69050 J mole) respectively. It is therefore 

reasonable to restrict the choice of the model potentials 

to those which make the strongest peak (or the 

outermost peak on the high E"end) of the 
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calculated spectra not 	lie much outside this range 

(5772 - 6152 c 1; 73600 - 69050 J mole). Various 

calculated spectra were obtained by use of repulsive 

potentials of greater energy and slope than the 

repulsive potentials used in the MC - simulation. 

Several such potentials are tabulated in table 5.7, 

some of which are shown in figure 517. The potentials 

shown in figure 5.17 cross at about 0.306nm internuclear 

distance and have different slopes. As a first 

approximation it was decided to use the same number of 

emitting vibrational levels as in the B - state 

(v'=0-7). The corresponding calculated spectra for 

even population distribution and ;constant ( DM0) are 

shown in figure 5.18. In agreement with earlier 

observations, the structure gets broader and the spacing 

between peaks increases as the slope of the lower 

potential increases. Also for these particular 

potentials the spectra extend further to high B" as the 

slope increases. 

In order to obtain the same spacing between the 

two outermost peaks, as observed in the SC spectrum 

for CH2B 2  + Ar the slope of the lower potential has 

to be increased aver that for the repulsive potentials, 

used in the simulation calculations for the MC 

(U''and U). Thus the spectrum in figure 5.18 for 

U.'12  (see table 5.7) exhibits approximately the same 

spacing between peaks as in the experimental spectrum - 

1240 cm 	(14830 J mole). However,this spectrum 
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Table . 

Repulsive lower state potential curves, If bi ". 

(cm ) used in simulation calculations for 

ArBr, 50 spectra. r is expressed in nm. 

Type of potential 

i 	a bi 

8. 	69.78 	0.1e35 

9 	39.50 	0.2138 	 to 

10 	34.66 	0.2195 	 to 

11 	32.81 	0.2222 

12 	30.13 	0.2256 

15 	26.74 	0.2301 

14 	8.925 10 	0.02991 	a exp(-r/b) 

15 	3.292 10 	0.03383 

16 	7.530 10 	0.03052 

1cm= 11.963 J mo1e. 

extends too far to high E", which sugests that the 

Ub12 potential i$ too high in energy. It will be shown 

I ater however that the position of the peaks varies 

with the number of emitting vibrational levels as well 

as energy of the lower potential. 

The overall shape of the spectra in figure 5.18 

is far from that observed in the SC spectrum for CH2Br2+Ar* 

(see figures 3.8 and 39).  The ratio of the two peaks 

(the intensity of the outermost peak over the intensity 

of the second outermost peak) is much too low. This 

may be corrected by using a )Ai function which 

decreases with internuclear distance or by changing the 

population distribution. 



U 

Fig. 5.17 Repulsive potential curves, U' (i=7-12), 

and the slopes of these, dU/dr. 1cm=11.963 J mole 
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Fir, 5. 16 Calculated 6pectra for transitions from U, v'O-7 to 	for bi 
± = 7-12, ,Ut=constant ( 	and even vibrational population distribution. 

1240cm 1  is the approximate energy difference between peaks in the ArBr, 

JC spectrum generated by Ar+C H2Br2. lcm=11.965 J mole-  
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b. Effect of changing the transition icrnent. 

Ab jrnittp calculations show the transition moments 

for the C-A(/2) transitions for other noble gas 

halide systems to be significantly lower than for the 

B-X transitions in the region of re.556  The overall 

fo decrease in the transition moments with increasing 

internc1ear distance in the region of re  is found to 

be greater for the C-A(3/2) transitions than for the 

B-X transitions (see figure 1.5 and 1.6) 

From :)lots of the various calculated transition 

momentsS3_Sb vs internuclear distances, values for % 

decrease over intervals in the region of re  corresponding 

to the separation of the classical turning points for 

v'=7 for 	from re ±' 	were obtained (table 5.8).. 
bi 

The low and the high limits of the intervals (r1  and 

r  respectively) were determined from 

r 	re 	0.027 (nm) 1 	 (7 

r 	re + 0.039 (nm) 

It is of interest to compare the % decrease in the 

transition moments for the B-X transitions in other 

systems with the similarly defined 	decrease for the 

f transition moment functions (j.t 4• ) and the corresponding 

Yi 	functions which were used in the MC 	simulatns.. 

The 	function which was used in the simulation 

calculations for U 	(exponential potential) has a 

comparable % decrease (table 5.5) to that of the 

transition moments for the xenon halides and KrP. 
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Table 5.3 

Percent decrease in transition moment 

ftmctions over intervals defined as described 

in the text for B-X and C-A(3/2) transitions 

for various noble gas halide systems, 

obtained from ab initio calcu1ations.556  

Noble gas 	 decrease 

halides 	 P-X 	 C-A(3/2) 

ArF 	 21 	 70 

KrP 	 40 	 73 

XeP 	 35 	 71 

XeC1 	 45 	 63 

XeBr 	 43 	 61 

The same is true for the corresponding transition 

moment function (pr) since it is only slightly 
different from 

pA  (figure 5.9). 
 To be consistent with 

this, linear 	functions with values for % decrease 

of similar magnitudes as those for the transition 

moments for the C=A(312) transitionsfbr other systems 

were tried in the simulation calculations for the 

C-A(3/2) spectra, and exponential lower potentials 

were used (U.'1, i =14-16). Three such p. 	functions 

are tabulated in table 5.9. 

The effect of including these 	functions on 

calculated spectra is shown in figure 5.19.  These 

spectra were obtained for bl  U, even population 

distribution for v'=0-7 and 	14 (table 5.7) and are 

normalized in such a way that they have the same height 

at E'(7)=675Q.cm 	(80750 J mole). The effect of 

including these 	functions in the calculations is 



Table 5.9 
functions : 	a.r+b (cm), i= 5,4,5 

and percent decrease in pi  over an interval 

[r1, r9], where r1  and r2  are the classical 

turning coints for v'=7, U 1. r is 

exressed in nm.. 

i 	 a 	 b 	% decrease 

3 	-16.3 	6.36 	61.2 
4 	-20.1 	7.43 	 75.3 
5 	-23.9 	8.49 	39.5 

1cth 1= 11,693 J mole. 

analogous to the effect noticed in the MC simulations 

(figures 5.7 and 5.8). It causes a steady decrease in 

the intensity with decreasing E" and the greater the 

decrease of the ).L 	function the greater thi3 

effect. Due to the great lowering in the relative 

intensities by use of these ,u 	functions, a 

shift of peaks to hi&h E"also occurs. 

The v'- contributions of the spectra for 	and 

are shown in figures 5.20 and 5.21 re3ective1y as 

well as the total spectra. Comparison of these figures 

shows how the effect of including decreasing ,U 

functions ( 	on the change in shape of calculated 

spectra reflects an analogous change in shape of the 

vibrational contributions. 

A lowering of the second outermost peak relative 

to the outermost peak at the high E"end of these spectra 

is a consequence of increasing the 	decrease of the 

P. 	function. However, the ratio of these peaks 
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Pig, 5.19 Calculated spectra for transitions from 

v'=0-7 to 	for even vibrational population 

distribution and four different )- functions, 

)Q' 	P4' )A5. The calculated spectra are normalized 

such that they have the same intensity atE"(7)675Ocm. 

The top curves (I,j/I ) represent the ratios for the 

calculated intensities of the spectra obtained by 

using ).A1  (I 1), 1= 3,4,5, over the calculated 

intensity for the spectrum obtained by using ).L0(I 0). 

lcm=1l.963 J mole- 1. 
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Calculated spectrum and vibrational 

contributions for transitions from U1, v'.0-7, to 
U b14 for even vibrational population distribution 
and 1Uconstant (,L). 

- 

Fig.  5.21 Calculated spectrum and vibrational 
contributions for transitionsfrom U, v'=0-7, to 

for even vibrational population distribution 
and the ,U -function. 

lcm = 11.963 J mole 
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(the intensity of the outermost peak over the intensity 

of the second outermost peak) is far from that observed 

in the low pre-sure spectrum from CH2Br+Ai (0.6 torr, 

80 Nm 2) (figures 3.8 and 3.9)  for any of the calculated 

spectra in figure 5.19. 

C. Effect of chsning the population distribution.. 

The effect of changes in the population distribution 

in eight vibrational levels (v0-7) on the shape of 

calculated spectra for U 11  U 4  and P4 is shown n 

figure 5.22. The population values which arc also shown 

in the same figure satisfy equation 5.6. The spectra 

change from showing only one broad peak when contributions 

from the lowest vibrational levels are dominating 

(spectrum 	in figure 5.22) to 	showing an 

oscillatory structure with eight peaks (level ® ) 

when contributions from the highest vibrational levels 

are dominating. The intensity of the intermediate 

region of the spectra lowers as the population in the 

higher v' levels increases relative to the population 

in the lower v' levels, while the intensity in the 

outer regions increases. This is consistent with the 

fact that the main contributions from the lowest 

vibrational levels are in the intermediate region 

while the contributions from tne higher vibrational 

levels also extend to the outer regions, as shown in 

figure 5..21. This causes an increase in. the ratio of 

the intensity of the strongest outermost peak over the,  
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Fig. 5.22 Calculated spectra for transitions from 	v'=O-7 to 	for 

the 	- function, and various vibrational population distributions (plotted 

as N(v') vs v')1 A particular calculated spectrum is drawn by a particular 

type of curve and is obtained for the vibrational distribution shown by dots 

through which a same type of curve is drawn. lcin = 11.963 J mo1e. 

V,  I 
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intensity of the second outermost peak. Also the 

strongest outermost peak shifts further to high E. 

This is due to the great displacement of the outermost 

peaks of the v' 	contributions to higher E as the 

vibrational quantum number increases (figure 5.21). 

For the particular choice of population distributions 

shown in figure 5.22, other peaks than the outermost 

peak at the long E"end of the total spectra show an 

insignificant shift. Due to this fact the spacing 

between the two outermost peaks increases as the 

population in the higher v' levels increases relative 

to the population in the lower v'ievels. 

The characteristic changes in the peak to trough 

ratios with changes in the population distributions 

which were found to occur in the MC 	simulation 

calculations were also found in these calculations. 

By varying the population distribution the ratio of 

the intensities of the two outermost peaks and the 

ratios of these over the intensity of the trough 

between these could be changed so as to fit the low 

pressure SC spectrum for CH2Er2  + Ar* 	Only an inverse 

population distribution could account for that structure. 

This will be shown later in this chapter. 

Hitherto the assumption has been made that the 

number of the emitting vibrational levels is the same 

as in the B-state 	- a total of eight levels. The 

effect of changing the total number of the emitting 

levels on the calculated spectra was also considered. 
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Due to the similar energies of the C- and the B- states, 

a great difference in the number of the emitting v' 

levels for these two states is not expected.. In the 

calculations, the assumption was made that a total of 

8 v' 	levels or fewer are contributing to the total 

C-A(3/2) spectra 	. 	v'= O_VaX where  Vmax  is the 

maximum vibrational level (vax= 

Spectra for different Vax  are shown in figure 5.23. 

These are for IJ, U.j4, ,U 4  and even population 

distribution where the population values (N(v')) were 

chosen such that 
S 

V 

N(v') = d for v'= 1-7 (5.7) 

The spectrum for v' ax= 0 is identical to the 
v'=O 

contribution which is shown at the bottom of the figures 

The spectrum for Vmax= 7 is the same as shown earlier 

(fiires 5.19, 5.21 and 5..22). 

One effect of using Vay<  7 on the spectra is that 

of shortening the total spectral range (figure 5.23). 

The total range is determined b'T the range of the 

- contribution which gets shorter with lowerinmax 	 g 

of V ' ax (see figure 5.21).. Another consequence of 

using Vax< 7 is that the ratio of the outermost peak 

to the second outermost peak near the high E" end 

increases with lowering of 	The spacing between Max 

the two outermost peaks however does not differ 

appreciably. 



Fit. 523 Calculated spectra for transitions from U 1  to 	for the 	- 
function and even vibrational population distributions in the vibrational 
levels vQ-v' , where v' = 1-7. The v'=O contribution is also shown. max 	 max 
The arrows represent nositions at 4500cm 	distance from the strongest peaks 

in the various calculated spectra (characterized by the v' 	values) and 
Th ciX 

correosond to an estimated short wavelength limit for the C-A(/2) spectrum 
* 	 -1 	 -1 in Ar+CI-1213r2. 	1cm 	= ll.i65 J mole 
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Judging from the presure dependence of the MC 

spectrum for CH2Br+Ar*,  there appears to be a 

C-A(5/2) spectral contribution at about 160.2nm as 

discussed earlier (section 3.122). The rapid fall off 

in the intensity of the spectrum on te short wavelength 

side of the peak a; 159.7nm (see figure 3.8) suggests 

that the outermost peak near the short wavelength end 

of the C-A(3/2) spectrum is placed near there 

(see figure 3.8). This corresponds to a distance of 

about 4503 cm 1  (53830 i mole 1)  from the etroest 

peak in the SO at low pressure (0.6 torr, 80 

The arros in figure 5.23 represent the positions 

corresponding to this distance from the stronest peaks 

in the calculated spectra (characterized by the V5x 

values). This shows that the spectra for the lower 

, 	, 
V

, 
max 	vmax = 1,2,3,4) do not extend far enough to low 

,, 	•1 pectra for the higher v' 	(v' = 5,6,7),however, max max 

extend approximately over the total range expected. 

Thus the outermost peak near the low E" end of the 

spectrum for Vax = 6 is approximately at 4500 cm 

3830 J mole-  ) distance from the strongest peak of 

that spectrum. 

The intensity at the low Wend of a particular 

spectrum as shown in figure 5.23 is due to transitions. 

near the classical outer turning point for VaX•  The 

low E" limit of a spectrum is determined by 

the energy of the lower state in that region for a fixed 

upper state. The low E" limits of spectra can be 
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changed without changing the position of the peaks near 

the high E' end significantly by changing the energy 

of the lower potential in the region of the outer 

turning points without altering the shape of the 

potential at shorter internuclear distance sicrnificantly 

Thus the low E" limits of spectra for Vay=  6 can be 

made to extend further to low E" to obtain calculated 

spectra with comparable spectral range to that expected 

for the experimental C-A(5/2) spectrum by lowering the 

energy of the lo:er octential in the region of the 

outer turning points for VaX• The magnitue of the 

lowering,-for a articu1r.r 	 ar)rOimately 

determined by the difference between. the outermost peak 

at the low E" end of the spectra shown in figure 5.23 

and the position noted by the corresponding arrow 

(figure 5.23). This energy difference is tabulated in 

table 5.10 for the various v' . 3imiiarlv the lower max 

potential will have to be increased in energy in the 

region of the outer turning points to move the low E" 

limit of the spectrwn for 	7 to higher E" (see max 

table 5.10) 

The great lowering in energy which will have to 

be made for the very lowest Vax max 	is not 

realistic since it means that a great change in the 

shape of the lower potential from the shape of an 

exponential potential will have to be made (see figure 

5.24). Vmax is therefore most probably in the range 

+ 7 _) LO . 
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Table 5.10 

Difference between positions of the outermost 

peaks at the low E' end of the calculated 

spectra shown in figure 5.23 for the various 
Vmax and the positions corresponding to a 

distance of 4500 cm 	from the strongest 
peaks in each spectrum(E) 

v 	 E (cm) max 

3 	 -1650 

4 	 -1025 

5 	 -375 

6 	 0 

7 	 +375 

1 
1 	 - 	 -. 	- cm 	= il.-63 tJ mole 

d. Vibrational population distributions in the 

C - state found from SC spectra for CH A'2' 
Ax, HBr+Ar* 

and DBr+Ar'by least square analyses. 

Least square analyses of the low pressure SC 

spectrum for CH2Br2  + Ar* were made to estimate the 

corresponding vibrational population distribution in 

the C - state. Due to the uncertainty in the number 

of the emitting vibrational levels these calculations 

were carried out for the various 	values (vmax 	 ax= 

The positions of the stronrest peaks in the spectra 

shown in figure 5.23 obtained for the lowest v max are 

far outside the range E"= 5772 - 6152 cm 	(69050 - 

73600 J mole- 1) (see section 5.122). A potential of 

a higher energy than 	is needed to shift spectra 

for low v' 	inside this range. By use of the potential max 
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Fig. 5.24 ReruL3ive potential carves, 

(i6,14,15,16). The arrows represent the 

internuclear distances for the classical outer 

turnin points for the various viorational 

levels (v'=0-7) in tie U 	potential. 

11.963 J mole-  
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UPP 

(see figure 5.24 and table 5.7) almost identical 

v contributions for the lowest vibrational levels 

were obtained as for the U 4  potential when other 

parameters were kept the same. 	was used in the 

least square analysis for 	5. The U 6  potential max

(see figure 5.24 and table 5.7) is very close in energy 

to the U 4  potential. It was used in the least square 

analysis for 5 v ax  

Reasonably good fits could be obtained for a range 

of relative positions of the calculated v' contributions 

and the experimental spectrum. Therefore, the relative 

positions and the corresponding calculated population 

distributions for which the lowest CFI square (best 

fit) was obtained (see section 4.4) were searched for 

especially. Since the use of vma' x< 5 is not considered 

to be a realistic choice for the simulation calculations 

for the low pressure SC spectrum from CH2Br21Ar*  its use 

I s only considered here to illustrate the effect of 

shifting the experimental spectrum relative to the 

position of the v' contributions and to show the effect of 

using different 	functions on the calculated 

population distributions. 

The effect of changing the position of the 

experimental spectrum relative to the positions of the 

v' contributions for Vmax= 3 is illustrated in figure 

5.25. The experimental spectrum is shifted to low E" 

by 100 cm 	(1200 J mole-1  ) in each figure in going 

from figure a to b to c to d. In figure 5.25 a the 

main contribution to the strongest peak in the 
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Pig. 5.25 .ffect of shifting an ArBr, SC spectrum 
(Ai+CH2Br0 ) (small dots) eltive to fixed posit ions 

of calculated vibrational contiibutions on calculated 

vibrational population distributions. The vibrational 

contributions obtained for transitions from 

v'=0-3 toweighed by the population factors, 

N(v'), (shown in the top right corner of each figure) 

are shown in bottom of each figure. The solid curves 

above represent the sum of the vibrational contributions 

(calculated spectra). A shift of lOOcni 	to lower 

E"(7) is carried out in each step (each figure) from 

"position" +200(a) to +100(b) to 0(c) to -100(d). 
lcm= 11.965 J mole. 
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calculated spectrum is the outermost peak of the 

V max (= 3) contribution and partly the v'=l contribution, 

while the contributions from V ax_1  ('2) and v' =O are 

negligible. The main contribution to the other peak in 

the calculated spectrum is the second outermost peak of 

the Vax  contribution. As the experimental spectrum is 

shifted to lower E" the contribution from v' 	decreases max 

while the contribution from V ax_l (= 2) increases. Thus 

by shifting the spectrum far enough to low E"(beyond 

that shown in figure 5.25 d) one ends up eventually 

with a negligible VmaX  3 contribution but a dominating 

Vrnax_l= 2 contribution or, effectively, only significant 

contributions from the three lowest vibrational levels 

where v' ax= 2. The v'-O contribution grows with shift 

to low E" and makes the second outermost peak in the 

total spectrum broader. The characteristic change in 

the contributions for max  and V max- 
 1 with shift of the 

spectrum was found to be general for the various Vmax 

values. 

The CHI - square values obtained for the fits 

shown in figure 5.25 are tabulated in table 5.11. These 

show that the best fits (lowest CHI square values) are 

obtained for positions in the range 0 to +100 while 

the fits get worse for slight shifts in either direction 

beyond this range. It should be noted, however that 

a further shift to lower E" (negative shift) leads 

to a new minimum in the CHI - square corresponding to 

the best fit for the remaining spectral contributions 
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Table 5.11 

CHI square values for the least scuare fits 

of the spectra shown in figure 5..25 for the 

various relative positions of the experimental 

spectrum and the calculated v' contributions 

(see figure 5.25). 

figure 5.25 	positions 	CHI suare 

(cm- 1) 

a 	 +200 	 8.e44 

b 	 +100 	 3.225 

	

0 	 3.166 

d 	 -100 	 6.408 

1cm 	= 11.963 J mole. 

when the contribution for the originally choseia max 

equals zero. A further positive shift,hcwever,leads to 

a worse fit except if a contribution for a higher levels 

than V 	are considered. max 

The population distributions shown in figures 5.26 

and 5.27 represent selected population distributions 

which gave the best fit (lowest CHI - square) of spectra 

for particular V.flax  and 	functions. 

The calculated population distributions shown in 

figure 5.26 were obtained from least square fits of the 

v' 	contributions obtained for U, LT,'15  and v 1 = 2, 

3 and 4 and Lo',LL4, ,L1.. Those shown in fire 5.27 

were obtained for 	6' Vrnax = 5, 6 and 7 and ,U 4. 

The population distributions obtained for a articular 

V 	shown in fire 5.26 were found for the same max 

position of the experimental spectrum for the different 

- functions. All these distributions show an 
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Fig. 5.26 Estimated vibrational population 

distributions in the C-state,obtained from a ArBr, 

SC spectrum generated by Ar4-CH2Br2, 0.6 torr (80 Nm), 

500 um. slit width from least square analysis by using 

vibrational contributions calculated for the potentials 
up 

and U 5  and the 14- functions, ,U,, ,LL4  and 
(columns 1, 2 and 3 from left respectively) and the 
vibrational levels v c0_v ax  for Vma 2, 3 and 4 (rows 
1, 2 and 3 from top respectively). The population 

	

values satisfy: 	ax 1: N(v )=vmax + 1. The population 
v '= 0 

distributions were found for the relative positions of the 

vibrational contributions and experimental spectrum 

which gave the lowest CHI-square. 
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Pig. 5.27 Estimated vibrational population 
distributions in the C - state obtained from a 

ArBr, 3C spectrum generated by Ar*+CH2Br2, 0.6 

torr (50 Nm), 500,um slit width from least 

square analysis by using vibrational contributions 

calculated for the potentials U 	and 	and 
the #4 - function and the vibrational levels 
v0 - 	for max 	 5 (top), C (middle) and 

7 (bottom), The population values satisfy 
V,ax 

N(v')= V ax+1• The population distributions V=O 

re found for the relative positions of the vibrational 

contributions and experimental spectrum which gave 

the lowest CHI - square. The corresponding 

cilculated spectra are shown in figure 5.28. 
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Fig. 5.26 Calculated spectra (solid curves) and 

experimental ArBr, SC spectrum generated by 

Ar*+CH2Br5, 0.6 torr (80 Nrn 2 ), 500 ,u slit width 

(dots). The calculated spectra were obtained for 

transitions from 	to 	for thep4  -function 

and the vibrational levels v =O_Vmax  for Vma = 5 (top), 6 

(middle) and 7 (bottom) and the corresponding 

population distributions shown in figure 5.27. 

The v'--O contribution is shown at the bottom at 

the figure. lcm 1  11.963 J mole- 1. 
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overall increase in the population with an increase in 

the vibrational Quantum number - an inverse population 

distribution. This is consistent with the conclusion 

drawn from studying the effect of changing the 

population distribution on calculated spectra for 

v 	= 7. 	(section 5.122 c). max 

A slight difference in the population distributions 

was observed, depending  on ;hether 	was used or )A 4  

and ).A5  as shown in figure 5.26. The relative 

c:rrtributiorL from v4 	lowers as the % decrease in the ax 

)t. function increases. This is consistent with the 

observed shift of the outermost peaks near the high E" 

end as the % decrease in the transition moment increases 

for an imchanged population distribution (see section 

5.122 c and figure 5.19).  Thus to keep the outermost 

peaks in unchanged positions s the 	decrease in the 

Pi - functions is increased the contribution from Va 

which extends furthest to high E" has to be decreased. 

The relative contributL. from the very lowest vibrational 

levels such as v'=O increases with increasing % decrease 

in the ,Lt function. The overall change in the 

population distribution :s consistent with earlier 

findings where a better fit of spectra was obtainable 

both by increasing the % decrease in 1U1  (figure 5.19) 

and by increasing the population of the higher v' - levela 

relative to the lower levels (figure 5.22). Thus by 

increasing the 	decrease in the 	functions less 

inverse population distributions were found to give 
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satisfactory fits.. 

Only a slight difference in the calculated 

population distributions was founds  depending on whether 

p4  or p5  was used (see figure 5.26). This suggests 

that the effect of varying the 	decrease in linear ,Lt 

functions within the realistic range (see section 5.122 b) 

on the final calculated population distribution is 

insignificant. One of these functions ( ,u) was 

selected and used in the simulation calculations 

described below. 

As the total number of the vibrational levels 

used in the simulation calculations increases the number 

of different ropulation distributions which can give 

reasonably good fits of spectra increases. This is 

reflected in the increasirg uncertainty limits for the 

populations in individual vibrational levels as max 

increases (see figures 5.26 and 5.27). The uncertainty 

limits for the intermediate vibrational levels were 

normally found to be greer than for v'= 0 and max 

This reflects the imortance of the v'=O and v' max 

contributions in determining the shape of the total 

spectrum. Thus the v 	- contributions largely max 

determine the shape of the calculated spectra near the 

high E"limits and the extension of the spectra to high 

E'. The v'=O contribution is important in determining 

the relative intensities of the two peaks in the spectra. 

A great change in the relative magnitudes of these 

contributions will have a great effect on the calculated 
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spectra which cannot be corrected by changing the 

relative magnitudes of other v' 	contributions. The 

importance of the v'=O contribution in determining the 

shape of the calculated spectra in this regior,however, 

becomes less important for the spectra obtdned by use 

of the very hiethest Vmax  in which case its maximum 

contribution is outside the region of interest. This 

is shown in figure 5.28 where the calculated spectra 

for Vmax  5, 6 and 7 for the population distributions 

shown in figure 5.27 and the v'= 0 contribution are 

shown. The dots reoreent the experimental values. 

The observed increase in the uncertainty limits for the relative 

population in v'=O with increasing v max,  as shown in 

figure 5.27,is consistent with this. 

The fact that the relative populations in the 

vibrational levels can be changed within the uncertainty 

limits without affecting the shape of the calculated 

spectra significantly is illustrated in figure 5.29. 

The population distribution shown at top of that figure 

(no © ) is the same as obtained earlier for Vmax= 

(figure 5.27). The corresponding spectrum (no Q ) was 

obtained for thispopulation distribution for U, U 

and ,p4. The kinky shape of this population distribution 

was replaced by a smoother one (no 	) obtained by 

lowering the relative population in v'--4  and increasing 

the populations in v'= 3 and 5. The shape of the 

correspondng spectrum (no 	) only deviates -,lightly 

from that of the spectrum no Q in the region of interest, 
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Fig. 5.29 Effect of slight change in the vibrational population distribution 

on the shape of calculated spectra. Population distributions are shown in 

the top right corner ( , ® and 	). The corresponding calculated spectra 

are obtained for transitions from U 1  to U'14  for the 	function. The 

population distribution, , is a calculated one (see fig. 5.27) for 
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between 	"=4033 and 6750 c-.--.- (-7850-0750 J mo1e). 

The main difference appears in the lower E region, 

corresponding to the MC 	region. The effect of taking 

account of a slight contribution from v'=6 does not 

cause great changes to the spectrum 	either. The main 

effect is in agreement with what might be expected. 

The strongest peak shifts slightly to higher E". The 

intensity near E" (7)= 5000 cm 1  (59820 J mole) 

increases due to the contribution from the second 

outermost peak of the v'=6 
	

contribution which peaks 

near there (see figure 5.21). 

Analogous simulation calculations to those for the 

by; pressure C spectrum for CII9Br9tAi?  were made for a 

higher pressure SC 	sDectrum for CH2Br+A (2.1 torr, 

280 Nm 2). Population distributions for the various Vax 

were calculated for the experimental spectrum in the 

same positions on the absolute frequency scale as 

those for which the best fits (lowest CHI - square) 

were obtained for the lower pressure spectrum. These 

calculated population distributions showed a clear 

increase in the populations of the lower vibrational 

levels relative to the higher levels compared to that 

obtained from the calculations for the low pressure 

spectrum, which indicates that vibrational relaxation is 

occurring in the S - state at these pressures. The total 

populations decrease from the population obtained from the 

low pressure spectrum in agreement with the observed 

decrease in the relative intensity of the C-A(3/2) 

spectrum with pressure due to collision induced crossing. 
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The calculated population distributions for 

Vmax = 5 for the two different pressures are shown in 

figure 5.30 as well as the corresponding calculated 

spectra for U, U4 
PP and ,U4. The low pressure 

experimental spectrum (0.6 torr, 80 N1n 2) shown in figure 

3.8 is also shown in figure 5.30 where the height of 

the strongest SC peak has been adjusted to the same 

height and position as the strongest peak in the 

calculated low pressure spectrum. While these calculated 

spectra do not extend far enough to low "'to represent 

C-A(3/2) spectra properly (see also discussion in 

section 5.122 c) the observed lowering in the intensity 

in the MC region is definits. The percent lowering in 

the intensity increases to lower E" in the MC 	region, 

as the effect of the relatively greatest lowering of the 

populations in the very highest emitting v' levels 

becomes increasingly important. 

The total integrated intensities for the two 

calculated (C-A(3/2)) spectra obtained for Va= 

shown in figure 5.30, were used to obtain an estimate 

of the ratio for the rate constant for the total 

col1i3on induced crossing (k Cc over the rate constant 

C 
or tne r.-dative transition (kr)  according to the 

method described in chapter 3 (section 3.124). A value 

of k/k=6.9 10cm5  was obtained. 

The method for evaluating this ratio is based on 

the approximation that the intensities are assumed to 

be linearly proportional to the number of the excited 
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Fig. 5.30 Calculated ArBr, C-A(3/2) spectra for two different total 

pressures, 0.6 torr (80 Nm 2) (solid cue) and 2.1 torr (280 

(dashed curve) for Ar*+CH2Br2 and experimental ArBr, TJC spectrum, 0.6 torr 

(80 Nm 2), 500 jim slit width (dotted broken curve). The calculated spectra 

re obtained for transitions from U., v'=0-5 to U 1  for the 	- function 

and the calculated population distributions shown in the top left corner. 
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state species in the observation vessel. Thus the 

total integrated intensity of the C-A(3/2) spectrum 

(I,,) was assumed to be proportional to the total number 
110 

of excited ArBrmo1ecules in the C-state 	in the 

obssrvation vessel 

k iIArBr*(C) 	 (5.8) 

where k is a constant. The total intensity 'T  is 

proortiona1 to the sum of the vibrational contributions, 

exressed as 

N(V') ; 	 (11)dr)d 	(.9)

-00 

h-re c' is a constant. From this expression one ca--

see 

an

see that ecjuation 5..8 is valid if the integral in 

equation 5.9 is constant and of same value for all of 

the emittin v' levels 

+00 

cff " 	 0 

E (v ,)dr)= 
constant 	(5.10) 

-CD 

so that 9T  can be express as 

=C 	 IT (v')= ci" NAB *(C) 	 (5.11) 

since 	
'7' 
ipx 
___ M(v') 	Br(C) 	 (5.12) Ar  

C" and C "' are constants. This was found to be a 

relatively good approximation for the calculations for 

1J 1, U',4, ,A. 4. Thus by replacing I, in equation 3.17 
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'max 
by N(v') one could obtain values for 	in an 
vO 

_18 3 analogous way as before. Thus the values 7.2'10 	cm 

and 7.510 8cm5 were obtained for v'= 5 and v' = 4 max 

respectively. 

The results from the simulation calculations for 

the SC spectra for CH2Br +Ar* were used in order to 

estimate the ratio for the rate constant for the 

vibrational relaxation over the rate constant for the 

radiative transition. The ratio for the rate constant 

X_ 	the total collisional deactivation of the species 

in v 	(k max) over the rate constant for the max c 

radiative transition (krmax) was evaluated from the 

values for N(v' ) obtained at the two pressures. The max 

method of evaluating 	k max/ kmax 	is analogous to 
V 

the method used to evaluate 	from 	N(v'). C 	r, 	f, f ~ 
 

The assumption was made that the rate contants for the 

collision induced crossing are the same for all the 

emitting v' 	levels and equal to k0. Also the rate 

constants for the radiative transitions were assumed 

to be the same for all the emitting v' levels 

kmt= ( 	-1 - 
'¼I' 

Thus the ratio for the rate constant for the vibrational 

max relaxation (k v 	) over the rate constant for the 

raciative transition was obtained from a simple 

subtraction 
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k0m 

-__- = ____ - -  
1,0 	v  - 	1 c 

max 	r  

such ratios are tabulated in toble 5.12 for 	5 and max 

4. Only slight shifts of the experirrenta1 spectra were 

found to make significant changes to this ratio as 

shown in table 5.12 

Table .l? 

atios of k/ 0  for v= 4 and 5 for 

relative posItions of the exoerimental spec ra 

and the calculated v' contributions for which 

the best fits were obtained for the lower 

presst.re  spectrum (positions 0) and for the 

ositions +10 and -10 (for V= 5) which max 
correspond to shifts of the calculated spectra 

by 10 c 1  in beth directions from position C. 

, 
v max /

r  k 	"r 	
positions 

(cm5) 	 max 	 (cm) 

	

6.7 10- 17 	 5 	 +10 

	

9.2 -17 	 5 	 0 
-17  

	

9.8 1105 	 -10 

-17 

	

6.7 10 	 4 	 0 

11.963 J mole. 

From comparison with the estimated reciprocal values 

of the transition probabilities for transitions for 

other noble ras halide systems (table 1.3) an estimate 
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for a value for k of about 210 s 	v;s made. From 

V 1  
the ratio values in table 5.12 k max  was then found to 

be in the range (1.3 - 2)l0 	cm3 	which corresponds 

to a cross-section of about 2.7 - 4.1 n 2  m . This 

corresponds to a very rapid rate of vibratona1 

relaxation. Thus the cross-section is much Rreater 

than is generally found for vibrational relaxation in 

rare gas media. 100 

A kinetic model was tried, which included 

vi'rational relaxation of molecules in a particular v' 

level to the next level below (v'- 1) as well as 

formation reactions, electronic quenching and radiative 

decays. Vi brat iona excitation, however, was not 

included. By using the ratios for the rate constants 

and the calculated population distribution for max 

for 0.6 torr (80 rm 2) total pressure the population 

distribution for the total pressure 2.1 torr (280 Mm ) 

was predicted by use of the model. The derived 

distribution did not agree with that calculated by the 

simulation procedure. An overestimation of the rate of 

vibrational relaxation or of the ratio 	k m /k 

could explain the discrepancy. That would then most 

likely be due to an overestimation of the value for the 

ratio 	kcm /krmax 	(eq. 5.14) rather than an 

underestLmatlor, of 	k/kr 	since the former ratio is 

much more uncertain. That suggests then that the 

calculated ressure dependence of the population in 
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Vrnax is relatively too great. 

The calculated population distributions for the 

C-state are possibly being affected by the small 

contribution from the underlying B-A(1/2) spectrum in 

the SC region which was not considered. Because 

the population distribution is greatly determined by 

the peak to trough ratios in the spectra the effect of 

the underlying B-A(1/2) spectrum on these ratios will 

have to be considered. As mentioned earlier,the 

B-A(1/2) spectrum is expected to decrease in intensity 

to shorter wavelength. That means that the ratio of 

the second outermost peak in the C-A(5/2) spectrum to 

the trough on the long wavelength side of it in the 

C-A(3/2) spectrum (when the B-A(1/2) contribution has 

been subtracted) is greater than the corresponding 

ratio for the SC. While the increase in this ratio is 

associated with a greater inverse population 

distribution this suggests that the populations in the 

lowest levels should be even lower relative to the 

higher levels than has been calculated. At higher 

pressures the relative contribution of the underlying 

B-A(1/2) spectrum increases while the C-A(3/2) emission 

decreases,and this effect might be even greater. 

Simulation calculations for SC spectra for HBr+Ar* 

were carried out for U. 1 , U.'15, ,AA4  and various v max* 

The experimental spectra were kept in the same position 

on the absolute frequency scale as the experimental 
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low pressure sectrar. (O. torr, o m 2) for 

CH2Br2+Ar* for which the best fit (lowest CHI square) 

for 	5 was obtained. In an attempt to dlow Max
for a B-A(1/2) contribution in the C, the B-A(112) 

spectrum was assumed to decrease linearly from an 

intensity equal to that observed in the HBr+Ar* 

spectrum at 174.5 nm for low pressure (0.6 torr, 

80 Nm 2) to zero intensity at 167i.. Such a 

contribution was subtracted from the 30 spectra for 

HBr+Ar* to give estimated C-A(3/2) spectra, which 

were used in the simulation calculations. 

Population distributions obtained for 	2-5 

from least square analysis of a low prss sure (0.6 torr, 

o 	_2)  C-(5/2) spectrum are shown in figure 5.31 

as well as a population distribution obtained for 

v'  = 3 for a higher pressure scectrum (2.4 torr, max 

20 Nm 2). The calculated sec±ra for 	3 and 
M ax 

the experimental data points for these two specra 

are also shown in figure 5.31. Only the calculations 

for V max = 3 show a realistic, type of population 

distribution. 

These population distribution results fsr 

V 
0 	= 3 could be replaced by linesr fits as shown in max 

figure 5.32 a and c without altering the goodness of 

the fits significantly. T"- us the linear popuLstion 

distribution for the lower pressure spectrum is 

slightly inverse while the linear distribution for 
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'01 5.31 Figures a - e show estimated vibrational 

population distributions in the C - state obtained 

from irBr, SC spectra generated by Ar+HBr, 0.6 torr 
(a - d) and 2.4 torr (e), 500 p.m slit width from 
least square analysis by using vibrational 

contributions calculated for transitions from tJ 1  
to Ub16 and the 	- function and vibrational 

levels v'=O-v' 	for v' = 2-5. Calculated spectra max 	max 
for the estimated population distribution for 
V' 	3 and the two different pressures are shown 

below (solid curves) as vel1 as experimental dots, 

lcm= 11.963 J mole. 1 torr =133.522 Nm 
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Fig. 5.32 Effect of slight change in vibrational poniiltion  distribution 

on the shape of calculated spectra, (Ar+HBr). The vibrational populations 

represented by circles connected by solid lines are calculated ones (see 

figure 5.31) and the solid curves are the corresponding calculated spectra 

Dashed curves are calculated spectra for population distributions represented 

by black dots connected by dashed lines. lcrn=li.9o3 J mole. 
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Fig. 5.5 Calculated ArBr, C-A(/2) spectra for two different total pressures, 

3.6 torr (bO Nm 2) and 2.4 torr (20 Nm 2) for Ax+HBr. The calculated spectra 

were obtained for transitions from U, v'=O-3 to 	for the 	- function 

and the population distributions shown in the top left corner. 
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the higher pressure spectrum shows a slight decrease 

with increasing v' quantum number. A slight 

contribution from v'=4 also does not alter the 

goodness of the fit significantly as shown in figure 

5.32 b. In an analogous way to that observed from 

the analysis of the SC for CH2Br2~Ar* the total 

population as well as the total intensity was found 

to decrease with pressure. This is shown in figure 

5.33. These calculated spectra were used to obtain 

the ratio 	ma similar way as from the CH2Br2+Ar* 

spectra. 	k 
max

/kr 	ratios were also obtained n 

an analogous way to that described for CH23r2+Ar 

These results were discussed in chapter 5 (see 

section 3.124). 

The SC for DBr+Axwas treated inasimilar way 

* 
as the SC for HBr+Ar and an estimated B-A(1/2) 

contribution subtracted from the total intensity. 

For the same relative position of the v' 

contributIons and the experimental spectrum for 

0.6 torr (80 Nm 2) as for HBr+Ar*a total of 4 V p 

levels (v ' ax= 3) was found to give the most realistic 

type of population distribution from least square 

analysis. This population distribution differed 

from that obtained for HBr+Ai in showing relatively 

less population in the higher v' levels than the 

lower levels or a decreasing population distribution 

with increasing v'. 
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5.123 Other spectra. 

A low pressure spectrum for CH2Br2+Ar*  obtained 

byDrM.F.Golde in Pittsburgh for small slit width showed 

a clearly resolved oscillatory structure in the MC. 

The change in the peak to trough ratio with wavelength 

is close to that observed for the MC for HBr+Ar*  at 

low pressure (figure 5.13). This indicates that the 

initial population distribution in the B-state for the 

reaction CH2Br2+Ar*is similar to that obtained for 

HBr4-A? - almost even population distribution. 

The structure of the low pressure SC spectrum 

obtained for Br2+Ardiffer slightly from that of the 

low pressure SC spectrum for I-iBr4-Ar and DBr+Ar (figure 

3.11). It shows relatively greater intensity in the 

region 169--  167nm than the others. The DBr+Ar*,  SC 

spectrum which shows relatively greater intensity in 

this region than the HBr4.Ar*  was shown to represent 

transitions from a population distribution with lower 

levels more populated than higher ones while the 

HBr+Ar*SC spectrum was analysed to represent transitions 

from almost even population distribution (section 5.122). 

As the SC of Br2+Ai resembles more that for DBr+Ax than 

for HBri-Ai the conclusion is reached that the initial 

population distribution in the C-state is such that 

lower levels are relatively more populated than higher 

ones. Also more levels in the C-state are expected to 

be populated for the Br2+Ar*  system than for the two 
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others or the same number of levels as in CH2BD2+Ar* 

(6-8). The fact that negative pressure dependence was 

observed to longer wavelength in the SC region for 

Br2+Ai than for HBr+Aiverifies this. 

The SC in CF3Br+Ar*  resembles that for CH2Br2+A 

suggesting that the initial population distribution in 

the C-state for CP3Br.lAr*  is somewhat similar to that 

in CH2Br2+Ar*_  an inverse population distribution. 
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5.13 Discussion. 

5.131 Population distribution. 

Estimated vibrational population distribtuions in 

the ArBr B- and C- states have been obtained from the 

various ArBr spectra. The population distribution has 

been estimated from simulation calculations for the 

B-state from the MC spectra for HBr+Ar and DBr+Ar* 

(section 5.121) and for the C-state from the SC spectra 

for CH2Br2+Ar HBr+Ai and DBr+A? (section 5.122) for 

different pressures. From comparison of these results 

and the spectra with other ArBr spectra rough estimates 

of population distributions in the emitting states have 

been made for the B-state from the CH2Br2.-A?MC spectra 

and for the C-state from the Br2+Ax- and CF3Br+Ai spectra 

(section 5.123). 

All the estimated population distributions are 

nonthermal (unrelaxed) distributions and change 

significantly with slight changes in pressure, which indicates 

that a rapid vibrational relaxation and a collision 

induced crossing is occuring. The population 

distribution obtained for the lowest pressure results 

(0.6 torr, 80 N&2) therefore may deviate slightly from 

the initial population distribution for the reactions. 

The analyses of the HBr+Ar*and  DBr.i-Ax spectra 

suggest that fewer v' levels are populated in the 

C-state than in the B-state. This suggests that the 

B- and the C- states are not degenerate but differ 
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slightly in energy. 

This is consistent with that the C-state is greater 

in energy than the B-state and that the number of 

emitting levels is determined by the number of v' levels 

which are lower in energy than the threshold energy 

(ET) (figure i). 

Another alternative would be that the equilibrium 

internuclear distance of the C-state is greater than 

for the B-state (figure ii) in which case lower levels 

are being predissociated in the C-state than in the 

B-state by the lowest repulsive molecular state which 

correlates with Bf+Ar(1S) (the crossing point of this 

state with the C-state (a in figure ii) is lower in 

energy than the corresponding crossing point with the 

B-state (b in figure ii)) 

r. 

 

 

figure 1 figure ii 

While the number of identified peaks in the MC 

spectra suggests that the same number of v' levels (8) 

are emitting in the B-state for CH2Br2+Ax, HBrAr* 

and DBr+Ar, fewer v levels are found to emit in the 

C-state for HBr+Ai and DBr+Ar*  than for CH2Br2+Ar 

This suggests that v'=7 is the next vibrational level 

below the crossing point for the B-state and the 
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lowest Rydberg state (b in figures ± and ii) and that 

higher levels are predissociated. The relative position 

of the electronic states shown in figure ii cannot 

explain the different number of emitting levels in the 

C-state for HBr+Ar*, DBri-Ai and CH2Br2+Ar This 

difference must be due to the difference in the threshold 

energies. The threshold energy for HBr+Ar 3P2) and 

DBr+Ar*(3P2) lies below the asymptotic limit for the 

lowest lying molecular states while that for CH2Br2+Ar 

is much higher. All the v' levels in the C-state 

below the crossing point a (figures) are therefore 

expected to be populated for CH2Br2+Ai but not for 

HBr4-AI and DBr+Ar*  and the relative position of the B-

and C- states to be as mentioned earlier and shown in 

figure i. Such relative position of the excited states 

agrees with what theoretical calculations have 

predicted. 52-56 

The calculated population distribution in the 

C-state (inverse population distribution) and the estimated 

population distribution in the B-state (flat distribution) 

for CH2Br+Ar*  (0.6 torr, 80 Nm 2) suggest that the initial 

population distribution in these two states differ. This 

difference in population distributions in these two 

states is in agreement with what Setser et a] found for 

KrF* 
	 * 
from various reactions of Kr with fluorine containing 

reagents 21  as mentioned earlier in chapter 1 (see section 

1.2) 
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Velocity analyses of product molecules F..?r from 

the reaction K-i-HBr  in molecular beam studies 
142  show 

the molecules to have almost evenly distributed 

translational energy with perhaps a slight excess 

number of molecules with lower translational energy than 

higher. This corresponds to a slightly inversed 

population distribution among internal energy modes 

(vibrational- and rotational energy). This is in a 

qualitative agreement with what is found for the 

population distribution in the excited states (C and B) 

for ArBr*  from the analogous reaction Ai+HBr. 

Throughout the simulation calculations the effect 

of possible rotational excitation has been ignored. 

Only the lowest rotational level with the zero rotational 

quantum number (J= 0) has been assumed to be populated 

and each radiative transition assumed to occur to a J =  0 

level in the lower state. A more complete analysis of 

a spectrum would require to take account of transitions 

from all populated rotational levels and the population 

distribution in these and sum over all the spectral 

contribi.ttims to obtain the total calculated spectrum. 

This would require much more calculations. 

Usually in spectroscopic simulation calculations 

where the purpose is not to simulate rotational structure 

either J= 0 is used or a single rotational level 

corresponding to the average rotational energy. To 

apply the latter approximation,information on rotational 

population distribution is needed. Unfortunately they 
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are not available for the noble gas halide systems. 

Tellinghuisen et al have analysed high pressure 

B-X spectra for other noble gas halide systems by 

calculating transitions from such average rotational 

levels 'av which were found by assuming that the 

molecules thermalize before they radiate. They studied 

the effect of substituting a range of rotational levels 

by J av 
 levels and came to the conclusion that it 19 a 

good approximation. They find that the spacing between 

peaks only changes slightly by varying the rotational 

levels and the peak to trough ratios do not seem to 

change much either (figure 7 in reference 40). 

The change in the spectra due to 	taking 

account of transitions from a particular J> 0 level 

instead of the J = 0 level is due to the effect of -the 

centrifugal term in the expression for the effective 

potential (see eq. 4.8). Thus, the slope of the effective 

lower state potential increases as well as the inner 

wall of the effective upper state. The slope of the 

outer wall decreases,however. Such changes in the 

effective potentials might be expected to cause some 

distortion of the position of peaks in the spectra, which 

could be adjusted 	by making slight changes in either 

or both of the two potentials. A similar procedure was 

carried out earlier by changing both potential curves 

for the B-X simulation calculation to see the effect of 

change in vibrational frequency on the calculated population 

distribution. This showed very little effect on the 
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calculated population distribution. It is therefore 

believed that taking account of rotational excitation 

(to some extend) will not alter the calculated population 

distribution significantly. 

5.132 Potential curves. 

In the simulation calculations which have been 

presented a particular bound potential U 1  was used to 

represent the shape of the B- and the C- states near the 

equilibrium internuclear distance (see section 5.11 and 

table 5.1). After comparing calculated spectra forbl 

and various repulsive potential curves ([.T) with bi 

experimental spectra,U bi potentials which gave best fits 

of spectra were selected. These represent the X- and 

the A(3/2)- states for the MC and SC simulations 

respectively. Thus, U was selected to represent the 

X-state (table 5.3) and 	or 	to represent the b14 	b16 

A(3/2) state (table 5.7) of the repulsive potentials 

which were tried. 

The simulation calculations for ArBr showed that 

for a particular bound upper state, only lower potentials 

within a very limited energy range and shape could be 

used in order to obtain proper fit. The main problem in 

determining exact lower potentials lies in the 

uncertainty in the shape and energy of the upper 

potentials. 

The calculated B-X spectrum for U 1  and U is b 	b6 

placed at too high frequency on the absolute frequency 
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scale by about 400 cm- 1  (4790 J mole) 	compared with 

the experimental MC spectra. The minimum of the bound 

potential therefore needs to be shifted down in energy 

by about 400 Cm- 1. The adjustable parameters in the 

expression for U 	(see discussion in section 5.11), bi 
the exponential factors and c3/r3, can easily be varied 

to obtain a new potential with virtually the same shape 

near the minimum as 	but slightly lower in energy bl 

Thus, a potential curve with Te4OO  cm_i  (4790 J mole) 

lower than for TJ 	could be easily derived without 

altering the shape of the potential or the vibrational 

frequency significantly. The various parameters in the 

Rittner potential expression for such a potential and 

the spectroscopic constants are tabulted in table 5.13. 

It has already been suggested that the minimum of 

the U. 1  potential (Te=  62844 cm- 1? 751800 J mole- 
1) is too 

high to represent the B-state properly compared with the 

estimated value of Te=  61850 cm 	(739900 J mole-  ) (see 

eq. 3.28) from temperature dependence experiments 

(&E —1000 cm-1  (11900 J mole)). For further shift of 

the bound potential to lower energy the repulsive 

potential also needs to be shifted down, without altering 

the shape of the potential. The maximum possible further 

shift will thus be determined by the energy of the 

potential in the region of the outer turning point for 

the maximum v' level which is emitting (v'=7), which is 

about 600 cm 	(7180 J mole') (see figure 5.34). Thus, 

the maximum total shift which can be made without 
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Table 54 

Values of constants in the R±ttner 

expression for U. 3 	(eq. 	5.2) for r in 

Spectroscopic constants for the U 3  

potential 

nm. 

potntial. 

a. 

constants U 3(cm) constants U 3(crn) 

a1 7.602.106 c1  1.16110 

b1  0.03747 c3 1.795.102 

a2 7.711.106 C4  37.66 

b2  0.04514 d 99975.7 

b. 
rr 
Ub3 

re(nrn) 0.309 

De(cm') 37532 

we m '•) 194 

Te(Cm1) 62444 

lc*=11.963 J mole- 

altering the shape of the potentials,iS about L000cm(40O4O0) 

(11900 J mole-1) (the same as predicted from the 

temperature dependence experiments),in which case the 

energy of the lower state potential in the region of the 

outer turning point for v'=7 is zero. 

Ab initio calculations show the ground state for 

other noble gas halide systems to have 	slight Van der 

Waals minima at long internuclear distance. These 

calculations show the ground state potentials to 

approach zero energy more rapidly than can be predicted 
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by simple exponential potentials or a/(r-b)2  type 

potentials as shown for ArC1 in section 5.2 (see figure 

5.43). This may suggest that the ground state potential 

for ArBr is in fact lower in energy than 	and that 

both potentials will need to be shifted further down. 

The uncertainty in the energy and shape of the 

C- and the A(3/2)- potentials is even greater than for 

the B- and the X- states, partly due to the uncertainty 

in the energy difference between the B- and the C- states 

(see section 1.2) and partly due to the uncertainty in 

the number of emitting levels in the C- state (see 

section 5.122). 

It has already been shown (section 5.123) that the 

observed difference in the population distribution in 

the C- and the B- state from HBT+Ait  and DBr+Ar*  spectra 

is consistent with 	the C-state,ying above the 

B-state. 

If similar adjustment was made for the C-state as 

for the B-state and its representitive potential curve 

bl lowered by 400 cm 	(4790 J mole) the 

representative repulsive potentials for the A(3/2) state 

(U
PP 
 4  and Ub16)  will also have to be lowered. Due to 

the uncertainty in the number of emitting v' levels 

(vax= 5,6,7) the lowering that is necessary varies 

from about 150 cm 	(for Vax=  5) to 350 cm 	(v ax= 6) 

to 550 cm 	(Vax=7) (1790, 4190, 6580 J mole-  )in order to 

obtain the position of the strongest calculated SC peak 

for CH2Br2+Ar*ina  correct distance from the strongest 
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MC peak. In addition, the shape and the energy of the 

repulsive lower state potential will need to be changed 

to obtain the correct range of the calculated C-A(3/2) 

spectra,as mentioned previously (section 5.122). This 

corresponds to a lowering of the potential energy in the 

region of the outer turning points by about 

500 cmT1 (V!!ax  5), 350 cm 	(Vax=6) and 

200 cm 	(v' ax= 7) (5980, 4190, 2390 J mole). The 

maximum possible lowering in that region, however, 

is determined by the energy difference between the U 4  

and U 6  potentials and the U 	potential, which is 

about 250 - 350 cm 	(2990 - 4190 J mole-  ) (see figure 

5.34). Thus a lowering in the C-state below the B-state 

cannot be made except for v' 	7.  

If the average internuclear distance of the C-state 

is smaller than for the B-state the possible shift is 

even less, as one will then also have to shift the 

repulsive potentials to shorter internuclear distance 

and the energy difference between these and the X 

potential decreases. This is illustrated in figure 

5.34 for U 4. 

Figure 5.35  shows the potentials U 3, U 6  and b 	b16 

which have been selected to represent the B, X and 

A(3/2) states respectively. It should be clear 

from the above discussion, however, that these 

potentials are probably slightly too high in energy. 
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Fig. 5.35 SelecteJ potential curves for the X-, 
A(3/2)- and B(1/2)- states for ArBr. 
1cm 1= 11.963 J mole- 1. 
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5.133 Transition moments. 

Information on the detailed shape of the transition 

moments as functions of internuclear distance could not 

be obtained from the simulation calculations. ITowever, 

it was found to be of importance to take account of a 

decreasing transition moment with internuclear distance 

in order to obtain a proper fit of calculated spectra 

with the MC spectra for HBr+Ai and in order to obtain 

population distributions of realistic type from 

simulation calculations for the SC for CH2Br2+Ar 	Thus, 

it was found to be necessary to use a (linear) function 

with overall decrease in the FC region of about 35 - 45 % 

for the MC simulation calculations (see section 5.121), 

which is in a agreement with what theoretical calculations 

have predicted for other systems as mentioned before. 

5.134 General conclusions. 

Spectral continua due to bound-free transitions 

for ArBr spectra have been analysed by simulation 

calculations. Studies of the effect of changing the 

various parameters, the potential curves, the transition 

moments and the population distribution showed the 

main effects to differ for the different parameters. 

Thus, the change in the relative shape of the potentials 

mainly determines the relative positions of the peaks 

in the spectra, the magnitude of the change in the 

transition moment determines the overall relative 

intensity in the spectrum, while the population 
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distribution determines the relative intensity of peaks 

and troughs 	(the peak to trough ratio). Therefore 

the structure of these spectra was proved to contain 

important information on these parameters. This is 

an important general conclusion for spectra for bound-

free transitions where ariimber of the lowest vibrational 

levels are emitting. While a number of such spectra 

have been observed, both in emission and absorption, 

not many detailed and systematic analyses of such spectra 

have been made. 

It is of importance to be able to study the noble 

gas halide systems at low pressures or under collision 

free conditions in order to obtain information on the 

mechanism of the various reactions such as 

relaxation- and formation- reactions for the excited 

noble gas halides. 

Most of the low pressure noble gas halide spectra 

which have been observed show a broad oscillatory 

structure 	and indicate that a great number of v' 

21 
levels are emitting. 91 These have been shown to contain 

rather limited information because of the extensive overlap 

of many different transitions from a great number of v' 

levels and limited structure of the spectra. 

The relative simplicity of the low pressure ArBr 

spectra and the fact that more information can be 

derived from these, based on the efficient predissociation 

of the high vibrational levels and the appearance of the 

bromine atomic lines makes these spectra ideal for the 
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purpose of studying the noble gas halide systems in 

general. It is expected that the fewer 	v' levels 

are populated the more information can be derived 

from the simulation calculations of the spectra. This 

can be further verified by comparing simulation 

calculations for ArC1 spectra for Cl24Ar*and  CCl4+Ai 

discussed in the next section with the ArBr simulations. 

In order to obtain such spectra, systems where 

efficient predissociation of the highest v' levels 

occurs (such as ArBr and KrI) or with threshold energy 

close to the minima of the excited states (D(NgX*),,D(RX)), 

have to be chosen for study. 
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5.2 ArC1. 

Simulation calculations for some ArCi spectra will 

now be presented. These calculations were carried out 

to interpret the structure and the pressure dependence 

behaviour of the ArC1 MC spectra for C124Ar*,  CCl4+Ax and 

HCl+Ar*and in the hope of being able to predict something 

about the shape (or the relative shape) of the B- and 

X- states and the population distribution in the B-state. 

The MC was assumed to represent the B-X transition. 

5.21 Potential curves and calculated spectra. 

Various bound state potentials with similar bond 

strengths and vibrational frequencies as the ground state 

of KC1 were tried in calculations of spectra and spectral 

contributions. Spectral contributions due to transitions 

from levels corresponding to the threshold energy for 

Cl2I.Ar* were calculated for these potentials and lower 

potentials chosen such that the corresponding Mulliken 

"difference potentials" had maxima and the diffuse bands 

of the spectral contributions varied in broad oscillatory 

patterns (see figures 4.6 a, 5.37 and 5.38). An upper 

potential which gave the spectral contribution with a 

spacing between the broad peaks close to that observed 

in the ArC1 MC for C12+Awas especially searched for.9  

A potential curve for ArC1 found in an analogous way to the 

potential for ArBr (see section 5.11) was found to 

satisfy this. This potential (tJ 1) is expressed in the 
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same form as the calculated Rittner potential for Kr? 

(see eq. 5.1). The values of the constants in that 

expression are tabulated in table 5.14. 

Table 5.14 

Values of 

expression 

in nm. 

constants in 

for tJ 1 	(eq. 

the Rittner 

5.2) for r 

potential 

expressed 

constants U 1(cm) constants tJ 1(crn) 

a1  1.11010 c1  1.16110 

b1  0.03580 C 1.238.102 

a2 5.766.106 c4  26.29 

b2  0.04313 d 99975.7 

icm= 11.963 J mole. 

U 1  fulfils the necessary requirements that it has a 

slightly, a. larger bond distance, b. smaller dissociation 

energy and c. lower fundamental frequency than the 

groundS state of K0153  (see arguments in chapter 1 and 

table 1.2). This is shown in table 5.15 a. 

Table 5.15 

a. spectroscopic constants for the U 1  potential 

and for the ground state of KC1 (X(KC1)), b. a 

constants in the expression for G'(v') (cin)forU. 

(see eq. 4.39). 1cm 1 =11.963 J mo1eo 

a. b. 

U 1  X(KC1)140  ± a1  

re(nm) 0.294 0.267 1 244.4 

De(cm
1
) 38531.8 41269.32 2 -0.9266 

we m 1) 244.4 279.8 3 0.001827 
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U t was used to represent the B-state for ArC1. It is cl  

shown in figure 5.36 a. v'=70 is the closest vibrational 

level to the threshold energy for C12+ArVP2). The 

energy of the v' levels above the minimum of the 

potential (G'(v')) is determined by equation 4.39 for 

the values of the constants shown in table 5.15 b. 

The relatively sharp cut off in the broad structure 

of the MC for Cl2- Ar (see figure 2.4) at about 159 rim 

suggests that the broad oscillatory structure in the 

contributions from the highest emitting vibrational 

levels do not extend further to shorter wavelength. 

This was used to construct some lower potentials. 

The potential U was chosen such that the total cl 

energy range of the "difference potential" for v'=70 

	

Um  = (G'(7O)U 1)#U 	 (5.15) 

is approximately the same as the total range of the 

ArC? MC spectrum for Cl2+Ar*(  14900 cm; 1.75l0 J mole) 

(see figure 1). This corresponds to the energy difference 

I 	
C1 Tt ArCl MC  

MC 

	

175.4 	 159.0 	 139.0 

	

E(cm )=57013 	5880 	 62893 9049 cm-1 	71942 

14929 cm 

	

1 cm- 1=11.963 j mole-1 	 figure 1 
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between A and C(LAC) shown in figure 5.36 a which is 

determined by the enegy difference of the "difference 

potential" near re  (the maximum) and the outer turning 

point of v'=70 (r2(70)). In addition the value of trj 

at the inner turning point of v'=70 (r1(70)) was chosen 

such that the energy difference between A and B (LAB) 

(figure 5.36 a) is approximately the same as the range 

of the broad structure in the experimental spectrum 

('6000 cm, 71800 J mole). The absolute value of 

Uj at re  was then chosen to obtain the calculated 

spectrum at the correct absolute frequency, and 	was ci 

expressed on the form a/(r-b)2  (see table 5.16 and figure 

5.36 a). 

Table 5.16 

Repulsive lower state potential curves 

Uj (CM )= a/(r-b)2  used in the simulation 

calculations for ArC1, MC spectra. r is 

expressed in rim. 

I 	 a 	 b 

1 	 20.68 	 0.1836 
2 	 31.24 	 0.1761 

3 	 28.14 	 0.1815 

4 	 26.17 	 0.1851 

The potentials U, U 	and 	(see figure 5.36 b c3 	c4 

and table 5.15) were chosen in the following way: U 

was chosen to fulfil the same type of requirements for 

v'=64 as 	for v'=70. v'=64 is the next vibrational cl 

level below the asymptotic energy val.-,e of the molecular 



C 
r. nm 

C 

- 	A 

Pig. 5.56 Potential curves used In the simulation calculations for ArC1, MC 
spectra (U 1, Uj (a) and Uj (i= 2,3,4) (b)) and "difference potentials" for 
v =70 and 	The arrows labeled A, B, and C indicate the positions which cl 
correspond to the classical transition to the maximum of the "difference 

potential" and the transitions from the inner and outer turning points for U' 

(v'=70) respectively. lcm 	11.963 J mole 
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states which correlate with C(4P,,)+Ar(1S),as shown 

in figure 5.36 a. This is a more realistic choice for 

a maximum emitting it'  level in C12+Ar*,as  higher levels 

are probably predissociated. The potentials U and 

differ in energy at short internuclear distance 

so that the A and C points do not differ significantly 

but the B points differ as shown in figure 5.36 b. 

A spectrum and several v' contributions, calculated 

by use of the two potentials U 1  and U',1  for even 

population distribution over the range v'--O to 70 and 

).t= constant, are shown in figures 5.37 and 5.38. The 

v'=70 contribution has been shown earlier,extended 

further to short E"(figure 4.6). Analogous to what was 

obtained in the ArBr MC simulation the low v' 

contributions mainly appear near the high E" end of 

the spectrum while high it'  contributions extend further 

to low E". The position of the broad peaks in the 

contour structure of the v' contributions shift slightly 

to high E" as v' decreases. The broad structure in 

the calculated total spectrum reflects the broad 

structure in a number of v' contributions. 

The lowest vibrational levels mainly contribute to 

the strongest peak of the spectruiri at the high E"side 

of it,while the highest levels contribute to the low E" 

side of it. This is consistent with what has 

been suggested earlier when the strongest MC peaks were 

compared for Cl2+Ar (figure 3.27) and CCl4+Ax (figure 3.28) 

and HC1+Ar*  (figure 3.29)  (see arguments in section 3.22). 



/ 	 v,=o 

--------------------------------------------- 

- --- -------------------------------- 

---------------------

------- V"o  

v,=:50 

E (70)xI0Cm 

Fig. 5.37 Calculated spectrum (top) and vibrational-

contributions 

ibrational

contributions (v'=0,5,lU,20,30) (below) for 

transitions from 	to 	for )&L=constant  
The sectrun was obtained by aiding up all vibrational 

contributions for v'=0-70 for even population 

distribution. The v'=lO, 20 and 50 contributions 

have beerr multiplied by equal population values but 

those for v'= 0 and 5  have been multiplied by lower 

population values. More vibrational contributions 

9 are shown in figure 5.38. lcm 	ll.65 J mole. 



E(70)x io-3,cm 

Fig. 5.58 Calculated stectrum (top) and vibrational 

contributions (v'40, 53, 60, 70) (below) for 

transitions from 	to U0" for,u=constsrit c'0) and 
even vibrational population distribution. The 

spectrum was obtained by adding up all vibraticnal 

contributions for v'=0-70.. More vibrational 

contributions are shown in figure 5.37. 

lcm=ll.963 J mole. 



B 

E(7O) x 	rn-' 

Fig. 5.39 Calculated sçectra for transitions from 

U 1, v'=0-70 to 	for i=2 (top), 3 (middle) and 

4 (bottom) ±'or,uconstant (1u0) and even vibrational 
population distribution. The arrows labeled B 

indicate the positions which correspond to the 

classical transitions from the inner turning point 

for U, v'=70. lcm= 11.963 J mcle. 

1 
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The effect of using lower potentials with different 

slopes at short internuclear distance on the shape, of 

the calculated spectra is shown in figure 5.39 for the 

three repulsive potentials, U, U 	and Uc3 	
c4, 14=constant 

and even population distribution for v'=0-70. Despite 

the fact that 	A2 and the range of the broad oscillatory 

structure of the v' contributions decreases as 

UU>U the structure of the calculated spectra 

was not found to change greatly. A slight shift of the 

intensity from low E" to high E" was observed as the 

B point was increased (figure 5.36 b). The position of 

the peaks on the high E" side of B remains virtually 

unchanged. 

5.22 Effect of changing the population distribution. 

The effect on the calculated spectra of changing 

the population distribution will now be considered and a 

comparison of the calculated spectra with the experimental 

ones will be made. 

The effect of changing Vmax  is shown in figure 5.40, 

where calculated spectra are shown for U, ?=constant 

and even vibrational population distribution for 

v'=0-v'  maxwhere v'= 47,64 and 70. Peaks were found 

to shift to high E" as vax was decreased due to the 

shift of the broad peaks in the contour spectra of the 

v' contributions with decreasing v' (figures 5.37 and 

5.38). This is consistent with the observed shift of the 

peaks in the experimental ArC1 spectra for the reactions 

of Ar*  with the different chlorine containing reagents with 



V,= 47 

V,=64 

Vr

ax  

IS ax=7O 

I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 

16 	15 	14 	13 	12 	II 	10 
E(7o)x,ocm 

Fig. 5.40 Calculated spectra for transitions from 

U 1, to U 	for ,L=constant (,a0) and even vibrational 
population distribution for the vibrational levels 

V=O_Vrnax for VaX= 47 (top), 64 (middle) and 70 

(bottom). lcm= 11.963 J mole. 
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different bond energies, since these spectra represent 

transitions from a range of v' levels and different 

Vax (different threshold energies). Such shift have 

been observed by others and can be shown by comparing 

the spectra for C12+Ar*and  CC14+Ar*shown in figures 

3.27 and 3.28. Vmx=  47 corresponds to the threshold 

energy for CC14+Ar*  and the spacing between the peaks in 

the corresponding calculated spectrum shown in figure 

5.40 is close to that in the CC144Ar*spectrum., 

Only a small difference was observed in the 

calculated spectra for Vax=  64 and 70 as shown in figure 

5.40. Therefore,the comparison of the calculated spectra 

for VaX=  70 with the experimental Cl2+Ar spectrum is 

equally useful as making a corresponding comparison of 

the calculated spectra for the more realistic case when 

V= 64 (see section 5.21). 

Population distributions were tried, where the 

population In the highest v' levels is much greater than 

in the lowest levels, analogous to what is observed in 

the alkali halides 7575  formed by reactions of the alkali 

atcms with the halogens. The population distribution 

shown in figure 5.41 a is qualitatively similar to that 

observed for KBr139  (—K*Br2). The corresponding 

calculated spectrum for cl  U, Vax=  70 and 	
constant 

shown in figure 5.41 a, shows little resemblance to that 

of the experimental spectrum for Cl2-4-A? (figure 3.27). 

Such a population distribution can therefore be ruled 

out. 
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As the population in the low levels was increased 

relative to that in the high levels, the intensity and 

the peaks shifted from low E" to high E", as shown in 

figure 5.41 b. The shape of the spectrum changes so 

that the intensity of the troughs relative to the peaks 

increases and the minimum at E"(70)=  14600 cm 	in the 

spectrum in figure 5.41 a disappears and a single broad 

peak analogous to that observed in the experimental 

spectrum was formed. These characteristic changes are 

analogous to the changes which were observed in the 

experimental spectrum with increase in pressure 

(figure .27), which suggests that these are basically 

due to vibrational relaxation. The calculated spectra 

resemble more closely the experimental ones if the 

population in the lowest levels is relatively high, i.e. 

relatively higher than typically found in the alkali 

halide systems. 

Various such calculated spectra for different 

population distributions were obtained and compared with 

the experimental spectra for C12+Ar*  over the range where 

the broad structure was observed. These showed too 

deep a trough at about E"(70)= 15500 cm 

(161500 J mole) relative to the height of the strongest 

peak and a relatively too high intensity to 

lower E", such as the one shown in figure 5.41 c with 

the experimental spectrum from figure 2.4 corrected for 

spectral response. The relatively too low calculated 

intensity between the two outermost peaks might be 

corrected for to some extend if account was taken of 



b N(v 

V 

CALC 

EXP 

is 	14 	13 12 11 	10 9 
E170)x iocm 

Fig. 5.41 Calculated spectra for transitions from 

	

v'=0-70 to Uj for,cons-Cant ( 	and various 
vibrational population distributions shown 

graphically as N(v') V.3 v'. a: Calculated spectrum 
for an inverse population distribution 

b: Calculated spectra for linear population 

distributions. C: Calculated spectrum and the 

corresponding population distribution (solid curve ) 

and experimental ArC1, MC spectrum (dashed curve) 

	

generated by Ar*Cl2, 1.56 torr (208 	_2),  500 1Um 

slit width. lcm= 11.9b3 J mole'. 
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an underlying C-A(3/2) spectrum in this region while 

the percent contribution of such an underlying emission 

would presumably be greater in that region than at the 

position of the strongest peak. The relatively too 

low calculated intensity at low E" can be 

accounted for by Inclusion of a )..&function which 

decreases with an increasing internuclear distance. A 

use of such functions was found to show a decrease in 

the calculated intensity with decreasing E". 

Calculated spectra for U, ,U= constant, Vax 

and different linear population distributions are shown 

in figure 5.42 a as well as a low pressure experimental 

spectrum (0.6 torr; 80 Nrn 2) for CC141Ar*.  Analogous to 

the above mentioned spectral calculations it was found 

that in order to obtain a calculated spectrum with a 

resonably comparable shape to the experimental 

spectrum it was necessary to weigh the population in 

the lowest levels relatively highly compared to that in 

the highest v' levels. Thus, in the calculation 

presented in figure 5.42 a,a linearly decreasing 

population with increasing vibrational level quantum 

number was found to give the best fit afa number of such 

linear population distribution functions. 

By using the same potentials and the ,10  function, 

as 	in the simulation calculations for CC14+A? MC, 

it was found that the shape and spectral range of the 

ArC1 MC observed from HC1+Ai (figure 3.29) is consistent 

with transitions from the very lowest vibrational levels 



a 	 NVK 

I 	\ 

00 	2 
	 v,  

[I] 

v' 

[P 	I 
E(70) x ocm 

Fig. 5.42 Calculated spectra and experimental ArC1, 

MC spectra. The calculated spectra were obtained for 

transitions from U cl  to U for 
	=constant ( 

a: Calculated spectra ( ® and ® ) and corresponding 

linear vibrational population distributions 

(N(v') vs v') for v'=.0-47. The dashed curve is an 

ArC1, MC spectrum generated by Ai-CCl , 0.6 torr 

(80 Nni ), 500um slit width. b: Calculated spectrum 

and vibrational contributions for v'=O, 1 and 2 (solid 

curves) and experimental ArC1, MC spectrum generated 
* by Ar+HC1, 500 p.m slit width (dashed curve). The 

calculated spectrum was obtained for a linear population 

distribution. lcm= 11.963 J mole. 



with v=  2 as shown in figure 5.42 b. The population 

distribution is found to be decreasing with increasing 

v' level. It should be noted,however,that the presence of 

an HClemission at the same frequency makes this analysis 

difficult. 

5.23 Discussion. 

* 
The population distributions obtained for ArC1(B) 

from the reaction of Cl2+Ai is found to differ from 

that obtained for the potassium halides from the 

reactions of the halogens with K in not showing a 

greatly inversed population distribution. This may be 

due to the fact that other reaction mechanisms are also 

responsible for the formation of ArC1(B) than the 

stripping mechanism, which has been used to explain 

the high efficiency of conversion of the exothermicity 

into vibrational excitation for the reactions of the 

halogens with the alkali atoms. 

Comparison of the results for the population 

distribution in ArC1 for CC144-Ar and C12+Ar suggests 

that relatively less fraction of, the total energy 

available goes into vibrational energy for CC144-A? than for 

C1 

`2 	This fact is consistent with what is found for 

the analogous reactions of potassium with CC14  and Cl2  

respectively-73,74  The latter of these reactions is 

thought to occur by the stripping mechanism to form 

vibrationally excited KC1 while for the former one the 

yield and other properties are intermediate between 
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those for the prototype rebound and stripping cases, 73 

with relatively less energy going into vibration. 

Liu and Olsen have performed ab initio calculations 141 

on the ground state of ArOl. The calculated potential 

has a slight Van der Vaals minimum at long internuclear 

distance (-"0.48 rim). It is lower in energy in the 

region of re  for U 1  than any of the lower state 

potential curves which were used in the simulation 

calculations. The potential curve U'j is closest to 

the calculated one of these (see figure 5.43). 

The nature of analytical potentials on the form 

is such that they all approach the asymptotic 

zero energy limit relatively slowly and are very steep 

to shorter wavelength, so it is even difficult to 

obtain closer fit than that shown in figure 5.43. A 

Morse potential with a slight minimum might be more 

useful for that purpose. 

If the analytical potentials are substituted by 

the calculated potential the upper state potential will 

have to be lowered by about 200-300 cm 	(2390-3590 

J mole) in order to make the calculated spectra 

lie in a correct position on the absolute frequency 

scale. This lowering is comparable to the lowering 

which was made for the U 1  potential (section 5 .132). Since both 

the potentials U 1  and LT 1  ,which were obtained by the 

same method, described in section 5.11,will have to be 

lowered, the conclusion is reached that this method 

leads to potentials of too high energy or too small 



Fig. 5.43 Repulsive potential curves for the irCl, 
X --state obtained from ab initio calculations 141 

(solid curve) and U, which was used in the simulation cl 
calculations for the ArC1, MC spectrum generated by 

Ar+ Cl2. The arrow indicates the euilibriwii 

internuclear distance for the U'1  potential. 

1cm= 11.963 J rnole. 
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bond strength. On the other hand, the fact that cl 

was found to give calculated v' contributions and spectra with 

the spcing  between brOPeakS close to that observed in 

the experimental spectra, suggests that the shape and 

the vibrational frequency of these potentials is close 

to that of the B-state. The spacing between broad 

peaks inthe cftour spectra has been found to be significantly 

dependent on the vibrational frequency. 9,21 

Due to the great overlap of transitions from a 

number of v' levels in spectra like those obtained for 

Ci2+Ai and CC1eAx these are more difficult to analyse 

and obtain significant information from, than spectra 

where fewer v' levels are emitting such as in the ArBr 

spectra. It is therefore of importance to select 

chlorine containing reagents which give relatively low 

threshold energy and few v' levels populated,for the 

purpose of studying the ArC1 system. While the reagents 

HC1, DC1 and CNC1 which were tried satisfy this 

requirement none of these are ideal for the purpose of 

studying the ArC1 spectra. The ArC1 spectra for HC1 and 

DC1 	overlap 	with HC1 and DC1 spectra and the 

ArC1 spectrum for CNC1 is very weak, possibly due to a 
* 	 * 

more favourable formation of ArCN rather than A--Cl, 

judging from somewhat analogous reactions such as the 

reactions of the alkaline earth atoms with CNBr 150 

which mainly result in the formation of the alkaline 

earth monocyanides. On the other hand spectra obtained 

for systems with low threshold energies do not show 
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any chlorine atomic lines, which makes these spectra 

less useful than the ArBr spectra. One of the great 

advantages of using the ArBr spectra for the purpose of 

studying the noble gas halide system is the appearance 

of the bromine atomic lines which could be used as an 

internal standard against which changes in the relative 

intensities could be studied. In most of the noble gas 

halide systems the situation is analogous to that found 

for the ArC1 system,and either no halogen atomic emission 

is observed or it is observed as well as complicated noble 

gas halide spectra. In other systems only halogen 

atomic emission is observed 	as for RI-tAi. This 

suggests that the ArBr spectra are the most useful 

spectra for studying the noble gas halide systems. 



APPENDIX 1 

Publications. 

The taper: "Emission Spectra of the Noble-gas 

halides: The B(1/2)-A(1/2) System". Chem. Phys. Lett. 

59 51 (1978) deals with some of my results as well as 

results obtained by Dr. M.F. Golde and M.P. Casassa 

and is listed below. 

In addition, two papers by Dr. M.F. Golde and 

myself on the subjects: 

I The Emission Spectrum of ArBr. 

II Potential Curves of ArBr and Population 

Distributions in the B(1/2) and C(3/2) 

Electronic States, 

are now in preparation and will be published soon. 
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The B(1/2)-A(1/2) transition has been detected in the emission spectra of ArBr, KrBr, }(il and Xel at low pressure. 
Comparison with the well-known "B-X" continua implies that, in many cases, the hitter is heavily overlapped by 
(?(3/2)-A(3/2) emission. 

1. Introduction 

The diatomic noble-gas halides were recently 
discovered through their chemilurninescence arising 
from the reactions of electronically-excited Ar, Kr 
and Xe (3P0,2) atoms with a variety of halogen-
containing molecules [1 

`
2]. These reactions are of 

great interest in that the excited atoms show certain 
properties similiar to those of ground state alkali atoms 
and the noble-gas halides have acquired importance as 
the basis of a group of high-power near-UV and 
vacuum-UV lasers. 

The properties of the noble-gas halides have been 
studied theoretically and also through their absorp-
tion and emission spectra. Ab initio calculations [3-5] 
show that three close-lying excited states. 13(11 = 1/2), 
C(3/2) and D(l/2) can emit by AQ = 0 transitions to 
the lower states, X(1/2), A(3/2) and .A(l /2) (see 
schematic potential curves, fig. 1). Of these, the 
B—X, C—A(3/2) and D—X systems have been 
observed [6,7]. 

Interpretation of the experimental spectra has 
been most successful for XeF and XeCl where vibra-
tina] and, for XeF, rotational analysis of the B—X 
and D—X spectra have given information about the 
hound upper and lower electronic states [8,9]. In the 
other molecules, where the lower states are largely 
unbound, the emission spectra are continuous and 
assumptions concerning the assignments of the various 

Also-,  Department of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, 
I dinbuj- UK. 

C 
uJ 

0 

C 
a) 
0 
0 

Internuclear Distance 
Fig. 1. Schematic potential curves for the noble-gas halides, 
AX. ESO,A (cm): Ar: 1432; Kr: 5371 Xe: 10537. 

ESO,X (cm'): Br: 3685; 1: 7603. - - - Transitions from 
B(1/2), . . . transitions from C(3/2). 

features in the spectra have been necessary in order 
to allow analysis of the spectra [10] 

In the present work, we report observation of 
B(1/2)—A(1/2) emission spectra in ArBr, KrBr, Kr! 
and Xe!. By comparing this new emission with the 
B—X and C—A(3/2) continua, we obtain evidence for 
appreciable overlap of B—X and C—A(3/2) emission 
in the "main continuum" of the spectrum. 

2. Experimental 

Spectra were generated in a discharge-flow appara-
tus by the reaction of metastable Ar, Kr and Xe 

611 
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atoms (A*3P0 2) with bromine- and iodine-containing 
molecules (RX): 

A*+RX+ AX* +R, 	 (1) 

AX* _A+X+hp. 	 (2) 

The metastable excited atoms were produced by 
flowing prepurified Ar, pure or with small admixtures 
of Kr or Xe, through a weak dc discharge at a total 
pressure of 0.5 to 12 torr. This flow was mixed with a 
small flow of reagent molecules, emerging from a con-
centric tube and the emission from the mb ng zone 
was monitored with a vacuum mnochromator 
(Huger E766 one-meter normal incidence or Minute-
man 305 MV 1/2-meter Czerny —Turner) and photo-
multipliers (EMR 542G for wavelengths less than 
185 rim and EMI 9789QB for the range 150 to 
500 rim). 

The spectral responses of the detection systems 
were measured using band and continuous spectra 
of known spectral distribution. For the vacuum-UV, 
the ArC1 B--X continuum (Ar* + C12, Cd4), and the 
112(B' —X E ). N2(a '119_XE) and CO(A IT—
X l+)  band systems were used and, for the near UV, 
NO(A 2 Z—X 211)  N2(C 3110B 3n g)and CO(a 31j---
X 1)•  The spectra presented here have been cor-
rected, where necessary, for spectral response. 

Gaseous reagents, HBr and HI (Matheson), were 
trapped at 77 K and pumped on to remove volatile 
impurities, then were passed through a cooled, 195 K, 
trap at low pressure to remove condensable im-
purities. CHBr3, CBr4, CH3I and Cl-I212  (Aldrich 
Chemical Co.) and Br2 and 12 (Mallirickrodt Inc.) 
were used without purification. 

3. Results 

The reactions of Ar, Kr and Xe metastable (3 P0,2 ) 

atoms with Br2 , 1, HBr, HI, CH2Br2, CHBr3, CBr4, 
CH3 I and CH212  were studied. The dominant com-
ponent of the gas was always Ar, the other com-
ponents normally comprising at most a few percent 
of the flow. Low pressure spectra are presented in 
figs. 2 to 5; these include the first published spectra 
of Krl and ArBr. 

The emission spectra arising from the reactions of 
Ar* with all the iodides and of Kr*  with 12 and 
CH2I, consisted only of atomic lines from energeti- 

I 	 —r 

Kri- HI 

(Mc)J 

X loo 

3, 	

1 

190 	200 	20 	220 	230 

Wavelength , nm 

Fig. 2. KrI*  spectrum generated by Kr* + III at 2.1 torr total 
pressure. Iodine tines at 184.5, 187.6 and 206.2 nm arise 
from Ar* + HI. 

cally-accessible excited states of iodine, populated 
by dissociative excitation of the reagent molecule. 
Kr* + HI, however, gave three distinct regions of con-
tinuous emission, as shown in fig. 2, which are 
referred to, from low to high wavelength, as the main 
continuum (MC), secondary continuum (SC) and 
third continuum (TC) and were assigned as prin-
cipally B(I/2)—X(1/2). C(3/2)—A(3/2) and B(1/2)—
A(1/2) respectively. The very intense I(6s 4 P512-

2 P317) line at 183 nni provided the low wavelength 
limit of this spectrum; other much weaker [lines 

Xe+Ht 

0.9 Tor, 

5.5 Torr 

MC 

SC 
X 10 

B  

B-11 
240 	 280 	 320 

Wavelength rim 
Fig. 3. XCI*  spectra generated by Xe* + Hl. Integrated inten-
sities at the two pressures are equal. 
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Xe*+ CH212 

200 	 'J 	 e. 0 V 	 jeu 

Wavelength nm 

hg 4. XeIt spectrum generated by Xe* + CH 2I2 . Total 
pressure: 0.8 torr. 

arise from the reaction of HI with residual traces 
of Ar*. 

Spectra of Xe*  with Cl-I31, CH212  and HI showed 
no 1* emission; again, the three XeI continua could 
he clearly distinguished (figs. 3 and 4). 

For the reactions of Kr*  with HBr and the bromo-
methanes, the MC and SC of KrBr were clearly 
resolved, but the B—A(1/2) system appeared as a 
shoulder at the long wavelength end of the C—A(3/2) 
continuum; structure, in the form of a separate peak 
at 228 nm, was apparent only in the case of 

+ HBr. 
The spectra of ArBr in fig. 5 are composites of  

data obtained with both detection systems used in 
this study: the B—A(l/2) continuum is only partially 
resolved from the strong SC in the Ar*  + CH-) Br2 and 
HBr spectra. In the spectrum from Ar* + HBr, a fur-
ther weak continuum was observed, extending from 
the tail of the B—A(1/2) system at 185 nrri to at 
least 330 nm. The considerable structure in the ArBr 
continua will be discussed in a separate publication. 

The dependence of the form of the spectra on 
total At pressure was investigated in order to coy. im 
the B—A(1/2) assignments. For Xe* + HI, the ratio of 
the integrated Xe I MC intcnsity to that of the B—A( 1/2) 
continuum varied little with increasing pressure 
(fig. 6), while the SC intensity dropped markedly 
relative to that of the MC, due to electronic quench-
ing of the C state. 

Fig. 5 shows spectra of the Ar* + Cl-I2 Br2 reaction 
at 0.7 and 2.8 tort, the spectra being normalized to 
yield equal total integrated intensities. Both the 
B—A(1/2) region and MC peak show a positive pres-
sure dependence, while the whole SC drops in inten-
sity as the pressure is raised. Further data in table I 

0.5 
	

0.5 
. 	-----. — 

-- 
S 

S - 
, S 

/ 	 0.4 0.4 

Br 	Br 	
CH2Br2 

- 0.7 Tory 
2.8 Torr 

X 10 

L) 0.3 

C-) 
U, 

0.2 

0.3 , 

4 

0.2 

rex 

-Jo 
2 	4 	6 	8 	10 

	
2 

160 	 170 	 180 
	 Pressure, Torr 

Wavelength , nm 	 Fig. 6. Pressure dependence of the main continuum, 
Fig. 5. ArBr*  spectra generated by Ar* + CH 2  Br 2 . The 	secondary continuum and third continuum (B—A(1/2)) in 
Integrated intensities at the two pressures are equal. 	 XeI* (Xe* + HI). 0 1B - A/1MC; OZSC/IMC. 
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Table 1 
Pressure dependence of the C—A(3/2) and B—A(1/2) con-
tinua relative to the main continuum in ArBr*  from the 
reaction of Ax with CH2 Br2  

p (torr) 
!(172.Onm) 

1(165.2 am) 

1(179.Onm) 

1(165.2 nm) 

1(182.Onm) 

1(165.2 am) 

0.45 0.78 0.027 0.030 
0.77 0.59 0.029 0.031(5) 
1.33 045 0.033 0.033 
1.78 0.37 0.034(5) 0.033 
2.34 0.31 0.038 0.034 
3.06 0.25 0.040 0.035 
3.75 - 0.042 0.035 

confirm that the pressure dependence at 182 nm in 
the third continuum is closely similar to that of the 
B—X peak at 165.2 nm. No strong pressure depen-
dence of the form of the Kr! spectrum was observed 
over the range 1 to 4 torr, but the other systems 
studied showed behavior comparable to that of 
Xe* + HI and ArBr. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Assignment of the B—A(112) system 

Ab initio calculations [3-5] have provided much 
of the present knowledge concerning the electronic 
states of the noble-gas halides. The potential curves 
of the excited B(I/2) and C(3/2) states are predicted 
to be similar in shape and position but there is as yet 
no definite experimental information as to their 
relative positions. Calculations and experiments [7] 
find that the D(l/2) state is displaced to higher 
energy by approximately the spin—orbit splitting of 
the noble-gas positive ion. 

Calculations and experiment further agree that the 
A(3/2) state is considerably more repulsive than the 
X(1/2) ground state [5,10,11]. The A(1/2) state lies 
above the A(3/2) state by the halogen atom spin—
orbit splitting at large internuclear distance; an atoms-
in-molecule model calculation for KrF [3] found the 
A(1/2) and A(3/2) components to converge slowly 
at smaller internuclear distances to a limiting energy 
separation of two-thirds of that in the free atom. 

The schematic potential curves, fig. I, constructed 
on the basis of the above, imply that the B—A( 1/2)  

bound—free continuum is expected to resemble that 
of the C—A(312) system in shape but to be shifted to 
long wavelength by approximately the halogen spin—
orbit splitting. As shown in 11g. 1, the limiting low 
and high wavelength regions of these continua should 
involve transitions close to the outer and inner 
turning-points respectively from the highest popu-
lated vibrational levels of the emitting states. 

Applying these principles to the experimental 
spectra, in KrI (fig. 2), the highest emitting levels are 
determined by predissociation of the B and C states 
by states correlating with Kr( 1 S0)4- l*(4P512)  (not 
shown in fig. I). The threshold of the C —A(3/2) 
system is thus defined approximately by the wave-
length, 183.0 am, of the l(4 P512-2 P312) line. The 
low wavelength threshold of the B—A(1/2) continuum 
is 213.3 ± 0.2 nm, a displacement of7750±40cm 
from the iodine line. This value is close to the spin—
orbit splitting of the I atom, 7603 cm. 

Similarly, in the Xe* + HI spectrum, the predicted 
B—A(1/2) threshold is at 280.8 ± 0.6 am, close to the 
lowest wavelength, 285 nm, at which B—A(1/2) 
emission can be resolved from the overlapping 
C—A(3/2) system. 

In all the other noble-gas halides, the B—A(1/2) 
low wavelength threshold lies in the region of strong 
C—A(3/2) or B—X emission. 

The long wavelength limits of the Krl B—A(l/2) 
and C—A(3/2) continua are similarly separated by an 
energy close to the iodine spin—orbit splitting. For 
Xe!, KrBr and ArBr, however, this separation, al-
though not accessible to precise measurement, is 
always somewhat smaller than the halogen spin—orbit 
splitting. We ascribe this to small differences in the 
B- and C-state potentials and in the A(3!2)  and 
A(1/2) potentials, as discussed above (see fig. 1). 

In conclusion, the wavelength ranges of the third 
continua are consistent with either B- or C-state 
emission to the A(1/2) state and the pressure depen-
dences of the spectra (figs. S and 6 and table 1) 
establish the emitting state as the B(1/2) state. 

The structure in the "third continua" is also con-
sistent with this assignment. The broad oscillations in 
the ArBr and Xe* + CH212 spectra and at the long 
wavelength end of the Xe* + HI spectrum are quan-
tum oscillations analogous to those in the C—A(3/2) 
spectrum [10], arising from the overlap of upper and 
lower state wave functions near the inner turning 
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points of the potential curves. The structure in the 
low wavelength region of the Xe* + HI B—A(1/2) 
spectrum is due to emission near the outer turning-
point; each emitting vibrational level gives rise 
effectively to a separate peak and the spacing, 
approximately 110 cm 1,  between peaks is close 
to the vibration frequency of the analogous alkali 
halide, Cs!. 

The branching ratio for B-state emission to the 
X and A(1/2) states can be estimated from the Kr*, 

Xe + HI specXra, showing that the B—A(1/2) system 
accounts for approximately 20% of the B-state 
emission in Kr! and Xe!. 

For the bromides, the B—A(1/2) continuum is 
best resolved in ArBr; the resolved portion in the 
Ar* + HBr spectrum accounts for over 10% of the 
total B-state emission. 

The iodides and bromides thus show very different 
behavior to KrF, for which calculations predict the 
B—A(1/2) system to be weaker than the B—X by a 
factor of about 30 [3]. 

4.2. composition of the main continuum 

Analysis of the noble-gas halide spectra is of 
interest for two reasons: to obtain potential curves 
for these novel species and to determine the vibra-
tional distributions in the emitting states. This is 
especially important for spectra at low pressure 
(41 torr), where the unrelaxed distributions give 
information concerning the dynamics of the forma-
tion reactions (1). The present results have an 
impact on both these aspects, in providiig the first 
instance, in the noble-gas halides, of two band 
systems arising from a single excited electronic state. 

Previous analyses of the MC of KrF at low pres-
sure [10] and of several other noble-gas halides at 
high pressure [12] have assumed that the entire 
emission within this region can be assigned to the 
B—X system. A surprising result of the present study 
of AiBr and Xel was that the ratio of the B—A(1/2) 
intensity to that of the MC shows a small but definite 
positive pressure dependence. For Xe* + HI (fig. 6), 
where integrated intensities in the MC and B—A(1/2) 
continua were measured, the change in the ratio is 
about 20% between I and 5 torr. 

For ArBr (Ar* + CH2Br2), the enhancement with 
pressure of the resolved B—A(1/2) emission relative to  

the peak of the MC, which itself shows a strong 
positive pressure dependence, is very striking (fig. 5 
and table 1); the ratio of the B—A(1/2) intensity at 
179 rim to the MC peak rises by more than 50% 
between 0.45 and 3.75 tort. 

These results are consistent with a significant con-
tribution of C state emission to the MC region. This 
is not unexpected as the C--A(3/2) low-wavelength 
threshold coincides with that of the B—X system 
(see fig. I) and the spectra for Xe* + CH212 and 
Ar* + CH2  Br2  (figs. 4 and 5) show strong C—A(3/2) 
emission right up to the long wavelength edge of the 
strong peak of the MC. 

That the C—A(3/2) emission extends strongly to 
low wavelength under the MC can be deduced from 
the two Xe* + HI spectra in fig. 3, referring to 0.8 
and 5.6 torr. The decrease in C—A(3/2) emission 
intensity as the pressure is increased is due to elec-
tronic quenching of the C(3/2) to the B( 1/2) state. 
This is seen to result in an intensity enhancement of 
almost the whole B—A(1/2) spectrum, consistent 
with enhanced population of all but the highest 
emitting levels of the B state (which may be depleted 
by vibrational relaxation). In contrast, only the long 
wavelength peak of the MC shows a comparable 
enhancement, showing that at lower wavelength, 
particularly in the range 240-250 nm, quenching of 
contributing C-state emission is offsetting most of 
the enhancement of B—X emission. 

In terms of the potential curves of fig. 1, this por-
tion of C—A(3/2) emission arises from transitions 
near the outer turning-point of the C-state potential 
curve. Strong emission may result, despite the fact 
that the electronic transition moment for C—A(3/2) 
has been calculated to decrease sharply with in-
creasing internuclear distance [3,5] , because of the 
strong v dependence of intensity on transition fre-
quency, v, when the spectra are plotted, as here, on a 
wavelength scale. For high vibrational levels, the 
outer turning-point in the C state occurs at very 
large internuclear distances; in these cases (e.g. 
Xe* + CH212), the low wavelength region probably 
also includes C—X emission, whose transition moment 
may exceed that of C—A(3/2) in this region [3]. 

We have calculated C—A(3/2), X spectra for KrF, 
for which calculated molecular properties are avail-
able; these show that emission from high vibrational 
levels in fact reaches a separate intensity maximum at 
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low wavelength, in the region of the MC. This be-
havior is supported by the observed spectra of several 
noble-gas halides, in which strong C—A(3/2) emission 
in the SC is accompanied by a pronounced hump or 
shoulder in the low-wavelength region of the MC. 
Examples include Xe* + CH212 (fig. 4), Kr* + CBr4 
and CHBr3, and Ar* + CCI4. 

The possible presence of appreciable C-state 
emission particularly at low pressures must be 
considered when analyzing the MC in terms of the 
dominant B—X system. For the low-pressure ArBr 
spectrum produced by Ar* + CH2 Br2, for instance, 
the MC cannot be simulated in terms of B—X tran-
sitions alone. However, in other cases such fits to the 
MC may be possible but will give erroneous results 
for the B and X state potential curves and the B state 
vibrational distribution unless the C—A(3/2) 
contribution is allowed for. 

Additionally, in deriving vibrational distributions 
in the B state, both the B—X and B—A(1/2) continua 
must be analyzed; because of the strong and very dif-
ferent dependence of transition moments on inter-
nuclear distance for these two transitions (31, the 
partitioning of emission between the B—X and 
B—A(1/2) systems may change markedly with 
vibrational quantum number. 
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APPENDIX 2. 

Computer Program. 

Computer program (FORTRAN IV) to calculate 

vibrational contributions and spectra for bound-free 

transitions for: 

The bound potential U• 

Exponential repulsive potential 

U"= a exp(-r/b)) (a=APAR, b=BPAR). 

Certain range of energy levels in U" between 

EN and EM. 

,,U=constant and three linear 1u1functions 

(= a1. r+b1) for a1 =ALP1, ALF2, ALF3 and 

b1 =BET1, BET2, BET3. 

Certain number of vibrational levels (v= S-i). max 

Certain population distribution values 

(N(v') = VECI1(J)), 

The calculations are based on the methods described 

in chaDter 4. The wavefunctions used are uniform WKB 

wavefunctions. The subroutine: C05AA5(A,B,C,D,E) which 

is used is not included. It is a standard subroutine to 

calculate a zero of a function by the binomial bisection 

method. 



C 
C 
C 

DOUBLE PRECISION ATSE MMDSJi ,SAFI 
DIMENSION VEC6(50),VEC7(50)9VFC8(50)tI:C9(50 
DIMENSION xT(3),yr (3) 
DIMENSION SBJ(150) 
DIMENSION AM(50Y50)  
DIMENSION VEC1Q(50) 	VEC11(50) 
DIMENSION VEC20(50),VEC21(50),vEC22(0)cEc93(50) 
DIMENSION VEC24(50),vEc25(50))Fo26(0),cIFr./(50)9vrc28(50) 
DIMENSION BM(5O,50) 'CM(50,5O) 	DM(S0S0) 
DIMENSION VE:c%(100) 
DIMENSION VEC1 	100 	VEC2 (100) 	VEC3 ( 100) 	VEC4(100) 
DIMENSION VEC16 50 	VEC17(50) 	VEC1SSO ) 
DIMENSION VEC1250) 9VEC13('50)YVEC14(50) 	'EC15(5O) 
DIMENSION VEC30( So) 	VI:.C3i. (SO) 
COMMON /D/ARRYAPARYBPAR  
COMMON /E/CA1 CA2 CB1 0B2 Ccl 0D3 CE4 
COMMON /C/tiER tIAN1 , DAN2 
NO N = 0 
ro 436 J=050 
DO 437 I=010 
BM ( I 	J ) =0 
CM(I,J)=O 
DM(I,J)=O 
AM(IJ)=() 

437 CONTINUE 
436 CONTINUE 

C INPUT 
RE:AD5,735) ENVEM 

EN & FM ARE THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ENERGIES FJJ E S 	FEL1IVLJ 
C AT WHICH THE LOWER STATE WAVEFUNCTIONS ARE EVALUATED 

READ ( S 735) AFAR, DPAR 
C APAR & }3FAR ARE CONSTANTS IN THE EXPONENTIAL REPULSIVE 
C POTENTIAL, U' :AFAF*EXF'( -R(NM) /BPAR) 

READ(5+735) ALF1BEr1 
READ(5y735) ALF2F3ET 2 
READ(5Y735) ALF3,BET3 

C ALFI & BETI (I=12,3) ARE SLOPES AND INTERSECTS 
C RESPECTIVELY, FOR LINEAR TRANSITION MOMENT FUNCTIONS 

READ(5y736) S 

C S IS THE TOTAL. NUMBER OF EMITTING VIBRATIONAL LEVELS 
C (S•('aFOR ARBR) 
735 FORMAT(20) 
736 FORMAT (0) 

226 

I I = S 
IS=S 



227 

C CONSTANTS CHARACTERISTIC FOR THE UPPER STATE POTENTIAL 
C WHICH IS USED 

DO 733 j 1 II 
733 READ(7734) VEC31(J) 
734 FORMAT(G) 
THE VEC31 (J ) VALUES ARE NORMALIZATION FACTORS 
FOR THE UPPER STATE WAVEFUNCTIONS 

CA1=1 144 25956f3E4 
CA20 3746623 
CD 1=5 94444358E6 
C B 2 0+45136 () 66 
CC1=116055.75 
CE13= 156287 • 98 
CE: 4 327057+47 

THE ABOVE CONSTANTS CAl -CE:4 ,ARE CHARACTERISTIC C0NSTANrE 
FOR EVALUATING THE UPPER STATE POTENTIAL CURVE WHICH IS 
EXPRESSED AS:  
U' =CA:L*EXF' --R (A) /CA2 +CB1*E:xp ( -R (A) /CB2 

-CCi,'R(A)-CD3/(R(A)**3)--CE4/(R(A)**4) 
D FR = 193 + 8215021 
El A N :1=: 0 + 5599028087 
DAN2=-0 • 0020458953 

I)FRriAN:t DAN2 ARE CONSTANTS IN AN EXPRESSION FOR THE 
ENERGY OF THE VIBRATIONAL LEVELS 
(3 (V' ) =DFR* (V '+0 5) -tIAN1* ((V '+0 5) **2 ) +DAN2* ((V / +0 • 5) **3) 

ULL=EN 
S:t CONTINUE 

UL.L=t.JLL-$() + 
C FEOUENCY DIFFERENCE: BETWEEN CALCULATED POINTS IS 80 CM-1 

EN=ULL 
S U MM A 0 
SUM MB 0 
S U MM C : 0 
S U MMD = 0 
XU=2 • 66 

C XU=2+66 IS THE MINIMUM INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE(R) 
KINAO 
X U U = X U 
El=35710+25088 
I I•1•.1 4 SJ 

C TA=3+56 IS THE MAXIMUM INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE(R) 
1 CONTINUE 

A SUM = 0 
A A 0 
AKBO 	 * 

VEC31 (1 )=0,6059147 

TA=TA-0+03 
	

VEC31 (2)=0.4269020 

C TA(MAX R) IS LOWERED 
	 VEC31 (3)=0.2125622 

K=O 
	 UEC31 (4)=0+8651362E-1 

I = 0 
	 VEC31(5)=0.3041684E-1 

s=S-1 
	 VEC31 (6)=0+9610008E-2 

I R K = 0 	
VEC31 (8)=0.7345012E-3 
VEC31 (7)=0.275(3732E-2 
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C UPPER STATE I'JAVEFI.JNCTION CALCULATED AT AT THE INTER--
C NUCLEAR DISTANCE XU (A) 

40 XtJ=XU+0,005 
II. S 

C ENERGY OF VIBRATIONAL LEVEL WITH VIBRATIONAL. QUANTUM 
C NUMBER S EVALUATED 

EXTERNAL :ci 
COMMON E 
I 	K 	:t i K + 1 
F11=9+00 
Fi.- F1 :1*DFR 
F21=Fi1*F:Li 
F2:_DAN1*F91 

13:*DAN2*F31 
F=F I +F2+F3 
E=37131 .55-F 

C 37131.55 isTHE ENERGY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN V'=7 AND THE 
C AS-YMPTOTIC ENERGY FOR THE B-STATE -..-=:::.THE CALCUL- 
C ATELI SPECTRA WILL BE ON THE E'(7)-SCALE. 

DEE:=E-E 1 
EN=EN-tIEE 

C CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY OF THE V'-LEVEL ENDED 

IF(EN--0) 50y5O y52 
52 CONTINUE 

C TURNING POINTS CALCULATED 
E :1. = E 
A=2.75 
B=3.048 
XL X Y (S A B) 
A=3.048 

+ 43 
RU=XY (S A ,B) 

C TURNING POINT CALCULATION ENDED 
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C S(R) CALCULATED sR=X1, R=xU 
CALL CG4(XL.R1J,FCT,Y) 
BB=( 2 .*Y)/3 14:1.592654 
BSORT ( BB) 
A-B 
IF(XU-XL) 569 

6 Y=O 
Xi=A 
GO TO 7 

5 CONTINUE 
RR :1. =X11 
RR2-XL 
CALL c.G2(RR1,RR2,FCT,Y) 
Y I Y 
A=B 
xi=XX(Y:i 	) 
xl = - x 1 
GO TO 7 

B CONTINUE 
IF(XU-RU) 2,4,3 

2 CONTINUE 
CALL Q64(XL,XU,FCT,Y) 
Xi = X W ( Y A B) 

o TO 7 
3 XL.=RU 
CALL Bo2(xL.,xUFCT,Y) 
Y 1 Y 

X1=XX( Y:i ,A) 
oo TO 7 

4 Xi=B 
Y=BB 

7 CONTINUE 
C 9(R) CALCULATION ENDED, S(R)=Xi,RXU 

C P(R) CALCULATED 
Wli=-(XU/CA2) 
W12=EXF(Wii 
W 1= C A 1* Wi 2 
W21=- (X1.J/CB2) 
W22-EXP(W21) 
W 2 =C B 1* W22 
W3=-(CC1/XU) 
W 41= X U * X U * X U 
w4=-Ct'3/W41) 
W Si = W 41* X U 
W5=-(CE4/W51) 
W=Wi+W2+W3+W4+W5 
F2=-E1-W 
F1=ABS(F2) 
F'=SQRT(Pl) 

C P(R) CALCULATION ENDED 

C SQRT(C*C 	5*9) CALCULATED 
D E Ni = Xi * Xl 
DEN3=BB-DEN1 
DEN2=ABS(DEN3) 
t'EN=SQRT ( t'EN2) 

C SORT(C*C -5*5) CALCULATION ENDED 
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in ; DEe N/ F 
sttRDr;=scRr ( DROS ) 

C HERMITE POLYNOMIA CALCULATED 
VAR=i + 1211372*Xi 
ii = CE :r + i 
IF(II-O) 23,23,24 

23 CONTINUE 
AH=:E 00E25 
GO TO 30 

24 IFI1•1) 25r2526 
25 CONTINUE 

AH=2.81 +OOE•-25*VAR 
GO TO 30 

26 CONTINUE 
VEC30(i ).--i 00E-75 
VEC30 (2) =2 *1 • OOE--25*VAR 
DO 27 J=3,IT 
ES-J2 
IES::J-2 
IET=J-i 
TRtJ=-(2 *ES*VEC3O( IES)) 
DEL.=2.*ESVEC30( IES)) 
BEL=2 • *VAR*VEC3O ( rET) 

27 VE:C30(j)rRu.fDEL 
AH:VEC3() ( IT) 

:30 CONTINUE 
C HERMITE POLYNOMIA CALCULATION ENDED 

C EXP TERM CALCULATED 
EX:L=••.0+62847433*tIFN1 
EX:EXP(EXj.) 

C EXP TERM CALCULATION ENDED 

ANVEC31 (IT) 
Y WAVE = E X * A H * A N 
UWAVE=SDRDS*YWAVE 

C CALCULATION OF UPPER STATE WAVEFUNCT ION ENDED 

C WAVEFUNCTION FOR LOWER STATE(1J' ' ) CALCULATED 
ZONA=EN/ ( APAR) 
ZONB=AL.Ot3 (ZONA) 
Z1=BF'AR*ZONB 
IF(XUZ1) 70,7102 

72 RXX=Zi 
R Y Y X U 

EXTERNAL FOSS 
COMMON APR 
CALL CG3(RXX,RYY,.FOSS,YKK) 
ARS=(0,7413876215*yK)+06889909831 
BRS=( 1 .0125*YK1<)+4. 
FOS=ZK(YKK,ARS,RS) 
GO TO 73 

71 FOS=0+6899902e31 
GO TO 73 
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70 CONTINUE 
R XX X U 
R Y Y Zi. 
ARR=EN 
EXTERNAL FOSS 
COMMON ARR 
CALL 003(RXX,RYY,FOSS,YKK) 
AOER=0 • 4747076102 
BRSSORT (AOER) 
ARS1 .00D-i9 
FOS:=ZM(yKKARS,}3R9) 

73 CONTINUE 
R Xl F OS 
RX2=1 .2569164*RX1 
S A F I = R x 2 
ATSE?1MBSJ1 (SAFI :rER) 
RYSORr(Rx2) 
B X = R A I SE 
t'll=-(XU/BFAR) 
D12=EXP(E'll ) 
Di-APAR*E'12 
F' X EN-B 1 
F Z A B S (P X) 
FY=SORT ( PZ) 
OL='-(0,4747076102/(Fog*Fos)) 
OM=i • 
1) K ABS (0 M) 
ON=SORT ( PK) 
V ELI = ON / F Y 
VELTS=SORT(UELT) 
B I 	V EL I S 4( B X 
IF(IRK-3) 632633,633 

633 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6631) XU'XMVELTSBX.Bj. 

631 FORMAT(50) 
I R K = C) 
131..ro 632 

C CALCULATION FOR WAVEFUNCTION IN Ull ENDED 

C TRANSITION MOMENT FUNCTIONS CALCULATED 
DA= ( ALF1*XU )+BErl 
DB=(ALF2*XU)+BET2 
DC=(ALF3*.X1J)+BET3 

C CALCULATION OF TRANSITION MOMENT FUNCTIONS ENDED 

C FC-FACTOR CALCULATED 
632 CONTINUE 

FRA=B1*.UWAVE*l .0E4-3 
AFRA=riA*FRA 
B FR A = B B * FR A 
C FR A DC * FR A 
AK A = A K A + A FR A 
A K B A K B f B FR A 
A K C A K Cf CF R A 
A SUM A SUM + F IC A 

C FC-FACTOR CALCULATION ENDED 
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IF(XU-TA) 40,40,41 
41 CONTINUE 

PS U NI A S U NI * AS U H 
K I N A = i N A +1 
VECS (K INA) =PSLJM 
S U NI NI A = S U NI NI A + B S U H 
VEC20 ( KINA ) =AKA*AKA 
SUNIMP=SUMMB+VEC20 (KINA) 
vEc21(KINA)=AKB*AKB 
SUMMC=SUMMC+VEC21 (KINA) 
V E C 22 (KIN A) A K C * AK C 
SUMMt'=SUMMD+VEC22 (K I NA) 
X U U : X U U + 0+06 

C MINIMUM INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE INCREASED 
Xli = X U Ii 
IF(9-0) 50,50,1 

50 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6Y144) 

144 FORMAT(4X,1:1HV'HAXV'HIN) 
WRITE(6045) 

145 F0RMAr(4x,7HE' 'A(7) 
WRIT E(6,820) IJLL 

820 FORMAT(0) 

WRITE(6143) 
143 FORMAT(5X,29HL5*S2(W1*MI*W2) FOR I:0,4,5,6) 

WRITE(6851) (VECS(J) J=1,KINA) 
WRITE(6Y851) (VEC20(J) ,J=l KINA) 
WRITE(6y851) (VEC21 (J) ,J=1 ,KINA) 
WRITE(6851) (VEC22(J)J1vKiNA) 
NO N = NON +1 
VEC1O (NON) =ULL 
DO 6() J=1KINA 
BM(,JNON)=VEC20(J) 
CM(J,NON);:VEC21(J) 
tIM(JpNON):VEC22(J) 

60 AM(J,NON)VECS(J) 
IF(ULL-EM) 61,51,51 

61 CONTINUE 
64 READ(5851) (VEC11(,J) ,j:i,IS) 

C POPULATION DISTRIBUTION VALUES (=VEC11 (J) 
DO 62 J=1NON 
TSS=0 
T R R = 0 
irr=o 
TV V = 0 
DO 63 1=1,18 
VEC23(I ):V[Ci1( I)*BM(:E J 
VEC24(I)=VECilI)*CM(IJ) 
VEC25(I):VECj.l(I)*DM(IyJ) 
TRR=TRR+VEC.23 ( I) 
TTT=TTT+VEC24 ( I) 
TVV=TVV+VEC25 (I 
VEC7( I )=VEC11 (I )*AM( I J) 

63 TSS=TSS+VEC7 ( I) 
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VEC26 ( J ) =TRR 
'-EC27 ( J ) =TTT 
cEC2G(J)=Tc'V 

62 VEC6(J):=T3S 
WRITE(6Y140) 

140 FORMAT ( 4X 23HF'0PULAT ION DISTRIBUTION)  
WRITE (685i)VEC1J J:tyIS) 
WRITE(6Y141) 

141 FORMAT(4X9HINTENSITy) 
WRITE(6Y146) 

146 FORMAT ( 4X 3HMO ) 
WRITE(6Y851) (VEC6(j)j::1ya) 
WRITE(6p147) 

1470  
WRITE(67951) (VEC26(J) J1 ,NON) 
WRITE(6y148) 

148 FORMAT(4x,3HM5: ) 
WRITE(0851) (VEC27(J) ,J=1 ,NON) 
WRITE(6p149) 

149 FORMAT(4X3HM6:) 
WR:ETE6851) (VE28(J) ,J=1 ,NON) 
WRITE(6Y142) 

142 FORMAT4X7HE' 'A(2') 
WRITE(6w851) (VECiojj=:L,NoN) 
GO 10 64 

850 FORMAT(G) 
851 FORMAr8G 

END 

C SUBPROGRAMS (SUBRO(JTIUES FUNCTIONS): 
Cl 

SUBROUTINE aG3(Rxx,RyyFoss,yKK) 
* 5* (RXX+RYY) 

B : R \( R XX 
Y=0 • 2886751 *B 
Y<=0.5*B*(F(JSS(A+y)+FOsg(A-.y)) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FOSS(X) 
COMMON /D/ARRAPARBPAR 
BT1=-(X/BPAR) 
BT'=ExF' ( BT1 
B T = A F' AR * B 12 
BS=ARR-BT 
B 6:1 A B S (B S) 
FOSS=SORT(B91) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE QO4(XL.XUFCT,Y) 
A0.5*(XU+XL) 
B=XU-XL 
Ci:0,430568155*B 
C2=0, 16999052*.B 
Y:L=FCT(A-C1 )*0+ :L73927425 
Y=FCTA.-C200,326072575 
Y3=FC r (A+C2 ) *0.326072575 
Y4:FCT(A+C1 )*0, 173927425 
Y=B* ( Yi+Y2+Y3+Y4) 
RETURN 
ENE,  

SUBROUTINE 0(32 (XL, XU FCT Y) 
A() • 5* ( XU+XL) 
B X U - XL 
Y = 0 • 2886751 * B 
Y=0+5*}1*(FCT(A+Y)•+•FCT(A•-Y)) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FCT ( x ) 
COMMON E 
CCJIMON /E/CA1 CA;. CB1 Ci2 ,CCI CD3 CE4 
Vi1:(X/CA2) 
V12:EXP( Vii) 
Vi = i * V 1 2 
V21=-(X/CBI)  
V22=EXP ( V21) 
V 2 = C B 1* V 22 
V3=-(CC:t/X) 
V 41 X * X * X 
V4= (CL13/V41 
V 51 : v 4:1 * X 
V5=(CE4/V51 
V = V 1 + V 2 + 1)34.  V 4 +V 5 

FCr1=ABS ( FCT2 
FCT:SORT ( FC1 
RETURN 
E N Li 

FUNCTION XW(YA,B) 
COMMON /A/CONCX,CCX 
EXTERNAL 6 
CON=Y 
CX=B 
CCX = B * B 
EPS:i +OOE-7 
ETA=1 +OOE-7 
IFAIL=1 
CALL C05AF(AB,EPS,O,XL4 
RETURN 
END 



FUNCTION 0(XW) 
COMMON /A/CONyCX,CCX 
01 i:XW*XW 
(312:CCX61i 
013=SORT (612) 
Gi=XW*613/2, 
021=XW/CX 
622-ASIN(621) 
02 = CCX * (322 / 2 
63=3. 141592654*CCX/4, 
o = 61 f 02 f 63-CON 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XX(Y1,A) 
COMMON i'D/CONl C CC 
EXTERNAL (31 
(:ONJ.=Y1 
B = 6 

- -\ 

CC-  A * A 
EPS=1 ,00E-7 
ETA:1 OOE-7 
IFAIL.=1 
CALL COAAF (A, B EPS ,G1 ,XX) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION 0I(XX) 
COMMON /B/CON1 ,C CC 
C) :1 1 XX * XX 
1312=011-CC 
0 :1. 3 SO R r (012) 
(31= XX * (313/2, 
021 = XX f 013 
022:ALO0( 621) 
G2:-(CC*G22/2,) 
031= C 
632=ALOO (631) 
03 C C * (332 / 2. 
0I:01+62+03_CON1 
RETURN 
END 

235 
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FUNCTION XY(S,AE) 
COMMON E2 
COMMON /C/DFR , tiAN:l. DAN2 
EXTERNAL FUN 
Cl -C1 I::•  

Fl=F1 i*LIFR 
F21=Fi 1*Fi1 
F2-DANl*F21 
F 31 = F 21 * Eli 
F 3 - DAN 2 * F 31 
F=F1+F2+F3 
E2=37131 5-F 
EF=i .00E-7 
ET 1 • OOE7 
IFAIL=i 
CALL. C05AAF(A,ByEP,FUNyXY) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FUNKY) XY) 
COMMON E2 
COMMON /E/CA1(:;A2,cB1,cB2cci,cD3cE4 
Vi=- ( CC1/XY) 
V 21 = X 'i' * X Y * X Y 
V2=- (CD3/V21) 
Vii=-(XY/CBi) 
V52=EXF*(V21) 
V 5 =C B 1* V 22 
V31=V21*XY 
V3=- (CE4/V3:t 
V 41 - ( XI / CA 2) 
V42=EXF (V41) 
V 4 CA :1 * V 42 
V=Vi +V2+V3±V4+V5 
FUN=V+E2 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION ZK(YKK?ARS,BRS) 
COMMON EKKo 
EXTERNAL FOP 
E K K 0 = 1K K 
EF'=l .00E-7 
ET=l.00E-7 
IFAIL=i 
CALL C05AAF(ARS,BRS,Ep,FOp,zK) 
RETURN 
END 



FUNCTION FOP(ZK) 
COMMON EKKO 
T:tl=zK*zK 
TI2=TI1-0,47470102 
TI=SORT(T12) 
SVART=0 .4747076102 
TI I i=SORT(SVART) 
1112 = - I Eli / Z K 
T113=ASIN(1112) 
TII=-TIIi*TII3 
TIII1A=-i 
T 	I1= A SIN (TI I Ii A) 
TIII=rIIi*TIIIi 
T0:-TI+TII+TIII 
F 0 F = TO - E K K 0 
RETURN 
E: N Li 

FUNCTION ZM(YKK,ARSBRg) 
COMMON ELLO 
EXTERNAL FIL 
EL L 0 = Y K K 
EP=i .00E-7 
ET=1 • OOE-7 
IF A IL = 1 
CALL COSAAF(ARS,BRS,Ep,FIL,ZM) 
RETURN 
E. N Li 

FUNCTION FIL(ZM) 
COMMON ELLO 
BLAR=o • 4747076102 
Ui 1 ::flRr(ELI_AR) 
U12- ZM*ZM 
U130 • 4747076102-U12 
U14=SQRT ( U13) 
U 15 = 2 • * U 11* Ui 4 
U16=2 • *0 • 4747076102 
U17=(U15+Ui6)/ZM 
U18=ALOG(U17) 
U :1 :LJ 1 1 *U 18 
tJ21=2.*LJ1 1 
U22=AI.O0 (U21) 
U 2 = - U 11 * U 22 
U 3 = - Ui 4 
U 0 = UI + Li 2 + U 3 
F IL=UO-ELLO 
RETURN 
END 

237 
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